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PREFACE

The world of work is changing dramatically. Increased domestic and iv- Tnational
competition, new technologies, and lagging productivity growth are just a few of

the major challenges facing American business. As companies adapt their goals and
strategies to these developments, the very nature of work will also be affected. In this
environment, strategic plans must include provisions for the efficient and effective use
of human resources.

Over the next ten years, millions of jobs in the goods-producing and service sectors
will be restructured and, as a result, will require different and often new skills. Large
numbers of jobs will also be replaced by new occupations, many of which will demand
higher skill levels than those eliminated. Because workers who do not have the right
skills cannot perform their jobs, American businesses face the challenge of developing
specific strategies to ensure that their workers have the capabilities needed to adapt to
these changes.

First, with fewer workers from which to choose, employers have to make greater use
of incumbents. While training existing workers is not new, a labor shortage environment
makes the training payoff even more important. It also requires dipping further into
internal labor queues to meet new skill needs. As employers have attempted this, a
surprisingly large number of experienced workers have been found with basic skills
deficiencies sufficient to prevent them from participating in retraining and upgrading
programs successfully. Inthese instances, existing training programs alone have not
been enough to facilitate the-development of new skills and kn, wledge. It has become
apparent that retraining and upgrading incumbents will require integrating skills
training with a more planned process of development that includes basic skills
remediation.

Since future output requirements cannot be met solely by increasin6 the productivity
of existing workers, employers also have to recruit new workers. However, new
workers are in short supply and many of those available for hire are disproportionately
from groups that bring to the workplace a different set of needs and desired benefits,
ranging from basic skills training to dependent care and flexible work policies. Unless
efforts are made to recruit these new types of workers and address their training and
employment needs, employers will have difficulty meeting their hiring requirements
and remaining competitive.

This monograph promotes awareness of these issues by reviewing steps employers can
take to respond to changes in the size and composition of the labor force. It is designed
as a primer for small and large businesses who are getting started on these issues and
who can benefit from an introduction to them. The monograph focuses on three basic



strategies germane to most labor and skill shortage problems, including: 1) improving
the entry-level recruitment and staffing function; 2) planning and implementing basic
skills and related training programs; and 3) introducing dependent care and work
related policies. For each of these strategies, the monograph reviews key planning and
implementation issues as well as the experience that many employers have had in
addressing them.

To prepare the monograph, the authors relied on the experience and advice of many
individuals, organizations, and businesses. In-person and telephone interviews were
conducted with representatives from business groups, government agencies, and
program providers who are concerned with labor and skill shortage problems. They
also conducted an extensive review of the literature and visited a number of businesses
which were identified as having implemented successful workplace programs and
policies. The information that was collected was synthesized and used as the basis for
preparing what is hoped to be a useful and practical guide that employers can use as a
road map for planning future human resources strategies.

Organization of the Monograph

The monograph is organized into two major parts. Part I focuses on practical
strategies that firms can take to address challenges posed by changes in the labor force.
The first chapter is an overview and briefly reviews the nature of the challenges faced by
employers. The remaining three chapters focus on innovative practices and progiams
that can be implemented to: 1) strengthen entry-level recruitment and staffing; 2)
establish workplace basic skills programs; and 3) develop dependent care and related
policies

Part II of the monograph includes the results of visits to five organizations that have
developed successful programs and policies in response to labor force changes. These
organizations include: 1) The Alliance for Employee Growth and Development, a joint
human resources development venture of AT&T, the Communications Workers of
America, and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers; 2) The Highland Park
Day Care Center, a consortium-based model for providing on-site child care services to
small and large businesses; 3) Superior Technical Ceramics, a small manufacturer in
Vermont that implemented an in-house bask skills program; 4) Lancaster Labs, Inc., a
small testing business that built its own on-site day care facility; and 5) Motorola Inc., a
large electronics manufacturer that implemented a variety of basic skills programs for its
workforce.

These case studies present a detailed account of the experience of each organization
and will provide the reader with the benefits of key lessons and issues that emerged in
the implementation of labor shortage policies and programs.
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CHAPTER 1

THE CHALLENGE OF A CHANGING LABOR
FORCE

The challenge of meeting workplace needs
appears in many respects to have never been
greater. At the same time that employers are
increasingly seeking well trained and
educated workers, fewer individuals will be
available for work. Between now and the
year 2000, the nation's aggregate labor force
is projected to grow more slowly than at any
time since the 1930s.1 The number of 18 to
24year olds, for example, will decrease to
roughly 23 million in 1995, down from 28.9
millior in 1980. By 1995, there will be 2.2
million fewer labor force participants in this
age group in comparison to 1986. The slow
growth of the labor force and the
diminishing numbers of new, young
workers present the nation's employers
with potentially unprecedented labor
shortages, placing substantial pressures on
their wage structures, recruitment
functions, and efforts to retain and develop
existing employees.

The reduced rate of labor force growth will
be exacerbated by important changes in the
7omposition of the labor force.2 In
comparison to the workforce of the 1970s
and early 1980s, future workers will be older
and more likely to be women, minorities,
immigrants, and those from educationally
and economically deprived backgrounds.
By the year 2000, 80 percent of all new labor
market entrants will be composed of the first
three of these groups. Moreover,
immigrants are projected to account for 22
percent of all new workers between 1985

and 2000, in comparison to their 7 percent
share of the labor force in 1985. A major part
of the solution to the potential labor shortage
problem will likely require grea ter a nd more
efficient use of these new sources of labor.

Changes in the size and character of the
nation's labor force have been well
documented. In fact, the issue is hardly
news to most companies and public policy
officials. Trade and business tabloids, the
newsprint, the broadcast media, as well as
scholarly journals have devoted substantial
attention to these current and forthcoming
changes in the magnitude and nature of the
labor force. Yet for all the reswrch and
public discussion, most employers have
limited experience with addressing the
human resource implications of these
changes. While there are several such
implications, six have been highlighted
consistently:

1. The growing shortage of available
workers will require companies to
develop new policies and
procedures that increase employee
productivity and retention, and
facilitate career and skill
devIlopment among existing
workers. Increased on-the-job
training and offsite educational
development as well as changes in
compensation and benefits will
likely be among the options that will
require new, creative attention.
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2. The shift in the characteristics of
available workers will require new
recruitment strategies. The use of
help-wanted advertisements an4
professional search firms will likely
prove ineffective for many segments
of the available workforce.
Employers will increasingly have to
reach out to prospective employees
through non-traditional recruitment
agents such as local government
agencies and community-based
organizations.

3. The increasing share of workers
with limited skills and education
will expand the need for literacy and
basic skills training, both on- and
off-the-job. It may also require
modifications in hiring
requirements, job restructuring, and
new career ladders and associated
training. While public education
and training institutions have an
important role to play here,
companies will also be faced with a
need to promote literacy
development and make maximum
use of available workers.

4. The projected growth of the
immigrant labor force will add to the
need for literacy training. It will also
introduce new issues for
organizational cultures to address.
English-as-a-second language as
well as cultural sensitivity Mining
will become more important as the
immigrant population expands its
share of the labor force.

5. The aging of the labor force will
translate into an increased demand
for part-time and flextime
employment and greater demand
for elder-care. As a result,
companies may need to reconsider

2

their retirement and pension policies
as well as their ability to address the
needs many employees will have for
elder-care.

6. The ccntinued growth of dual
working families and sing'ie mother
workers will add to the already
strong demand for child-care
services and flexible workplace
policies. More attention will have to
be placed on developing creat've,
cost-effective solutions to the
growing need for day-care and other
supportive policies. Eextime, job
sharing, employer sponsored
child-care, referral services, and
flexible leave policies are among the
types of alternatives that will likely
receive increased attention.

To date, the bulk of attention to these issues
has focused on supply-side public policies,
particularly as they relate to new and
emerging sources of labor. There has been a
growth of sponsored research studies aimed
at examining the importance of basic skills
in the workplace as well as the special
training and employment problems faced
by rapidly expanding segments of the labor
force. Demonstration programs and efforts
to create public-private training aryl
education partnerships have also been
initiated.

This public policy orientation has made an
important contribution to our
understanding of labor shortage problems.
It has underscored the need for
improvements in the quality of education
and training in the U.S., and provided a
better understanding of the training,
remedia tion, a nd related employment needs
of new emerging segments of the labor force.
At the same time, limited attention has been
devoted to steps that firms can take to adjust
to labor and skill shortages.



The evidence that does exist on employer
responses to labor shortages suggests a
short-term streegy with little emphasis on
changing recruitment practices, internal
training, or the structure of jobs within the
workplace. According to a recent national
survey, only 28 percent of all responding
firms targeted the economically
disadvantaged as a new source of labor and
just lb percent targeted immigrants, one of
the fastest growing segments of the labor
force. In addition, the findinga from this
survey and other similar surveys have
indicated tha t, in addition to wage increases,
most firms have responded to labor
shortages by intensifying traditional
recruitment, hiring, and development
strategies (e.g., greater use of help-wanted
advertisements and recruitment bonuses).
The introduction of upgrading, retraining,
and basic skills programs, changes in
occupational staffing patterns, job
restructuring, and even dependent care are
still offered by only a small proportion of all
employers.3

Given these results, it would seem that
employers may need to do more. Continued
changes in skill and education requirements
alone suggest the need for greater levels of
upgrading and retraining. When combined
with a slow growing and aging labor force
that is also undergoing demographic shifts,
it is clear that a new era in human resources
management is emerging.

The Challenges Ahead

As we approach the next century,
employers will face several critical human
resources challenges. Three, in particular,
will likely affect a broad spectrum of
employers across both industry lines and
size categories. These include:

1. The Basic Skills Challenge

Chapter One

2. Changing Worker Expectations

3. Human Resources as a Long-
Term Investment

The Basic Skills Challenge

Basic skills have emerged as an important
issue for three reasons. The first is that rising
education and skill requirements have
increased the demand for workers who are
able to learn new, Liore ad va nced skills.4 As
employers have had to rely increasingly on
their existing workforce to acquire these
skills, they have found a surprisingly large
share without the basic skills needed to
participate in upgrading and retraining
programs successfully.

Problems with basic skills have also
surfaced as a result of organizational
changes that demand more independent
initiative and problem-solving, and place
greater reliance on teamwork. In these
instances, employers have looked for their
workers to display strong communication,
leadership, and conflict management skills.
Since the majority of American workers
have not gone beyond high school, and
because a rising share have already settled
into their careers, many have not had the
opportunity to learn or practice these new
types of skills that are beco-ning more
important in the workplace.s As a result,
difficulties have often emerged as
employers attempt to introduce new, more
productive forms of organizational
management.

Another part of the basic skills issue i elates
to the characteristics of many new workers.
Ii tle U.S. toda y, la rge proportions o f young
adults are functioning at relatively low
levels of basic skills. As shown below, just
".1.5 percent of all individuals 21 to 25 years
of age can read at the eleventh grade level.
Among those with a high school diploma
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and some post-secondary education, as few
as 55.9 percent read at this level. Although
substantial progress has been made in
educational achievemAnt overall, the
evidence would seem to suggest that it has
not kept pace with rising workplace
demands. In fact, recent test score results
published by the Educational Testing
Service reveal that most of the gains in
education have been made at the bottom of
the achievement ladder. While more
individuals can function at minimum levels
of literacy, there have been few, if any, gains

at higher levels of literacy that are often
required for todays jobs.6

Additionally, educatk. al gains have not
been uniform across all demographic
groups. While minorities have made

)stantial gains in education, they lag
significantly behind whites! Since
minorities will account for a
disproportionately large share of total labor
force growth over the next ten years, their
basic skills deficiencies are both more
evident and problematic for employers and
society in general.

Percent of Young Adults (21 to 25) at or Above the Average
Reading Proficiency of 4th, 8th, and llth Graders

LEVEL OF EDUCATION RACE/ETHNICITY

H.S.
Diploma

and
Post-

Secondary
Grade Total 0-8 9-12 More Degree White Black Hispanic

11. 61.5 15.1 214 55.9 83.3 61.6 334 52.3

8 79.8 37.0 $3.6 77.9 95.6 85.0 S3.0 70.9

4 94.0 73.3 761 94.7 99.6 I 96.2 82.2 92.4

,

Source: Irwin S. Kirsch and Ann Jungeblut, Literacy: Profiles of America's Young Adults,
Educational Testing Service), Report No. 16-PL-02, Princeton, NJ.

Facing up to these basic skills challenges is
critical. They have a clear bearing on the
effectiveness of existing upgrading and
retraining programs and the ability of firms
to recruit new workers and employ them
successfully. The seriousness of the
challenge is also evident from the fact that
the vast majority of employers do not

currently offer basic skills training and have
not yet begun to recruit from many of the
growing segments of the labor force.8 The
experience of those employers who have
introduced basic skills programs for existing
workers or new recruits indicates that
engaging adults in a structured workplace
learning environment can be difficult.

4 1
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Unless steps are taken to address this
challenge, many firms will be hard pressed
to meet their hiring and skill requirements
successfully.

Changing Worker Expectations
and Needs

Not so long ago, the average American
worker could be characterized as a man
earning enough to care for his family,
including his wife, who more often than not
stayed at home to care for the children. This
man would typically experience a
"settling-in" process early in his career, and
eventually find a job and aLt employer with
whom he would be lucky enough to stay
with for a long period of time if not his entire
career. Over the last twenty years, several
developments changed this picture sharply,
and modified thelmsir relationship between
workers and their jobs.

One was the rapid growth of woiking
single mothers and another was the sharp
increase in dual-working families. The
American labor force is no longer
dominated by the male wage earner. Today,
women are employed in a variety of
occupations and industries, and because of
their large numbers and rising education
levels, are coming occupy a larger
proportion of the highest paid and most
responsible jobs in the U.S.9

Another development has been the
continued effort by American firms to
downsize and otherwise adjust the1i6
workforces to be more competitive.
Beginning in the early 1980s, large numbers
of workers were displaced from their jobs as
a result of plant closings and permanent
reductions in force. It is estimated that
between 1981 and 1986, for example, nearly
8.8 million full-titne workers lost their jobs
for these reasons. While the back to back
recessions beginning in 1980 were a major

Chapter One

cause of these reductions, firms have
continued to downsize their workforces
even (1.-:ing times of strong economic
grov.-11.. A recent survey by the American
Management Association indicated that
between 1988 and 1989, 39 percent of U.S.
employers had reduced their workforces to
address competitive pressures. For many
workers, these developments have shaken
the basic expectation of long-term job
security and introduced the strong
possibility that employment over one's
lifetime will likely involve working for
several different employers.

As these changes have taken hold, they
have modified the basic relationship
between workers and their jobs and
particularly, what employees expect from
their empioyers. As a result of the rise in
dual-working families and single mother
workers, the demand for child care
assistance has also incieased. It has become
evident that employees look to their
einbloyers for assistance with securing care
for MAr children, whether it be through
on-site centers or through information
referral service. With more working
parents, employers have also been faced
with a rising demand for greater workplace
flex;:iiiity that allows employees to better
balance their responsibilities and
commitments to their careers and their
families. Employers who do not address
these issues have, and will continue to be
faced with recruitment difficulties, higher
turnover, and more frequent work
interruptions.

Changes have also occurred in how
employees view their careers and their
commitment to an employer. As a result of
more frequent layoffs, organizational
changes, and job restructuring, the promise
of long-term security with one employer has
been all but eliminated. This is as true for
white-collar professional workers as it is for
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the blue-collar production workers.
Throughout the U.S., greater numbers of
workers are having to think in terms of
"career security," and often look to their
employers to play a greater role in skill
upgrading and retraining and in providing
career counseling and other related support
services.

Human Rasources As a Long-Term
Investment

All signals indicate that a new framework
is needed to manage several key elements of
the human resources function. Continued
economic restructuring, a slow-growing
ard aging labor force, and increasing
demand for a skilled, educated, and flexible
workforce will make it important for
employors to invest in their employees and
establish policies to support their continued
development. Making these investments is
sensible only if employers view their
workers as long-term investments.

As things now stand, employers have an
interest in their workers acquiring the skills
and capabilities related directly to their jobs.
This enhances productivity and limits the
extent to which workers can take their new
skills to other employers. Indeed, the
economics of retraining suggest that
employers can benefit directly horn making
the increased investments that may be
warranted to ensure that their workers can
perform productively on their jobs.

While workers can also benefit from this
type of specific training, more broadly based
career development, including the
acquisition of basic skills, is potentially more
risky for employers since it is marketable to
a wide range of other firms. At the same
time, helping workers acquire these basic
skills and prepare for change is what is often
necessary for upgrading and retraining
programs to be successful. Despite the

potential costs of these services, continued
downsizing, and changes in skill
requirements and the labor force may well
make them unavoidable. By adopting a
long-term perspective, employers will be
better able to realize the benefits of these
investments since, even in the short-term, it
will help to promote productivity and lower
hiring and other related transaction costs.

Taking a long-term perspective is also what
is needed to support dependent care and
related policies. While it is surely possible
to manage without such policies, over time
employers will likely face continued hiring
and retention problems as well as more
frequent interruptions to work. Human
resources are the wealth of nations, and
making the necessary investments in them
will benefit all employers, directly and
indirectly.

Surviving as a Small
Business

The challenges posed by a changing labor
force will affect all businesses. However,
small businesses face special needs. While
the issues that small business must confront
are not materially different from those of
larger firms, what is often different is the
manner by which small business must
address its needs. Relatively limited
resources, time, and expertise suggest
small business will have to place greater
reliance on multi-firm consortia, public
education and training programs, and
other cost-sharing arrangements to address
their human resources needs.

The special problems faced by small
business are not inconsequential either.
Small business accounts for roughly 50
percent of total U.S. employment and is
responsible for contributing nearly half of all

6 1 7



jobs that grew throughout the 1980s.12 At
the same time, small business is more
vulnerable to the effects of labor and skill
shortages.

Relative to larger firms, small businesses
have higher levels of turnover (even after
controlling for demographic, wage, and
other important differences), and employ
greater shares of fyuth as well as less
educated workers. As shown below,
small businesses are also less likely than
their larger counterparts to offer a variety of

Chapter One

important types of training. Remedial
education, for example, is offered by less
than 20 percent of all small businesses, in
comparison to roughly one-third of larger
businesses. Similar differences exist with
respect to communications skills, computer
literacy training, customer relations, and life
skills. These differences, combined with
limited resources, will present many small
businesses with formidable challenges to
attracting, retaining, and developing
qualified employees.

SELECTED TYPES OF TRAINING PROVIDED BY FIRM SIZE,
1987(Percent of Employees)

Type

of Training Total

FIRM SIZE

Less
than
100

100
to

1,500

500
to

1,500

1,500
to

5,000

5,000
to

10,000

10,000
and

above

Conununkatiou Skills 68 57 63 65 80 91 91

Computer Literacy 67 57 65 73 72 62 68
e

Customer Relations 52 48 43 47 72 76 73

Personal Growth/Life 22 12 15 26 31 38 27

Wilt

Sid ils Training 59 59 57 60 62 62 68

Remedial Training 26 19 18 29 35 48 32

Source: 1989 Training/Retraining Survey. (Society for Human Resources Management),

Alexandria, VA, 1989.

Business survival in the next century will
depend partly on how well employers are
able to attract and maintain well educated

7

and skilled workers. For the E,mall business,
survival will also depend on establishing
creative ways to share the costs of such
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functions as basic skills training, dependent
care, and retraining. As the experiences of
several small businesses have already
shown, establishing such linkages is both
feasible and a very productive use of
resources.

Creating Local Partnerships

Establishing partnerships with local
community and business organizations is
one way that small business can leverage the
resources required to meet many of its hiring
and training needs. Local organizations,
such as the Chamber of Commerce,
community-based organizations (CB0s),
and Private Industry Councils (PICs) can,
for example, serve many roles to help
leverage resources and improve access to
new sources of labor. By contacting local
business or community organizations, small
business can establish effective linkages that
will improve its ability to address future
recruitment, training, and education reeds.

For many small businesses, the public
employment and training system has
proven to be an effective vehicle for meeting
future human resources requirements. This
system's flexibility, strong private sector
involvement, and local orientation has made
it a viable vehicle for leveraging resources
and establishing relationships with key
training and education institutions.

The centerpiece of the employment and
training system is ' ' Job Training
Partnership Act (JTP1 This program,
created by the federal government in 1982,
is administered at the local Service Delivery
Area (SDA) level and designed to provide a

wide variety of employment, training,
education, and related programs. To ensure
strong private sector involvement, each
SDA has a Private Industry Council, the
majority of whose members must come from
private business. These PICs are
responsible for program planning and
oversight, and for 2stablishing relationships
between and among local businesses,
training providers, and other institutions
providing iducation and related services.

Funds made available under JTPA are
targetted on "economically disadvantaged"
individuals and workers displaced from
their jobs. Eligibility is defined broadly and
PICs have substantial discretion in
determining the types of programs to offer,
including, but not limited to skills training,
remedial education, English-as-a-Second
Language, on-the-job training, and support
services, such as child care.

Because of JTPA's flexibility and focus,
PICs can serve as the focal point for business
partnerships to acquire and train
experienced as well as entry-level workers.
They can, for example, assist in developing
specific relationships with an individual
firm or can be the catalyst for a consortium
of employers who wish to work together to
address a particular need. For small
business, establishing a relationship with
the local PIC can be an effective vehicle for
leveraging training and education resources
and recruiting new and experienced
workers. A call to the Mayor's Office, Town
Hall, or the Chamber of Commerce can
identify how to best contact the local area's
PIC.

8 1 9
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CHAPTER 2

STRENGTHENING ENTRY-LEVEL
RECRUITMENT AND PLACEMENT

Changing labor force dynamics have
intensified pressure on the most basic
human resources staffing functions--
recruitment, screening, selection, and
placement. Mon companies have
responded to this pressure by expanding the
use of traditional practices such as raising
wages, hiring more temporary workers, and
intensifying newspaper ads. Overall, these
popular strategies have not been very
effective in increasing the number of
qualified applicants or improving the match
between workers and jobs. There are,
however, a number of ways that businesses
can strengthen these human resources
functions and avoid the adverse effects of
labor and skill shortages.

This chapter is devoted to helping
companies improve the effectiveness of
entry-level recruitment and selection in a
changing labor force environment. The
chapter begins by reviewing why it is
important to consider making changes to
these basic human resources functions. This
is followed by a presentation of two basic
strategies for improving the effectiveness of
recruitment and selection:

Strengthening the Basics focuses on
steps companies can take to improve the
effectiveness of existing practices and
programs to recruit and place
employees. This includes developing
helpful information systems to track
hiring costs, applicants, and job
vacancies; broadening traditional
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recruitment strategies; providing new
recruitment incenti ves a nd benefits; and
creating more efficient testing and
selection systems.

Broadening the Recruitment Net
includes strategies for recruiting new
sources of workers and employing them
successfully. Expanding the
recruitment base begins with
realistically assessing the available labor
pool. Subsequent steps include
understanding the needs of each group
of potential workers; tailoring
recruitment tactics to reach out to a
diverse work force; exploring
cost-saving public/private partner-
ships; increasing the objectivity of
screening practices such as testing end
interviewing; and integrating the new
hires into the company with innovative
orientation, "managing diversity," and
related training programs.

Is There a Need for
Change?

Over the past several years, there have
been a number of indications that current
practices to recruit and place new
employees have become less effective. The
most telling and broad indicator of this
difficulty is reflected in what economists call
the Beveridge Curve. This curve depicts the
rela,ionship between the number of job
vacancies and the unemployment rate. It is
used to determine whether employers are
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having more or less difficulty filling
vacancies for a given rate of joblessness.
Since the unemployment rate at the end of
the 1980s was comparable to the rate at the
beginning and end of the 1970s (i.e., 5.5
percent), the Beveridge Curve can be very
instructive in identifying whether a
fundammtal change has occurred in the
effectiveness of the job ir itching process.

Using data obtained from the Conference
Board on the volume of help-wanted
advertisements placed with newspapers
around the country (as a proxy for job
vacancies), a Beveridge Curve ca n be plotted
for the years 1970 to 1989. This is shown in
Exhibit 1 and indicates that the curve has
shifted outward to the right, suggesting that
during the 1980s, there were more vacancies
available for a given rate of unemployment
than in past years. This indicates that
employers throughout the United States
have indeed experienced more difficulty
filling their jobs than in the past.

Supporting this result is the sharp increase
in recruitment costs during the last part of
the 1980s. According to estimates obtained
from the Saratoga Institute, the average cost
per new hire between 1987 and 1988
increased by ever $1,000 for exempt
(salaried) employees and by ovet $200 for
non-exempt (hourly) employees. In fact,
the 1988 average cost of recruitment was up
to $7,495 per exempt hire, a 16 percent
increase over 1987, and $654 per non-exempt
hire. a 46 percent increase over the same

,-.mperiod. 1 oce these increases were well in
excess of inflation, it is safe to say that the
effort and resources required to attract and
retain employees did indeed go up.

Taken together, these indicators suiggest
that it is fundamentally more difficult to fill
vacancies than in the past. Understanding
why this has occurred, however, is
important to improving the effectiveness of

the staffing function. Certainly, mismatches
between emerging skill requirements and
the capabilities and interests of existing
workers have played an important role.'
But so has a slow growing labor force, as
have changes in the characteristics of new
labor market entrants. It is now a Trailer of
fact that there are fewer new recruits than in
the past, and those avaibble for hire are
disproportionately comprised of groups
with whom employers have had little
experience. Single mothers, the less
educated, recent immigrants, and minorities
present the workplace with a new set of
more complex challenges. Based on the
results to date, it would appear that just as
the public education and training system is
undergoing quality-based changes,
improvements will also have to be made in
the recruitment and placement functions
carried out by employers.

For one thing, employers will have to look
to get more from their existing investments
in staffing. Most studies of hiring practices
have revealed that the selection process,
particularly among smaller employers, is
not conducted as effectively as it could be.
A surprising number of employers do not
rely on formal job related selection criteria
or tests, and do not systematically check
references or educational achievement.
Recruitment, particularly in many small
firms, is also constrained by limited budgets
and resources, including staff time. In the
current labor shortage environment,
ensuring that the basics of recruitment and
staffing are working well is necessary to
attract qualified applicants and select the
right person for tne job.

The staffing function itself may also hove
to undergo some basic changes. One key
reason is that doing more of the same will
not always work. A 1988 national sui vey
conducted by the Society for Human
Resources Management (formerly the
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Exhibit 1
The Help-Wanted index vs. The Unemployment Rate,
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American Society for Personnel
Administration), revealed that most
employers have chosen to address labor, shortages by intensifying traditional
recr-itment tactics.' Increased use of
help-wanted ads, greater utilization of
temporary workers, and increased wages
were among the most frequently cited tactics
used by employers. At the same time, the
majority of these employers also reported
that these s tra tegies were not very successful
in attracting additional qualified employees.
Some of the more important limitations of
existing staffing practices are illustrated in
Exhibit 2.

In the current labor market environment, it
is clear that running a tight ship is important.
But it is also certain that employing new
types of workers can often mean changes in
recruitment, selection, training, and/ or
initial placement. Community-based
recruitment, functional zssessment, basic
skills training, and initial on-the-job support
programs are among key changes that are
beginning to emerge in entry-level staffing.
More and more, employers are starting to
adapt various aspects of their staffing
function to accommodate a labor force in
which greater proportions of new workers
,.._e not as easily employed as their earlier
counterparts. Exhibit 3 presents an
illustration of what may well emerge as
entry-level staffing strategies for the 1990s.

Presently, there are a number of
innovative, practical options that can help
address present and future staffing
problems. Some of these involve improving
existing practices, while others are centered
around expanding the recruitment base to
new sources of workers. The remainder of
this chapter provides a review of how
employers can pursue these two strategies:
1) strengthening basic functions; and 2)
broadening the recruitment net.
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Strengthening the Basics

Strengthening the basic hiring and staffing
function is one strategy employers can
adopt to address labor and skill shortages.
As with any business function, it is
important to ensure that maximum value is
obtained for a given investment. This
section focuses on steps employers can take
to improve the value of their basic staffing
functions. Four areas are addressed briefly,
including:

1. Managing recruitment effectively.

2. Broadening recruitment tactics.

3. Use of recruitment incentives.

4. Testing and selection.

Managing Recruitment Effectively

One of the first tasks in addressing the
staffing issue is evaluating existing
recruitment practices. Employers should
begin by examining how efficiently their
recruitment function is operating and where
there are opportunities for improvement.
Essential to this task is a management
information system to track and evaluate the
efficiency of the function. If such a system
does not exist, employers would do well to
consider implementing one.

A useful management system need not be
elaborate, or even automated, but should
include three fundamentals: 1. tracking
hiring costs; 2. monitoring job vacancies and
job applicants; and 3. evaluating employee
performartce. The easiest costs to monitor
are the explicit ones such as advertising,
outside search firm fees, employee referral
bonuses, applicant and staff travel time, and
the salaries and benefits paid to recruiters.

2 4



Exhibit 3
Entry-Level Staffing Strategies for the 1990s
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Exhibit 2
Traps in Using Traditional Entry-Level Recruitment and Selection Practices
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Idezny, vacancies should also be tracked in
total and by type of job. Important statistics
to calculate about vacancies are the cost per
hire and the time it takes to fill an opening.
Productivity statistics, usually in the form of
worker evaluations, can then be used in
combination with the other relevant data to
answer the following questions regarding
recruitment and selection:

What type of openings are mobt
common?

Which openings take most time to
fill?

Which positions generate most of the
hiring costs and what is the cost per
hire among different positions?

Which positions have the highest
turnover rates?

Which positions have the lowest job
performance ratings?

What staffing functions are
responsible for the bulk of
recruitment costs?

On the basis of answers to these questions,
explicit recruitment budgets can be
established, targeted, and monitored on a
routine basis, providing helpful feedback on
progress toward hiring goals.

Anothr critical area to examine is the role
of recruiters. Recruiting responsibility is
often given to the personnel or human
resource department, while line managers
are in charge of making final hiring
decisions. The overall staffing function is
thus shared, and accountability can become
a problem. Identifying staffing goals and
establishing clear areas of responsibility for
managers, recruiters, and the personnel
department is essential to developing an
efficient recruitment and hiring effort.

Chapter Two

Broadening Entry-Level
Recruitment Tactics

Because standard recruitment tactics will
not always generate enough applicants,
companies will have to turn to new tactics
and improvements in existing ones. While
there are several options from which to
choose, they should all be geared at making
the recruitment function more aggressive,
targeted, and efficient. Exhibit 4 presents a
number of innovative recruitment tactics
that employers can use to build upon those
already in place. These are discussed briefly
below.

Expand Internal Recruiting

The usual method of internal recruiting is
to display job openings in a company
newsletter or on a bulletin board and wait
for employees to apply. A more dynamic
and effective approach is to actively seek out
qualified or highly promising employees
that may not be quite ready for the job, but
are deemed trainable over time. These
internal recruits can then be directed toward
appropriate in-house or outside training
programs, and then to their new jobs.
Encouraging a broad-based application
process and providing mobility assistance
helps both the employee and the firm.

A good practical example of internal
mobility assistance is the Qualifying Exam
Preparation Programs established by the
Alliance for Employee Growth and
Development, a joint human resources
venture between the Communication
Workers of America, the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, and
AT&T. These programs are designed to
facilitate internal mobility by offering
incumbents test preparation courses for the
company's Qualifying Examinations. These
exams are required in order to be admitted
to certain training programs or job
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Exhibit 4
Innovative Recruitment Methods
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classifications. The program runs for 30 to
36 hours at an average per-worker cost of
approximately $450.

To date, Qualifying Exam Preparation
Programs have been implemented in about
150 company locations, enrolling close to
2,000 workers. As expected, partidpating
workers fare better on their Qualifying
Examinations than non-participants.
Overall, about three-quarters of those who
take the courses passed the company's
Qualifying Exams compared to a 20 percef.:
pass rate for those who do not. There is no
doubt that the Alliance expects this result to
facilitate worker mobility and build on the
human capital investments already made in
these individuals.

Use Alternative Print and
Electronic Media

Innovative recruiting means reaching out
to those who do not respond to traditional
recruitment approaches regularly. Ads in
alternative community newspapers and
local neighborhood weeklies can broaden
the applicant base substantially. Ads
outside the help wanted section of the paper
can also catch the attention of the casual job
seeker.

Simplifying the application process as well
as job qualifications can also help to attract
more applicants. Ads should encourage a
wide range of applicants and list only
qualifications deemed absolutely essential
for the job. Giving the company phone
number instead of an address can also
speed-up the hiring process, as can
encouraging recruits to apply in person,
without developing formal resumes. This
can save valuable time, as the prescreening
interview and application process can all be
conducted at once, often on the day that the
applicant sees the ad.

19
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Some companies are making innovative
use of aliernative media such as direct mail,
cable TV, radio, and electronic bulletin
boards. Direct mail typically targets a group
of skilled workers identified through
professional associations or schools, but can
be broad-based (as part of a larger
cooperative business mailing). Cable TV
and radio advertising is usually less
expensive than other forms of electronic
media, and helps target specific groups of
workers who tune into specialized local
stations. On-line electronic bulletin boards
are also popular, mostly to post information
on technically oriented jobs.

Recruit from the Customer
Base

Point-of-purchase recruitment is effective
when clients roughly mirror the
charvteristics of entry-level personnel. Fast
food companies, for example, recruit from
their customer base by placing flyers in take
out bags. Managers should always be on the
lookout for good employees, and right
across the store counter is a good place to
begin the search. Courteous customers
make for courteous workers, and a tactful
manager is in a good position to raise the
issue of employment. Having a flyer or
pamphlet available describing the company
and its benefits increases the effectiveness of
point-of-purchase recruiting.

Establish Employee Referral
Programs

The high cost of recruitment agencies has
led a number of companies to establish
employee referral programs. Most rewards
for a successful hire are cash, but some
companies offer prizes, discounts, or gift
certificates. Positions identified as having
high costs per hire are sometimes targeted
for rewards, or reward levels are increased
for these hard-to-fill positions. Some
managers may resist paying employees for
information that might have been provided
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without a reward, but this can be a
short-sighted view. A formal program
professionalizes the role of the recruiting
employee, and implicitly holds that worker
more accountable for the referrals that he or
she makes.

Participate in Open Houses
and Job Fairs

Open houses usually are held on company
premises, and cast a wide net to potential
employees. Job fairs typically are organized
around a number of employers, and target
particular kinds of jobs, such as clerical
workers or computer specialists. The
success of these events as a recruitment tool
depends critically on the quality of
marketing, including the pamphlets and
displays made available, and the ability of
the recruiter who is making tha t first contact.
Open houses are most effective when
refreshments are ample, and a targeted
group of applicants is identified and
solicited. Targeting potential applicants at
an institution such as a school or smior
center, and then providing transportation,
helps to create a successful open house.

Job fairs have become popular, especially
with small businesses, because they
efficiently pool the recruiting resources of a
number of employers in the same area. The
organizer, such as a Chamber of Commerce
or Private Industry Council, should be
encouraged to take out a large newspaper
ad, the cost of which is likely to exceed the
entire monthly recruiting budget of a
participating small firm. The fair allows for
the speedy collection and review of
applications and resumes, and saves the
time of an initial pre-screening interview.
Being prepared to market the company, and
then linking with a well-organiLed and
respected promoter, ensures that the cost of
company participation -- often several
thousand dollars is not wasted.

Work With Schools and Public
Training Institutions

One of the most popular recruiting
innovations is establishing closer ties with
local schools and training institutions. The
first step in this process is contacting the
schools to find out what is available for
employers. Many schools and training
institutes maintain print and electronic
bulletin boards, employment flyers, and
internship programs. Networking with
these programs helps establish employment
networks a t the entry level. The local or sta te
Department of Education and the yellow
pays can provide listings of
often-overlooked local training institutions.

Many employers establish enduring
relationships with workers that begin in the
early school years. Providing summer jobs
for high school students is not only
inexpensive, but builds relationships for the
future. Some high schools, and especially
vocational schools, have placement
programs for summer jobs. A part-time
internship program for graduating seniors
is a wise recruitment investment, which is
likely to pay off the following year in
permanent hires. The school newspaper is
also an effective recruitment source. A
well-timed ad in the la te spring can generate
a number of applications, especially if
transportation is not an issue. Where
transportation is problematic, ,-ar pooling
arrangements among students facilitate
summer work.

Work with Public Employment and
Training Programs

The foundation of the public employment
and training system is the Job Training
Partnership Act (JTPA), enacted in 1982 and
designed to build private sector
inyclvement in both the oversight and
planning of programs. Under JTPA,
program planning and service delivery are
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centered around local Service Delivery
Areas (SDAs). Each SDA has a Private
Industry Council (PIC), the majority of
whose members comes from the private
business community.

The PIC is responsible for strategic
planning and oversight of local programs.
As discussed earlier, the effectiveness of
these community-based programs, and the
involvement of the private sector in them,
relies substantially on the creativity and
leadership of the localbusiness participants.
A call to the Mayor's Office, Town Hall,
County Board of Supervisors, or Chamber of
Commerce will lead to information about
PICs and local training programs.

JTPA provides federal funding for serving
the "economically disadvantaged" as well as
all workers displaced from their jobs.
Eligibility is defined quite broadly.4 Some
funds are reserved for older workers, youth,
and summer youth programs; and a portion
of the money canbe used to aid persons who
are not economically disadvantaged or
job-displaced, but who have experienced
barriers to employment (such as difficulty
speaking English, lack of education, and the
like).

The focus of federal assistance under JTPA
is on training, including, for example,
school-to-work programs, classroom
training, on-the-job training (OJT), and job
search assistance. Consistent with the
business orientation of the legislation, many
PICs offer employers latitude in selecting
participants and in developing training
programs. Under OJT, the SDA will finance
cne-half of the trainee's wages for a period
of up to six months.

The program is flexible enough that it is
possible for employers to develop
recruitment and training-based initiatives

Chapter Two

on their own or in coordinaticn with the
SDA, and then seek cost-sharing assistance
when training eligible individuals under the
program. Such arrangements allow for the
program to sorve the individual needs of
particular businesses. The local PIC can also
serve as the hub of small business
partnership efforts in the area of child care,
recruitment, transportation, and basic skills
upgrading.

New Recruitment incentives

In addition to expanding recruitment
tactics, many companies are also developing
incentive programs and policies to attract
new employees. These include direct
educational support, flexible scheduling
and benefit policies, and dependent care
programs. Some employers have even
experirrented with transportation
assistance and housing support as well. In
the chapters on basic skills training (Chapter
Three) and dependent care programs
(Chapter Four), these benefits are described
in detail. What follows are some examples
of innovative "carrots" to enhance
recruitment.

Direct Educational Support

WI le many companies provide tuition
reimbursement programs, until recently
educational support was rare for part-time
and service workers. In addition, tuition
reimbursement programs available for
entry-level workers are often limited in the
number of courses supported, and the
financial burden of paying for the courcc
and then being reimbursed is often too great
for many younger workers. As a result,
modifying existing or introducing new
educational benefits can contribute to more
effective recruitment, especi Illy in those
industries and occupations wi,ere benefits
are limited, restrictive, and /or non-existent.
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Educational Assistance at the Detroit Burger King

There are ways of designing educational assistance programs which are in the direct service
of human resource goals. An example is the innovative education benefit implemented by the
Burger King in downtown Detroit. In 1986 the manager was facing a turnover rate which was
consistent with the rest of the fast-food industry--179percent. With each position turning over
almost twice per year, and training and recruitment costs estimated at $1,500 per hire, he first
attempted to solve the problem by adjusting wages and working conditions, but was
unsuccessful. Many of the best workers were quitting jobs not simply because the pay was
too low, but because they wanted to attend college.

The education plan that was implemented was intended to have a dramatic, immediate, and
lasting impact on recruitment and turnover -- and it worked. According to an independent
study, the annual turnover rate among users of the benefit in 1987-88 was only about 58
percent, much lower than the 240 percent rate for nonparticipants. Inflaticn-adjusted
productivity, measured as sales per employee hour and customers per employee hour,
increased about 3 percent. Adequate crew size was more easily maintained with improved
recruitment and reduced turnover, and the district manager's quality rating of the store
imnroved by 7 to 10 percent.

The key to the Detroit Burger King's success was tailoring the educational benefit to meet
the particular needs of the employees -- mostly young, part-time workers from the city. The
manager rejected the Burger King chain's benefit, which wasa standard tuition-reimbursement
program tied to job tenure, in favor of his own plan. After meeting with representatives of two
Inca/ community colleges, he arranged to make payments directly to the colleges to cover bc th
tuition and book charges for his workers. Benefits are available upon the day of hire, with the
number of courses paid for dependent upon the number of hours worked per week. Based
on the success of the model, it has been adopted by other local employers of young, part-time
workers.

Flexible Scheduling and
Benefit Policies

ln.troducing flexibility into the workplace
is important to many new recruits, such as
working mothers and older workers.
Flexibility can be built into work in many
ways (and is discussed in detail within
Chapter Four). For example, traditionally,
workers in many industries are either not
allowed to work part-time, or are granted
part-time work reluctantly, after making
themselves invaluable as full-time
employees. These attitudes are changing

slowly, as employers realize that large
segments of the workforce desire flexibility
from the first day on the j.k.

Often, students, parents, and retirees
prefer part-time work or flexible work
hours. Employees with dependents are
increasingly working at home or sharing a
full-time job with another part-time worker.
Flexibility does tend to reduce management
control, but should not be resisted based on
that criterion alone. The challenge of
managing a diverse, flexible workforce must
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be balanced against thebenefits of recruiting
and retaining high-quality workers.

Pro-rated benefits for part-time workers
are an effective recruitment tool as well.
These include sick leave, health care
benefits, and vacation pay. Offering flexible
work hours and pro-rated benefits sends a
signal to potential part-f.mers that they will
not only be accepted, but that they are
welcome to join the company on a long-term
basis.

Dependent Care Programs

These benefits include assistance for
elderly dependents (elder care) as well as
child care. Dependent care programs are an
excellr .t recruitment device and need not be
costly. The most common form of this type
of benefit is an information and referral
service, wherein employees work with
knowledgable expert, to develop a
dependent care strategy. The company
subsidizes the cost of the referral network,
either at an annual fixed rate or on a
per-referral basis. The benefit is both useful
to the worker and inexpensive for the
company.

Other relatively inexpensive dependent
care benefits include establishing a pre-tax
salary deduction Plan, and holding an
information fair. In addition, there are more
elaborate options such as on-site day care.
Even here, costs can be reduced
substantially through involvement with
public agencies and other businesses.

Improving Applicant Selection

Screening methods used by companies
range from informal interviews to batteries
of objective tests; from calling a few
references to the use of outside
preemployment screening services.
Standard steps in the screening process can
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include but are by no means limited to: I)
evaluating resumes and applications; 2)
conducting preliminary screening
interviews and quantitative testing; 3)
in-depth job interviews; 4) reference hecks
and background investigatio-ts; and 5)
physical examinations. However screening
and selection are structured by a company,
it is critical that they operate efficiently and
facilitate correct decisicns.

Several steps can be taken to improve the
match between workers and jobs. Standard
functions such as reference and fact
checking, for example, should become
routinized and conducted efficiently. Much
information on resumes and job
applications can be exaggerated or false, but
can be verified easily. Colleges will not
report grade point averages, for example,
but will verify attendance.

References provided by applicants are
another valuable source of information and
should also be checked routinely. A small
investment before the hire can save the time,
headaches, and money associated with a bad
decision. Calling references not only helps
identify weak candidates, but can highlight
the strongest candidates from what was
previously an undifferentiated group.

NJ matter what screening methods are
used, the standard selection approach is
usually the competency-based model.
Competency-based selection procedures
provide a sound basis for determining
which job applicants are most suited for
employment in a specific job or family of
jobs. The approach is based on the use of
specific. criteria related to good performance
usually found in high-performing
incumbents. The process itself can be very
formal and involve candidate testing, or it
can be informal. For example, the owner of
a small manufacturing company in New
England requires his line personnel to be
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"industrially housebroken," in that they
have been previously employed in a
blue-collar setting, and are aware of the
general hazards and house-keeping
practices required in such jobs. He found
that this was the single most important
a pplica:, t tra it associa ted with success on the
job in his plant.

The most effective way to utilize
competency-based selection is to develop a
set of minimum qualifications that are
related directly to the key tasks performed
on the job. This type of functional approach
to selection provides several benefits. It
ensures that prospective employees will be
selected on the basis of criteria that are
relevant and accurate predictors of future
job performance. It also directly links the
recruitment and selection process to existing
jobs in a meaningful way that is intuitively
appealing to employees and their
supervisors.

One objective way to use a
competency-based selection process is
through applicant testing. Objective paper
and pencil testing is making a comeback for
several reasons:

A favorable legal and regulatory
environment that no longer
discourages objective testing. In
1988, the Supreme Court reaffirmed
that objective testing should not be
treated differently from
interviewing and other selection
devices within discrimination cases.
The burden of proof of
discrimination is on the employee,
not the employer.

Tests have been proven
nondiscriminatory. There is now
consensus within the reseArch
community that a wide variety of
validated, job-related testing

instruments are fair and do not
discriminate against minority group
members.

Reductions in the cost of testing.
Testing companies have developed
off-the-shelf, valid tests which are
occupation-specific. Even small
companies, with the help of experts,
can get into the testing business for
as little as a few thousand dollars.

Testing is, however, a relatively complex
function, and companies should consult
with experts in establishing a program. The
sine qua non of a valid, effective test is that
it is a good predictor of performance on the
job.

There are two basic kinds of employment
testspersonality and skill tests.

Personality Tests

These tests seek to measure qualitative
behavioral worker traits that are important
in particular jobs. For example, certain
technical jobs require preciseness while
others require flexibility. Valid personality
tests assess applicants along these and other
job-related dimensions. Testing experts
start with jobs, identify those worker
characteristics that are correlated with good
job performance, and then test for these
characteristics among the applicant pool.

Ability Tests

Ability, or skill tests, are in greater use than
personality tests, mostly because they
measure skills directly, are relatively easy to
implement, and are inexpensive.
Job-related ability tests mirror the skills and
tasks needed on the job and also support a
functional approach to training. To better
tie the tests to jobs, some experts have
developed tests along occupational lines,
such as clerical or managerial. Thus, the
skills measured vary with the occupation.
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Exhibit 5
The "Diverse" Work Force

Ethnic and Racial Minorities Economically Disadvantaged
Workers

Less Educated and
Trained Workers

Immigrants
Older Workers and

Retirees

Displaced Workers Homemakers and
Working Mothers

Students



Testing is not a substitute for other
screening devices, but developing a testing
program can help reduce two kinds of errors
made in the selection process. The first error
is selecting someone who is ineffective on
the job (a "false positive"). This is costly for
the reasons specified above--low
productivity and increased turnover during
the probationary period. The second error,
as costly as the first, is rejecting an applicant
who in fact would have performed well on
the job. In a labor shortage environment,
companies can ill afford to reject good
applicants. Moving away from subjective
criterion toward objective testing is one way
of reducing the number of "false negatives"
in the selection process.

The Appendix to this chapter provides a
more detailed discussion of establishing a
workplace testing program.

Broadening
The Recruitment Net

While more efficient staffing can help
address labor and skill shortages, It will also
be important to consider new sources of
labor. Since the overall availability of
workers is declining, employers will have to
turn increasingly to new population groups
to meet entry-level sta.fing needs, including
new labor market entrants, older workers,
and those who are not as easily employed as
workers were in previous years. Exhibit 5
highlights specific sub-groups that comprise
the diverse workforce available for hire.
While these groups represent a source of
recruitment opportunity, they also pose new
challenges for employers.
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The first challenge is that new entrants are
a very diverse group with varying
recruitment, retention, education, and
training needs. As a result, no one single
solution will be sufficient to address the
needs of the large numbers of women,
minorities, and immigrants that are
expected to account for the majority of labor
force growth.

The second challenge is that many new
recruits will continue to come from
economically or educationally
disadvantaged backgrounds. While the
need for basic language, math, and
reasoning skills has never been more
apparent, many of these workers are often
not prepared to meet that need. According
to the President of BellSouth:

In 1987, fewer than 30 percent of
employment candidates met our skill
and ability requirements for sales,
service and technical jobs. Only 15
percent scored at the proficient level on
our typing test, and almost 50 percent of
those tested were not qualified for jobs
requiringeven light typing. Overall, we
estimate that fewer than 1 in 10
app:icants meets all our qualification
standards.5

Companies faced with labor or skill
shortages must make a decision about how
they will broaden their recruitment net and
find ways to employ new labor market
entrants. V pith creative planning, these new
employees cn be matched to emerging jobs
in cost-effective ways. Based on results from
the ASPA Label. Shortage Survey cited
earlier, companies that are targeting
"non-traditional" applicants are generally
finding that their recruitment effort is a
successful one:
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Firm Experience With Using New Sources Of Labor

Non-Traditional
Applicant

Pool

Percent
Who

Target

Of Those Who Target:
Percent Reporting at Least
Some Success Attracting

Applicants

%Weft 53% 87%

Retirees 43 65

Homemakers 36 71

Physically disabled 30 55

'Economically diSadvantaged 28 64

Military 20 67

lattnigrantS 18 62

Mentally disabled 16 36 ,

Source: 1988 ASPA Labor Shortage Survey, American Society for Personnel Administration, Alexandna, VA, 1988

While the recruitment effort from these
groups is generally successful, only a
relatively small fraction of companies are
making use of this alternative labor pool.
The remainder of this chapter reviews four
steps companies can take for recruiting
non-traditional workers, including:

1. Tailoring recruitment tactics;

2. Partnership programs to build basic
and other related skills;

3. Modifying selection practices; and

4. Integrating new hires within the
workplace.

Tailoring Recruitment Tactics for a
Diverse Work Force

To reach out to a diverse workforce,
recruiters must be flexible and creative.
They must recognize that reaching different
applicant sub-groups will require specifir
and targeted recruitment strategies.

i t) 27

The clearest signal that companies can send
about their openness is a message at the
bottom of want ads: "An Equal Opportunity
Employer." This simple message notifics a
broad-based populace that the organization
welcomes applications from every qualifiA
member of the labor pool. More specific
messages such as "handicapped accessible"
accentuate the basic theme, as do visual
advertisements which include workers
representing several demographic or other
segments of the labor force. In developing
such advertising, companies are bound by
the law not to favor particular groups. The
message should be inclusive, and cannot be
exclusive.

A second basic approach is to make
internal commitments to diversifying the
employee base, not just the applicant pool.
Since so many job referrals come through
incumbent workers, a heterogeneous staff is
virtually self-perpetuating. Companies
establish reputations in communities in
large part through thetr record of hiring, not
through their promises about future staffing
patterns. Intense efforts to diversify now
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can ease recruitment pressures in the long
run.

When targeting specific groups of workers,
the most effective approach is to work
through the institutions which serve t'..eir
communities. These networks of public and
private institutions include senior centers,
local Private Industry Col.ncils (PICO, the
Job Servire, church groups, charitable
organizations, advocacy groups,
community centers, and neighborhood
business associations. Each group will have
its own set of recruiting issues:

Economically disadvantaged
workers

Transportation to and from work is
often a stumbling block, and if
transportation assistance is available,
this information should be included in
recruitment literature. In addition,
disadvantaged workers are not likely to
be reached through generalized want
ads or private employment agencies. As
a result, it will also be important to bring
recruiters to these prevective
employees. Since low-income workers
usually qualify for a number of public
employment and training programs,
employers can contact local Private
Industry Councils (PICs) for
recruitment advice and information on
available services and workers.
Working with the PIC is an effective and
inexpensive way of reaching the
low-income labor force.

Workers with limited skills
and/or education

Many less-educated workers search for
jobs at state employment offices. Make
sure that jobs are posted with the
employment office, and that vacancy
information is updated on a regular
basis. Adult education centers are
another good source of supply for

motivated but less-educated and trained
workers.

Immigrant workers

Recruiters who speak the native
language and can develop contacts in
the community are most effective in
reaching immigrants. Not-for-profit
organizations and local PICs have funds
available for developing recruitment
and training programs for immigrants.
A bank in Rhode Island, for example,
worked with local organizations to
develop a combined English as a Second
Language/Teller Training program.
The not-for-profit organizations were
responsible for recruitment, while the
bank participat 1 in the screening
process.

Physically and mentally
disabled workers

Rehabilitation agencies and disability
organizations are a prime source of
disabled job applicWs. These
organizations can also be a source of
funds for training as can local PICs.
Local and state agencies for the disabled
can provide information on available
programs and services for this
population.

Older workers and retirees

Older workers can be reached through
agencies and organizations which serve
them, as well as through the
publications and electronic media that
they read and watch. Since many of
these potential workers may not be
actively looking for jobs, classified ads
are not the most productive recruitment
device. As with other kinds of workers,
hiring seniors into visible positions in
the company helps to attract other
applicants in that age group. Seniors
also recruit effectively from their cohort.
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Dislocated work 71,3

Since 1982, the federal government has
made funds available to employ and
retrain workers who have lost jobs
through plant closings, business
failures, and large-scale layoffs. These
dislocated-worker programs are
coordinated through state employment
and training agencies. The state
agencies often fund programs operated
for specific groups of laid-off workers
(such as those from a particular local
plant). Contacting these programs
direcily provides access to experienced
and available workers, many of whom
possess valuable skills. Call the state
employment and training office and ask
for information on dislocated worker
programs.

Homemakers and working
mothers

There are two essential strategies for
reaching individuals with dependent
care responsibilitier 1narket workplace
flexibility and dependent care benefits.
The rigidity of the work day and the
hig' cost/restricted availability of
depet lent care are the main stumbling
blocks for those who have home
responsibilities, but want to establish
long-term employment relationships.
Companies that advertise flexibility and
innovati ve benef its, and deliver on these
promises, clearly are taking the lead in
attracting this vast pool of workers.

Students

Many companies hire high school and
coilege students as part-time workers,
but few recruit in ways that make
optimal use of the academic year
schedule. Students are generally free to
work full time about four months out of
every twelve, and many can be flexible
about combining work with school.
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Partnership Programs to Build
Basic and Other Skills

While broadening the recruitment net will
likely increase the number of job applicants,
many new recruits will not be able to meet
minimum entry-level qualifications. As has
been reported by an increasing number of
employers, greater shares of new entry-level
hires are deficient in the most basic elements
of job skills, including reading, writing, and
math. These deficiencies lead to
lower-than-expected job performance, as
well as an inability to participate in
entry-level skills training successfully.

An increasingly popular solution to this
problem is Jfering basic skills training in
job-related readiq writing, and math.
Often as a condition of permanent hire,
employers are providing new employees
with up-front basic skills training. These
types of training programs are often a
prerequisite for enrollment in on-going,
regular training, and have been shown to be
an effective tool for employing
non-traditional workers successfully.

The discussion below focuses on
public-private partnership programs that
employers can develop to upgrade the skills
of new entry-level workers. The next
chapter provides a det 'led discussion of
key issues in establishing workplace basic
skills programs.

Partnerships with the Public Employment
and Training System

The public employment and training
system consists of a variety of state and
locally administered programs. Most of
these programs, such as JTPA, are
authorized, regulated, and funded by the
federal government, although many states
have added their own funds to these
programs and started new ones themselves.
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Some states, for example, have established
workplace literacy offices which coordinate
funding and assistance for workplace basic
skills programs. These services range from
providing information and teacher training,
to sharing substantially in the financing of
the training itself. In Mississippi, the state
literacy office is developing a set of
"turnkey" materials for employers who wish
to create basic skills training programs. The
employer-provided programs will qualify
for state basic skills tax crediL. The
guidelines for developing programs whieh
qualify for the tax credits are flexible, in an
effort to broaden the range of participating
employers. The Literacy Office works with
employers to cut red tape, and to make it as
easy and inexpensive as possible to set up a
workplace basic skills program.

While the existing array of public
programs vary in their specific objectives,
targeting requirements, and allowable
activities, they share the common goal of
facilitating the employment of most of the
country's disadvantaged groups, such as
poor and low-income single mothers. As
such, they represent a viable source for
employers faced with the need to hire
individuals with limited basic skills, work
experience, or training.

School-to-Work Programs

Partnerships with local schools at e another
option for improving the skills of entry-level
hires. In the past several years a range of
companies have pursued joint programs
with local vocational and general academic
high schools to ensure an adequate pipeline
of job-ready entry-level personnel. The
Boston Compact and the Detroit Compact
are two well known examples of
partnerships between the business
community and local schools. In Detroit, the
Chamber of Commerce works with the city's
schools to administer a payoff program for
all students who maintain at least a C

average and a 90 percent attendance rate.
For these students, a job or a college
scholarship is guaranteed upon graduation.

The school-to-work model has the
advantage of both cost-sharing and
developing contacts with youth that can pay
off in terms of future recruitment of
permanent employees. The challenge is to
motivate students so that they see a concrete
relationship between school programs and
their future job prospects. Beyond
"Compacts" connecting school performance
to local job offers, other less complex
partnerships include mentoring programs,
cooperative education programs,
internships, and setting up "academies" and
curricula in local schools based on th%
requirements of jobs in area industries.
Local PICs and Chambers of Commerce are
good starting points for obtaining
information on such partnerships.

Tax Credits for Broadening
the Base

Hiring from the economically
disadvantaged or physically disabled
community can also have straightforward
benefits on the bottom line throuzh the
Targeted Jobs Tax Credit (MC)! This
program is administered through local
offices of the U.S. Employment Service. For
each employee certified as qualified for the
credit, the company can generally reduce its
taxes by an amount equal to 40 percent of
wages during the first 1 2 months of
employment, up to a credit of $2,400 per
certified employee.8

Employers cannot retroactively claim the
credit the worker must be certified eligible
upon the day of employment; if the worker
is not pre-certified by the Employment
Service, the company must request in
writing a determination of certification by
the fifth day following the hire. Either the
potential hire receives a voucher from the
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Employment Service and presents it to the
employer, or the employer requests that the
Employment Service review the applicant
for certification.

Although only one in one-hundred
companies currently claims the credit, this
number could increase as employers learn
about the tax advantages and make use of
the cost-saving potential of TJTC. Trop
World Casino only learned about the
program in 1989 and by November of that
year had hired 400 targeted workers. Large
firms like Texas Instruments also use the tax
credit.9

Modifying Selection Practices

To reap the benefits of basic skills
investments and job-related training,
companies must develop effective ways of
selecting workers from a changing,
shrinking, and in many ways more
challenging applicant pool. Standard
selection practices are coming under
increasing pressure, since they have been
established to replicate the existing set of
productive workers in a company. When
new recruits have different backgrounds
and charactc!ristics than those of
high-performing incumbents, screening
systems may need to be modified.

Problematic Selection
Criteria

Through experience, employment
interviewers look for a set of competencies
that they know are prevalent in their best
incumbents, traits which typically go
beyond education, work experience, and the
other basic qualifications that show up on
job applications and resumes. These more
subtle and intuitive signals of future
performance are centered around applicant
appearance and behaviors, such as dress,
grooming, speech, demeanor, manners, and
attention span.
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When the applicant pool is broadened, that
diversity will be reflected in new patterns of
appearance and behavior. Faced with
unfamiliar kinds of jobseekers, interviewers
may find that their intuition concerning an
applicant's employment potential is of
limited use since it is based upon several
physical and behavioral characteristics,
such as dress and speech patterns, not
common among many new recruits. As a
result, many of the less formal but still
important standards used by interviewers
will come under as much pressure as the
more formal criteria of educational
qualifications and test scores. For these
reasons, a majoi challenge faced by
employers is to modify their inter*wing
procedures to better fit with the
characteristics and abilides of new recruits.

Developing New Screening
Systems

When faced with an apparent mismatch
between jobs and job applicants, a company
has two basic options, which are not
mutually exclusive--modify the job or
develop the capabilities of the worker.
Inherent in these options is changing basic
screening criteria themselves. If job tasks
are modified, there is a related adjustment in
the required minimum capabilities of
workers. Whether jobs are altered or not,
gaps may remain between the job
rEquirements and the skills of the worker.

In the face of skill gaps, screening
requirements may need to be modified. One
way is to redefine acceptable job candidates
as those that meet minimum standards of
employability or trainability, as opposed to
those that have mastered all of the required
job skills at the point of hire. This can be
done by selecting applicants whose score on
a screening test is at or above somerLduced
minimum threshold, or by breaking
available jobs down into their component
requirements and selecting applicants
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whose skills do not fall below a minimum
requirement level. In Wier case, screening
for "trainability" often means being
prepared to either offer up-front
remediation, or to lengthen the traditional
three- to six-month probationary period.

For reasons of efficiency and
competitiveness, companies can ill afford to
compromise on productivity. As a result,
many firms are taking innovative steps to
ensure that those hired can be integrated
into the workplace smoothly and
productively. Some are using screening as a
two-part process--the traditional task of
deciding whom to hire, and the assessment
of gaps between the requirements of jobs
and the competencies of new hires. For a
given set of jobs, workers are being selected
based on being either job-ready or trainable.
Other firms are introducing basic skills
programs for new "trainable" recruits based
upon functional job requirements. While
slow to emerge in the workplace, these
efforts hold the promise of increasing the
availability of qualified employees for jobs
that may have gone unfilled for protracted
periods of time.

Some companies are also experimenting
with testing for the first time, and are finding
that objective tests are a relatively precise set
of instruments. Tests allow for more
accurate selection than simple screens based
on educational level or work experience. A
well-thought-out test battery is being
viewed increasingly as a valuable aid in the
selection of trainable entry-level staff with
interests and potential skills that match job
content.

Despite their attractiveness as objective
predictors of performance, selection tests
have their limitations. Tests do not always
measure motivational levels well, are more
accurate at predicting failures than
successes, are more predictive for groups

than for individuals, and can create anxiety
on the part of the test taker.10 Especially in
a labor s horta ge environment, there a re costs
associated with false negatives incorrectly
screening out individuals that could have
become productive employees. By rigidly
applying tests to screen out low performers,
some potentially high performers will be
rejected. So it makes sense to use testing
flexibly, both to define minimum
competencies and to design training
strategies. (See the appendix to this chapter
for more information on implementing a
workplace testing program.)

Increasing the Effectiveness of the
fob Interview

Relying on a more diverse applicant pool
requires changes throughout the screening
process, up to and including the
employment interview. Interviewing is
both the most common and potentially the
most subjective approach to selecting
workers. As the focus of the interview
broadens from work experience and
educational background to growth potentia 1
and trainability, errors in judgement can
increase, since "potential" is difficult to
measure. As a result, interviewers should
be made aware of the fact that individuals
need not be completely "job-ready" on the
date of hire.

In addition, personal characteristics of
interviewees should not have a
disproportionate impact on the judgement
of the interviewer. These include dress and
demeanor. Interviewers must learn to avoid
stereotyping and search for meaningful
information related to future job
performance. For example, future customer
service representatives need not be neatly
attired at the interview, necessarily, but the
interviewer must determine whether or not
the applicant is receptive to the idea of being
fasticY ,us in dress on-the-job. This is,
broadly defined, an example of screening for
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trainability, as opposed to measuring
observed competencies at the time of hire.

Brief interview often lead to premature
judgements, as when an actress shines
during her audition but turns out to be
inappropriate for the part, or when a
mathematically inclined applicant panics
when asked a straightforward
multiplication question during an
interview. The increasing cost of rejecting
potentially productive employees suggests
extending the probationary training period
for new hires, to give them every chance to
come up to speed. Multiple observations of
a worker deemed marginal in an interview
help to sort out the trainable from the
untrainable. Good workers even those
with some deficiencies -- are difficult to
replace.

Integrating the New Hire Into the
Company

Investments in recruiting and hiring new
kinds of workers can be lost if the recruits do
not blend well with incumbent employees.
Along with diversification comes an
increased need for building flexibility and
tolerance among existing employees, and
for developing programs to support the new
hires.

Modifying Initial Placement
Practices

Once hired, most workers begin a
probationary period which includes
employee orientation as a first step.
Orientation in many companies -- and
especially in smaller ones -- is a brief,
sometimes informal process. A traditional
orientation will cover the basics of employee
benefits and company policies, often in as
little as one hour.
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Most orientations assume that the worker
is job-ready, in the sense that he or she will
be able to read the orientation materials, has
the basic skills to do the job, and is a
reasonably good fit with the company and
its culture. However, given the reduction in
the number of new hires that are meeting
traditional qualification standards, these
assumptions must be re-evaluated.

Additionally, implicit in the standar6
conception of orientation is the notion that
the company has certain norms and
expectations which the applicant, once
informed of these standards, will be able to

meet. If many of the new hires are not
job-ready, then the purpose and format of
orientation may have to be changed as well.

One approach is to introduce more
elaborate orientation programs, such as
those that became popular in the 1970s and
1980s, including a well-known experimental
design administered and publicized by
Texas Instruments (TI). The innovative TI

approach included a seven-hour
socialization program on career
management and strategies for
advancement. Evaluation results from TI
indicated a low rate of turnover among
those new employees who had participated
in the program; subsequently there has been

a keen interest in orientation among human
resource professionals. Relatively
well-developed programs, designed to

increase productivity and reduce turnover,
are now in place in larger companies such as
Corning Glass Works and the Disney
Corporation.11 Although expensive, these

programs can serve as models for small
empli-vers that wish to develop more
structured orientation programs for new
employees.
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Basic skills and related programs for entry-
level workers is another example of how
companies are adjusting the initial place-
ment phase for new recruits. In this case, the
probationary period is expanded beyond its
traditional role of assessing employee com-
petencies; the first year is increasingly seen
as a time to develop needed job skills. Ob-
served deficiencies, rather than being
viewed as failures, are remediated through
company assistance. In consequence, the as-
sumptions underlying the initial placement
process are changing. The challenges of the
initial hiring period are as much on the
shoulders of thz company as on the
employee. Correcting mismatches between
the worker, the job, and the company are to
be expected, an-1 the goal is to alleviate these
mismatches and integrate the new hire into
the existing work group.

Finally, the new environment has created
an additional managerial taskmanaging
diversity. Managers must learn how to
handle the special concerns of working
parents with complicated daily schedules; of
immigrants who may have trouble
communicatini, in English; of high school
dropouts wary of classroom-based training;
and of other grotips who may not readily fit
with an organization's culture. Just as many
new employees will need to be enculturated
to the workplace, managers must also be
trained to manage the diverse workforce.

Some Model Programs

At Ortho Pharmaceutical, a subsidiary of
Johnson & Johnson, high turnover rates and
low representation in upper management of
women and minorities led executives to
undertake efforts to change the company
culture. The goal was greater assimilation of
less-represented groups into the
management ranks. Executives began by
hiring an outside consultant to conduct
three days of rrviaging diversity training

for all members of the upper-level
management team.12

The training at Ortho was made up of
awareness-raising exercises to help
participants understand their own attitudes
about race and sex, and to demonstrate how
one's personal views influence
decision-making and other institutional
behavior. Trainees also discussed what
measures could be undertaken to effect
change. Management personnel who took
part in the training disseminated what was
learned throughout the company, and
began promoting the idea of valuing
diversity. This turned out to have little
effect, so the same training course was
extended to all employees--one level at a
time. In addition, managers wanting special
help in their departments were given
assistance in developing customized
diversity training programs, including
access to training films and literature.

The Procter and Gamble (P&G)
corporation has a diversity program that
involves many distinct activities in the
ccmpany.13 The effort is decentralized,
allowing individual facilities and
departments to arrive at their own solutions
to managing diversity. Nonetheless,
support from corporate managers has been
invaluable in encouraging facilities to
pursue diversity programs. The responses
include multi-cultural teams to advise top
management, special relationships with
black colleges, and minority working
conferences. One division of the company
implemented an "on-boarding" program for
new hires, in response to the extended time
that black women and other minorities
needed to become acclimated into their jobs.
The on-boarding program provides special
training for women and minority employees
and for their managers.
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For the smaller firm, integrating the new
hire into the company culture need not be
expensive. Several businesses have taken
the simple step of appointing individuals or
committees to facilitate communication
between minority workers and company
management. Digital Equipment
Corporation adopted a policy of valuing
differences which it wrote into its corporate
charter.14 The company established a
Manager of Valuing Differences to facilitate
implementation of company policy. Digital
is launching a training initiative that aims to
provide every employee with the resources
and preparation needed to take full
advantage of increasing workplacediversity
through the 1990s. The company has a large
number of trainers, many cf whu.n have

--
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gone through courses at its Affirmative
Action University.

High turnover, lack of career mobility, and
problems between employees from different
ethnic or racial groups have created the
impetus for workplace diversity programs.
Businesses are moving away from the
attitude that hiring minorities and women is
the equitable thing to do, toward a belief that
hiring, training, and retaining a broad
worker constituency is the efficient thing to
do. Through the establishment of support
groups, buddy systems, and formal
orientation programs, companies are
learning how to celebrate differences within
the company culture, and in doing so raising
the productivity of both incumbents and
new hires.
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CHAPTER 2 - APPENDIX

ISSUES IN DEVELOPING A WORKPLACE
TESTING PROGRAM

The information presented in this
appendix is designed to acquaint employers
with key issues surrounding the design and
implementation of workplace testing. Three
specific issues are addressed, including:

The Uses and Benefits of Workplace
Testing

Alternative Types of Tests

Implementing a Testing Program

The Uses and Benefits of
Workplace Testhig

Although long the province of
psychometric experts, workplace testing has
become an increasingly useful management
tool for assessing job applicants, new hires,
and incumbent personnel. When used
judiciously and in consort with other
assessment devices, paper and pencil tests
are a cost-effective way of screening for hire
and promotion, and identifying deficiencies
which can be remediated through training.
While virtually all companies interview
applicants as part of the screening process,
an increasing number of businesses are
supplementing their interviews with
objective testing.

The resurgence of testing as a screening
device has been sparked by three factors:
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1. a more favorable legal and regulatory
envirenment that no longer discourages
objective testing; 2. a growing consensus
within the professional testing community
that formal tests are not inherently biased
against minority group members; and 3. a
reduction in the cost of test administration
and evaluation. One testing expert
estimates that:

Ten years ago, if an employer called us
and wanted to put together a test battery
for salespeople or copywriters or
fill-in-the-blank, we told him it would
take $100,000 and six months. Now
we're talking about $6,000 and a couple
of weeks.1

The conventional wisdom is that testing is
most efficient when the selection ratio of
hires to applicants is low, and companies
need a cost-effective way to pare down the
applicant pool. However, the recent increase
in formal testing programs has occurred
during a period when the growth of the
entry-level workforce has slowed
considerably. What managers are finding is
that making the wrong hiring decision is
costly, as is placing the right person in the
wrong job. These risks can be reduced by
carefully evaluating both people and jobs.

Testing is becoming a more common part
of human resource systems in an effort to
improve the match between employer and
employee. Testing can be thought of as
facilitating the development of a human
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resource map within the company that
identifies the requirements of jobs and the
aptitudes and abilities of the workforce.

When the human resource system is
mapped out with a systematic analysis of
jobs and people, it becomes clear that testing
can be taken beyond its traditional role a s an
effective screen for new hires. Testing can
be used to facilitate job mobility and design
effective training programs. Since the
benefits of training are maximized when
trainees' needs are documented clearly, the
training function can be enhanced through
well designed job-related testing. Testing
can also help assess when a worker is ready
for promotion. In this context, testing can be
viewed as a tool for career enhancement.
Despite the challenges involved with
developing an effective assessment
program, many companies are finding it
well worth the investment.

The benefits of testing are greatest when
workers are viewed as long-term
investments. When technology changes
jobs or automates them away, employers
can choose to train or retrain existing
workers in new skills rather than replace
them with new workers. This is facilitated
with accurate information about where
incumbents will best fit into the company's
new job structure. For most workers,
careers develop like branches of a tree -- not
like rungs on a ladder. When many career
paths are possible or new ones emerge,
testing can help managers decide where
human resources within the compan y can be
most efficiently and effectively applied.
Investing in workers also implies that the
initial hiring decision is a serious one with
long-term consequences, and that careful
screening for job-related personality and
ability traits is cost-saving in the long run.

Alternative Types of Tests

The most positive recent development in
the field of testing has been the movement
to establish assessment instruments that are
tied closely to job requirements. Prior to this
innovation, employers were rightly
skeptical about the utility of psychologically
oriented personality profiles or
classroom-type basic skills tests. Workers
subject to such tests often wondered about
the relationship of the test to the job, and
employers have had difficulty using the
results to evaluate employees or to develop
human resource plans.

State-of-the-art job-related testing begins
not with potential hires and trainees, but
with tile content of jobs and the high
performers within those jobs. The
development effort seeks to identify test
items which are positively correlated with
job performance. Those elements of a test
battery which are determined to have
"predictive validity" (e.g., shown
statistically to be related to good work
on-the-job) can then be used to assess
individuals and design traini', v., programs.

When selecting a testing program,
employers should also look for "face
validity", that is, an obvious or intuitive
connection between test items and job tasks.
The job-relatedness of testing instruments
should be obvious within each of the two
basic kinds of tests--personality and skill.
By ensuring that workplace tests hav
face and predictive validity, employers can
be confident that test results will be accurate
and relevant to their needs.
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In the area of personality, for example, the
job-related tests should not be designed to
establish 1 full personality profile, complete
with the identification of traits which may
have no concrete relevance to the job.
Rather, the emphasis should be narrow and
focused on matching individual personality
traits (e.g., empathy, assertiveness,
decisiveness) to jobs, as validated by
comparing test scores and performance
measures of workers who are in those very
jobs. Additionally, personality tests can be
more applicable when tailored around
clusters of jobs, such as sales, customer
service, or management. Such tests should
also not make irrelevant references to race,
religion, sexual preferences, etc.

Similarly, job-related skill tests should
attempt to replicate the tasks of workers.
For example, a clerical worker can be given
a clerical skills test as an alternative to a
generic math test, with the items of the
clerical test mirroring the kinds of tasks
required for the job. Such a test might
include a series of questions wh:ch requires
processing information on a mock computer
screen. Tailoring tests to jobs will increase
the validity of the instruments and likely
enhance workers' motivation to complete
them, since doing well on the tests is more
obviously tied to doing well on the job.

Personality Tests

Job-related personality tests should seek to
measure those aspects of a worker's nature
or style that affect performance in particular
jobs. The job-relatedness of the tests are
critical, in that different personality types
are required not only across occupations,
but also across company cultures and within
the particular setting of each job. For
example, some management positions
require fitting into the existing company
culture, while others need leaders who are
happiest when applying new ideas and
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changing the environment ot the work
group. Some sales jobs require
persuasiveness, others require creativity
and flexibility. The bank manager may need
to be very achievement-oriented, while an
achievement-oriented bank teller will feel
stifled by the lack of promotional
opportunities inherent in his or her position.
In sum, different jobs require different
personalities.

In some cases, personality traits which are
associated with high job performance can be
counter-intuitive. For example, in one set of
sales positions it could be that good sales
people do not have an affiliative need to be
with other people in fact, spending lots of
time associating with unprofitable clients
may well not be productive. Thus, the key
to effective personality testing is validation

identifying which test items are best
correlated with high job performance. Quite
often, job-related personality tests are
developed around certain categories of jobs,
such as management or sales positions.
Personality tests may be best suited to those
jobs that require qualitatively oriented skills
and where contact with customers or clients
is emphasized, or in key managerial
positions.

The personality test batteries developed by
the most innovativ e testing firms have
evolved away from academic type
instruments which are difficult to associate
with jobs. For example, Saville and
Holdsworth's Occupational Personality
Questionnaires attempt to profile up to
thirty personality dimensions in three
job-related categories: 1) interpersonal
relations (e.g. assertive, gregarious,
empathetic); 2) thinking style (e.g. practical,
artistic, innovative, detail-conscious); and 3)

feelings/emotions (e.g. relaxed,
tough-minded, competitive, decisive). The
assessment results are then used inselection,
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training diagnostics, management
development, and career counseling.

Related to personality tests are interest
inventories, which a re most commonly used
as a tool in career guidance and counseling.
Unlike the personality test, the interest
inventory directly asks employees to rate the
desirability of various families of
occupations and areas of interest.
Inventories are often tailored to workers at
various stages in their careers, such as high
school graduates, college graduates. or
entry- and mid-level managers. For
employers, the test can be thought of as
measuring a third dimension of their
workers not"can do" orwill do," but want
to do. Interest inventories are rarely used as
a candidate selection device.

Ability Tests

The most common tests given to workers
measure skills, and are variously called
aptitude, ability, or skill tests. Traditional
forms of these tests were developed in
academic settings, and include such well
known instruments as the Minnesota
Mechanical Ability Tests and the Bennett
Differential Aptitude Test (which includes a
test of abstract reasoning) Literally
hundreds of abilities tests are commercially
available, and cataiogued (along with
personality tests) within the series of Mental
Measurements Yearbooks, edited by Oscar
Burros. The most common types of skill
tests are verbal, numerical, clerical, spatial,
diagrammatic, mechanical, and tests of
dexterity.

The trend in workplace skill or ability tests
is toward developing instruments that are
derived from tasks that workers face
on-the-job. Instead of a generic math or
reading assessment, workers increasingly
are given tests centered on categories of
occupations, such as clerical, technical,
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production, sales, and management jobs.
These tests will of course assess reading and
math ability, but do so within the context of
job tasks. Clerical tests, for example,
measure verbal usage, numerical
computation, checking, classification,
verbal meaning, numerical reasoning, and
audio checking. Tests can also be designed
around job families with particular
applications, such as an automated office
battery.

There are a number of potential adva ntages
of such "content-based tests" (meaning tests
which are structured around job tasks, or
measures of performance). First and
foremost, they have "face validity," in that
most of those who administer and take the
ttsts can see the connection between the
instruments and job performance.
Especially if test takers are wary of
classroom-type, school-based assessment,
the job-rela ted look of the testing instrument
may reduce anxiety and alienation
surrounding the entire area of testing and
assessment. Also, content-based tests may
have greater predictive validity imitating
job tasks within the tests can increase the
correlation between test performance and
job performance. Correlations can also be
affected by restrictions in the range of
responses, in sample size, and in supervisor
ratings.

Implementing Testing in
the Workplace

The basic steps in establishing a workplace
testing program are as follows. The first task
is job analysisassessing the required
competencies for the work that needs to be
done in the company. Step two is
developing a valid test battery one that is
a good predictor of future performance in
jobs. Step three is administering the tests,
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and deciding what will be done with the
results. Underlying each of these steps are
considerations of cost, legal exposure, and
the use of outside consultants.

Job Analysis

Job analysis identifies the key tasks
associated with a job or set of k-,1-4.- This
process is recommended witl.lin federal
guidelines on employee selet.tion, because a
clear understanding of job tasks is likely to
make assessment systems more job-related.
By breaking available jobs down into their
component parts (the task of job analysis) it
is possible to test for gaps between workers
and jobs. This ais in both screening and in
designing training programs to fill those
gaps. Formal job analysis systems include
the Position Analysis Questionnaire (PAQ)
developed at Purdue University and the
Department of Labor's Job Analysis
Schedule (JAS). The JAS, for example,
collects data on the functions, setting,
equipment, content, and worker traits
required for a variety of occupations. Job
analysis systems vary widely in their
availability, quality, and cost.

Job analysis often begins with managers
and workers completing objective
questionnaires about the jobs which they
supervise and do. Off-the-shelf job analysis
surveys covering broad occupational
categories can usually be filled out in less
than one hour. The accuracy of job analysis
is enhanced by having outside consultants
or in-house subject matter experts (such as
human resource professionals) observe
workers in their jobs, and complete
questionnaires or conduct interviews. Some
testing specialists offer structured
computerized analyses for only a few
hundred dollars and the cost of participants'
time in completing the questionnaires.

r ...-
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As with most things, the quality and
accuracy of job analysis can be a function of
cost, but even smaller companies will find
that a little formal job analysis is better than
none. The highest quality systems will be
standardized, strive for multiple types of
inputs (surveys, interviews), and collect
data from a variety of job incumbents,
supervisors, and subject-rnatter experts.
The point of the exercise is to make explicit
the "what" and "how" of the company's jobs,
so that these can be compared to the
incumbent employees (and potential
workers) who are available to fill the
positions.

Following a job analysis, the next step is to
link joi.) tasks to individual skill and
personality attributes. Some testing
companies have developed expert systems
which match a set of job tasks isolated
through job analysis to the likely needed
individual attributes for those tasks, as
previously identified by industrial
psychologists. These attributes then form
the basis for selecting . test battery for job
candidates.

Realistically Assessing the
Risks of Testing

From the employer's perspective, the
leading factor reducing the deslre to test is
the legal risk. Many employers, especially
smaller ones, are unaware of recent
developments in research, court cases, and
test development that have reduced this
risk. But legal exposure is still an issue
whenever testing is seen as a potential
screen, whether for hire, promotion, or
access to a training program that will lead to
promotion.
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The key legislation with regard to testing is
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended by the Equal Employment Act of
1972. Title VII makes it illegal for employers
to discriminate in hiring, firing, promoting,
compensating, or in the terms, conditions, or
privileges of employment on the basis of
race, color, sex, religion, or national origin.
Coverage includ es most firms with fifteen or
more employees for each working day in
each of twenty calendar weeks in the current
or preceding calendar years. Subsequent
federal legislation prohibits discrimination
by age and against pregnant women.2
Several states and localities have extended
protection to employees in smaller
businesses, and two states have barred
discrimination based on sexual preference.
Further requirements are placed upon
federal contrntors.3

In 1978, the various 'ederal agencies
charged with enforcing antidiscrimination
law published a set of Uniform Guidelines
on Employee Selection Procedures, which
do not carry the weight of law, but have been
given much deference by the courts. The
Uniform Guidelines articulate the elements
of a valid testing program. When the
guidelines are followed closely, then the use
of validated, job-related selection
procedures is virtually unassailable.

A rule of thumb in employee selection is
the so-called four-fifths rule: there is
"adverse impact" on a protected group if its
members are not hired at the rate of at least
80 percent of the rate of the best achieving
group. If there is no adverse impact, then
there is less legal pressure on the company
to validate that its selection procedures are
job-related. However, there are sound
business reasons for making sure selection
is job-related no matter the demographic
profile of applicants and employees,
because irrelevant screening criteria will
lead to a less productive set of hire

When there is adverse impact, the Uniform
Guidelines strongly suggest that companies
conduct a job analysis, and then validate
their selection procedures. The use of
validated, job-related hiring practices is
fully protected under the law, even if
adverse impact occurs. For sound ethical
and moral reasons, however, many
companies seek to diversify their
workforces in the presence of adverse
impact, by broadening recruitment practices
and introducing other innovative
affirmative action techniques.

Some employers have the misperception
that the federal guidelines encourage hiring
certain groups of workers. In fact, the goal
of the legislation and guidelines is simply to
base selection criteria on job-related factors
rather than race, sex, etc.. Senator Hubert
Humphrey, arguing for the passage of Title
VII legislation in 1964, said that it "does not
limit the employer's freedom to hire, fire,
promote, or demote for any reasons or no
reasons so long as his action is not based
on race." In Watson vs. Fort Worth Bank and
Trust (1988), the Supreme Court reaffirmed
this nondiscriminatory approach to Title VII
by ruling that interviewing and other
selection devices should not be treated
differently from objective tests within
discrimination cases. This action reduces
the bias that had developed within case law
that held objective screening criteria (such as
testing) to higher standards th tore
subjective methods.4

The legal climate with resp .o hiring and
promotion practices is currently in flux. In
response to a number of 1989 Supreme
Court rulings, a bipartisan group of U.S.
congressmen has introduced legislation
known as the Civil Rights Act of 1990. The
Act would codify that employers have the
burden of proving tha t adverse impact is the
result of nondiscriminatory hiring practices,
and is thus justified as a business necessity.
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The Justice Department is crafting a
narrower bill, since President Bush has
threatened to veto the proposed Civil Rights
Act of 1990 in its current form.

Research has shown that, on average,
minority candidates may score lower on
valid and reliable ability tests than white
applicants. Thus, using these tests may lead
to adverse impact in selection. However,
various studies have shown that a number
of tests are indeed job-related, and do not
treat minorities unfairly. Therefore, it is not
illegal to test, as long as the test is clearly
validated and related to job performance.
Summarizing this research, testing expert
Frank L. Schmidt of the University of Iowa
states that:

Cumulative research findings have
disconfirmed ... theories that postulated
that average score differences between
groups were due to deficiencies in the
[ability] tests ... At the same time,
research has shown that such tests are
valid for virtually 4111 jobs and that
failure to employ them in selection can
lead to substantial economic losses.
These findings have increased the
percentage of jobs for which such tests
will probably be used.5

Developing a Valid Test Battery

The Uniform Guidelines specify seve7al
methods for validating a testing program,
but by far the most common is
criterion-related validity.6 "Criterion-
related" means that the test is correlated with
a measure (or criterion) of job performance.
By far, the most common criterion used is
supervisor evaluations. When the
validation is done by conducting the test and
collecting the criter!on scores at the same
time it is called concurrent validity. When
the testing is done first and the
criterion-related job performance assessed
later it is called predictive validity.
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Although the jargon surrounding testing is
cumbersome, the process is fairly
straightforward. Imagine setting up a
testing program for a bank teller position.
The first step in the process is job analysis --
figuring out the content and context of the
teller position. The second step is selecting
an appropriate test battery. At this stage, a
number of tests and selection procedures are
chosen, in order to see which dimensions are
correlated with job performance. The
advantage of concurrent validity is that the
test can be validated rapidly. In this case,
concurrent validity would mean
administering the test to a sample of
incumbent tellers, and then comparing test
results to some measure(s) of job
performance, such as the tellers' error rates
or supervisor assessments. Test scales
which are good predictors of job
performa nce become pa rt of the battery, and
those that are not good predictors are
discarded.

While concurrent validity has the
advantage of providing a rapid turnaround,
it has its disadvantages. Incumbent
personnel may not take the tests as seriously
as a group of potential hires, especially if
they are told there will be no direct
consequences from the assessment. Also,
companies tend to sort out their good from
their bad performers over time, and keep the
good ones, so that tIs.:. incumbents'
performance scores may not show enough
of a range to distinguish between the good
and the not-so-good workers. Clearly, a
criterion-related validation is only valid to
the extent that the performance criterion
(supervisor evaluation, error rate) is an
accurate measure of on-the-job
productivitv.

An example of predictive validity would
be administering the tests to a group of teller
applicants, without using the scores to make
hiring decisions. Once criterion measures
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are collected on the job (such as the
six-month supervisor evaluation), the tests
would be scored and compared to
performance. The advantage here is that the
test would be validated on the same group
for which it is designed (applicants). The
disadvantage is the time that it takes to
validate the test battery before it can be put
in place.

The Uniform Guidelines do not require
tha t a ll tests be revali da ted in a 11 workplaces,
but it is prudent to conduct a validation
study if technically feasible. Under the
guidelines, a company may use tests which
are validated elsewhere when (1) the test's
validity has been clearly demonstrated in
other settings; (2) the validity of the test was
established on workers performing tasks
similar to those within the company, as
determined by job analysis in both settings;
and (3) the test has been determined not to
have adverse impact elsewhere for the local
minority groups. If there is adverse impact,
then it is advisable to do a validity study in
the new setting, unless it is not technically
feasible to do so.

In sum, for reasons of efficiency and
protection from legal risk, it mi. kes sense to
validate testing instruments in the
workplace. Unless a company has
substantial in-house expertise in this area,
the field is complex enuugh to warrant the
use of outside consultants. The cost of a
validation study varies widely, depending
on how elaborate the test battery and how
large the company. A 1975
Prentice-Hall/American Society for
Personnel Administration survey reported
costs of und er $5,000 in most cases.7 Despite
inflation, dollar costs have been reduced
since then by computerization and
standardization of validation procedures.
One testing specialist at Saville and
Holdsworth Inc., a Boston-based firm,
reports that without validation, the up-front
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cost of job analysis and buying some
materials can be less than $1,000; however,
larg, companies often spend over $100,000
designing and validating a testing program.
A validated testing battery can bedeveloped
for as little as $6,000.

For smaller companies, an effective
approach to test development and
validation is working through a local
employer group. In collaboration with a
testing specialist, consortiums of businesses
in a single industry or related industries can
pool resources in job analysis and
validation. Group efforts also help to
establish norms which make sense for the
local population of workers, avoiding
reliance upon national standards which may
not fit the region's workforce.

Conducting the Tests and
Interpreting the Results

Currently, an employer can initiate a
testing program at an operating cost of
approximately $5-20 per subject tested.
Off-the-shelf job-related tests of both
personality and skill have lowered the costs
and increased the validity of the
instruments, and are available for use by
human resource professionals. Reputable
testing companies follow American
Psychological Association guidelines as to
the minimum training required to
administer psychological tests. Testing
specialists often provide training courses
which certify in-house personnel to use their
materials. Developing testing competencies
in-house can significantly lower assessment
costs in the long-run.

By rigidly applying tests to screen out low
performers, companies will inevitably end
up rejecting some potentially high
performers. On the other hand, a
well-thought-out test battery can aid in the
selection of trainable entry-level staff with
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interests that match job content. When so
viewed, many companies are using testing
flexibly, to both define minimum
competencies and design training strategies.
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In essence, testing is not and end unto itself,
but is rather a management tool to aid in
assessing workers and mapping out
available human resources.
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Appendix Endnotes

1Val Arnold, vice-president of individual assessment at Personnel Decisions Inc., as quoted
in Training Jecember, 1988, p. 50.

2These are the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, as amended in 1986, and the
Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978.

3These include the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Vietnam Veterans Readjustment Assistance
Act of 1974, and Executive Orders 11246 and 11375. Federal :ontractors with contracts above
a minimum cutoff point are required to develop affirmative action programs.

4See Clint Bolick, "Legal and Policy Aspects of Testing" (Journal of Vocational Behavior 33,
1988), pp. 320-330.

5Frank L. Schmidt, "The Problem of Group Dilferences in Ability Test Scores in Employment
Selection" (Journal of Vocational Behavior 33, 1988), pp. 272-292.

6The other methods are content validity and construct validity. Content validity refers to
testing individuals as they perform the actual tasks of a job; the classic example is a typing
test for clerical personnel. Construct validity is determining the extent to which a test
measures some theoretical trait such as intelligence or verbal ability, as an end unto itself. The
employer is on safer ground if these constructs are objectively validated as connected to job
performance that is, included as part of a criterion-related test.

7Wilfredo R. Manese, Fair and Effective Employment Testing; (New York: Quorum Books),
1986, p. 26.
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CHAPTER 3

ESTABLISHING WORKPLACE BASIC SKILLS
TRAINING PROGRAMS

When the Tektronix company, a high-tech
firm in Oregon, tried to shift its traditional
assembly line workforce to a more
automated manufacturing system, 20
percent of its production workers were
found lacking the basic skills needed for the
transition.1 in response to this, the company
contracted with a nearby community college
to operate an on-site program in basic math
and English instruction for many of its
non-English speaking assemblers. In
Ontario, Canada, Sherborne Manufacturing
Limited, a machine parts producer,
discovered that it was necessary to invest in
adult remedial education to improve
worker literacy skills before changes in its
assembly and manufacturing technology
could be implemented.2

These are just two examples of how many
companies have begun to respond to basic
skills deficiencies among new and
incumbent workers. Although a small
proportion of all employers currently
provide basic skills training (18 to 26
percent), most of the evidence--both
anecdotal and research-basedsuggests that
a growing share plan to increase the
provision of such training.' According to a
recent national survey of M3 firms by the
Society for Human Resources Management,
77 percent had plans to increase the
provision of basic skills training over the
next three to five years. Writing, math, and
basic communications skills are expected to
receive the greatest attention.4 In an

environment where there is a growing gap
between the basic skills needed in the
workplace and the abilities of workers,
workplace-based education and training
has become an increasingly necessary
human resources investment (see Exhibit 1).

The need for basic skills training is made
clear by the large numbers of workers who
are not hired or promoted because of
deficiencies in one or a combination of basic
skills areas. In the U.S. today, it is reported
that 84 percent of all firms that test job
applicants for basic skills deny hiring if
deficiencies are found.5 A similarly high
percentage of firms (72 percent) deny
promotion if work. ire tested as deficient
in basic skills. While the majority of firms
do not currently test job applicants for basic
skills, the large share that do (40 percent) are
turning away otherwise good workers
whose productive capacity could be
enhanced by upgrading their basic skills.
This type of selection strategy may have
been appropriate in a baby-boom
environment, but it is not very efficient
when qualified workers cannot be found
easily.

Understandably, many firms are reluctant
to engage in basic skills training. Some are
fearful of the costs and potential loss of
newly trained %,orkers, and others lack the
expertise and/or access to information on
available resources. While establishing a
basic skills program can indeed be a
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Exhibit 1
The Role of Workplace Basic Skills Training
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challenging task, it is also a feasible one.
Several firms, both large and small, have
demonstrated the viability of establishing
effective workplace basic skills programs.
The experience of one small Vermont
manufacturer, as described below,
illustrates the point. Acfaitionally, public
employment and training programs, local
adult literacy centers, and area colleges are
available to assist with various aspects of
designing and implementing basic skills
programs. In some cases, these (public)
institutions can also share the costs of
designing and operating the program. For
many employers, the key challenge today is
not so much whether or not to offer basic
skills training, but how to best design and
operate a program that responds to the
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needs of workers and the firm within
existing budgetary and other guidelines.

This chapter reviews some of the major
issues involved with the design and
implementation of basic skills programs for
new and incumbent workers. The chapter is
organized around the following four issues:

1. The Basics of Basic Skills
Programs

2. Identifying Basic Skills Problems
in the Workplace

3. Designing a Basic Skills Program

4. Implementing a Basic Skills
Program

Upgrading Job-Related Basic Skills at Superior Technical Ceramics

Since 1984, Superior Technical Ceramics (STC) nas been operating a job-related basic skills
training program taught by staff engineers and delivered on an in-house basis. The first
classes offered were basic math and blueprint reading. Subsequent courses have been
developed in job-related specialties such as kiln procedures and threading.

STC is a small manufactur er located in rural Vermont that produces machined ceramics for
specialty business uses. The company has a workforce of less than 100, most of whom are
unskilled and semi-skilled production workers. The only entry-level skills required are the
ability to attend tc detail, some manual dexterity, and a willingness to work in a manufacturing
environment. Machine set-up and shop supervisory jobs, however, necessitate a set of
competencies that few of the entry-level workers have. These include reading and interpreting
blueprints, making shrinkage calculations, and calibrating machines to the exact requirements
of small-scale production runs. The higher level set-up and shop supervisory jobs at STC are
staffed almost completely through internal promotion. Because of the sequential nature of
ceramic manufacturing, mistakes can be quite costly as pieces move through the various
production stages.

Initially, the company's job-related math and blueprint training was offered to all interested
workers, half on company time and half on the worker's nwn time. However, management
came to believe that such broad-based training was not an efficient use of scarce small
business resources. Slow learners held back those with more ability and academic
background, and not all those who took the classes could realistically move into positions that
required more sophisticated analytical skills. To improve the benefits of their training
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programs, STC's courses are now targeted on the most motivated and able production workers
who show promise for advancement.

By encouraging a select group of workers to enter into job-related courses, SIC sends a
signal that training is the first step toward promotion. It is not necessary that workers do
extremely well in the courses to advance. While training has become central to upgrading the
basic skills necessary for promotion, it also identifies wcrkers who have the drive and
determination to complete something that is challenging for them--no matter how well they
actually do in the class. This is a key indicator that STC uses to assess the longer-term
potential of its workers.

Two important issues in the development of basic skills upgrading at STC were efficiency
and cost minimization. To address these, STC's courses are organized in such a way that
there are no explicit expenditures. Staff engineers develop the courses based on their
experiences on the shop floor, and teaching is treated as a job assignment covered by their
base salaries. In addition, workers enrolled in training come off of the line 15 minutes early to
attend classes in the company lunchroom. Classes last from 30 to 45 minutes, but workers
receive only their regular paychecks. So the major cost is 15 minutes of lost production time,
and the time spent by the engineers in designing and teaching the courses.

The critical math and blueprint reading courses run for up to 22 weeks, depending on the
abilities of those enrolled. Classes tend to have no more than 10 to 12 workers, and meet
once per week. Sessions are held in the fall and in the spring. Neither workers nor engineers
are interested in taking or teaching courses during the short Vermont summer.

STC's President is convinced that without the basic math and blueprint training, it would be
very difficult to fill higher-level shop positions from within. Without training, shop workers would
need much more supervision from engineers, and this of course is expensive. The company
has shown that it is possible to upgrade workers' skills in job-related ways with limited explicit
costs, and with effective results.

The Basics of Basic Skills

At the outset of designing basic skills
programs, it is important to establish a
conceptual framework that defines basic
skills and the approach that will be taken to
engaging adult workers in a structured
learning experience. While the specifics of
program planning and implementation are
important, addressing these early design
issues can make an important contribution
to setting a clear course of action that
responds to specific worker and company
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goals. There are four such design issues that
warrant careful attention, including:

1. Defining basic skills;

2. Classifying basic skills problems;

3. Establishing functional links; and

4. Planning for the adult learner.



Defining Basic Skills

There are several key considerations in
establishing a workplace basic skills
program. First and foremost is defining
basic skills. Those interested in
implementing workplace basic skills
programs must begin with a working
definition that reflects workplace needs,
permits measurement of worker
competencies, and allows for the
meaningful classification of problems that
may be found to exist. This is an absolute
essential for ensuring that basic skills
programs have specific objectives and
provide training in areas that reflect
workplace needs and deficiencies among
employees.

Traditionally, basic skills have been
defined in acade:tic terms to include
reading, writing, and math. Most publicly
sponsored literacy programs, adult
education courses, and even
employer-provided training initiatives have
focused on providing remediation in one or
a combination of '.hese areas. Recently,
however, the term has taken on a broader
definition to include the 3-Rs as well as a
spectrum of more qualitative skills needed
to perform effectively on the job.

The broadest definition of basic skills to
emerge recently was developed by the
American Society for Training and
Development (ASTD).6 According to
ASTD, employers want well-rounded
workers who have acquired a range of
critical skills and who also have the
capability to adapt to change and acquire
new and more sophisticated skills when
necessary. On the basis of case studies and
discussions with a large number of
American firms, ASTD developed a
definition of basic skills that includes 17
discrete competencies organized into seven
major areas. These include:
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1. Ability to Learn

2. Reading, Writing, and
Computation

3. Communication: Listening and
Oral Communication

4. Adaptability: Creative Thinking
anc Problem Solving

5. Personal Management:
Self-Esteem, Goal Setting,
Motivation, and Personal/Career
Development

6. Group Effectiveness: Inter-
personal Skills, Negotiation,
and Teamwork

7. Influence: Organizational
Effectiveness and Leadership

At a time when new forms of production,
service delivery, and management are
demanding new and higher levels of skills,
this range of competencies will be valued
highly by employers and employees alike.
In manufacturing, for example, the
emergence of multi-skilled teams to plan
and oversee product design and production
has highlighted the need for a wide range of
new attitudes and skills among employees.
As workers in this collaborative
environment take on added responsibility
for problem solving and dedsion making,
they must certainly be competent in such
basic skills such as reading, writing, and
math. However, collaborative work
environments also require basic skills in
group problem solving, conflict
management, leadership, and
communication. To be competitive in
today's global economy, employers need
workers who have a wide-range of basic
skills so they can perform productively in a
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changing environment and assume a variety
of responsibilities.

While this broad definition may define the
structure of ideal worker competencies, the
need for them varies. Not all firms will place
equal value on each of these skills, and
neither will they be able to afford the
training needed to impart all basic skills in
worxers. Basic skills requirements may also
differ by major job category and by
organizational area (e.g., assembly
operations, custome, service, etc.). From a
practical viewpoint, the definition of basic
skills needs to be based on the most critical
requirements of each individual firm.

Recently, the majority of employer
attention has been on the academic elements
of basic skills. This is partly because a large
share of employers already provide training
that addresses several of the other elements
of basic skills.7 At the same time, the focus
on academics also reflects an unexpected
large share of new and incumbent workers
functioning at literacy levels below what is
required to do a good job and participate in
additional training successfully. Faced with
competing priorities, most employers
usually begin by defining basic skills in
terms of a functionally literate workforce
able to perform productively and learn new
skills.

Classifying Basic Skills
Problems

The process of defining basic skills
suggests a related consideration--deciding
how to classify workplace needs and
employee deficiencies. 2or a given set of
basic skills, there is likely to be a high degree
of diversity in actual levels of employee
competencies. In addition, the absence of
some skills may pose different workplace
problems than limitations in other skill
areas. By developing an approach to
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classifying the types of basic skills
deficiencies found in workers, program
benefits can be more readily identified, and
effective programs can be more assuredly
designed.

For example, the Communications
Workers of America and AT&T recently
implemented a series of brief Test
Preparation Programs designed to help
workers pass company tests that serve as
prerequisites for entry into certain
occupational groups and advanced training
programs. In this case, the problem was
focused on a large number of employees
whose moderate levels of basic skills were
not sufficient to pass these tests. This stands
in sharp contrast to a situation where the
employees may have had extremely low
levels of literacy. By identifying the
problem in terms of mobility blockages
among workers with moderate levels of
basic skills, the company and the union were
able to design a program with clear goals
and expected benefits.

There are several ways that basic skills
problems (or deficiencies) can be classified.
One useful way is to group them in terms of
"multi-strands", with each strand
corresponding to a slightly different type of
solution.8 For any given set of basic skills,
problem areas or deficiencies can be
grouped into primary categories that serve
as the foundation for developing a program
response. In the case of literacy related basic
skills, these categories could include the
following:

1. Extremely low level literate wcrkers
who cannot function independently with
even simple print. New or incumbent
workers at this low level will require
extensive educational remediation to
help them function in basic entry-level
jobs.



2. New and experienced wodiers who
exhibit moderate levels of basic skills,
but cannot benefit from advanced
training, assume new responsibilities
readily, or adapt to the increasing
demand for higher level problem-solving
and group decision-making skills. This
type of problem can often go unnoticed,
but can affect a large proportion of
wodiers.

3. Employees at nearly all ability lovels
who make job related basic skills
mistakes that influence safety,
productivity, and promotability.

Creating a framework for defining and
grouping basic skills problems sets the stage
for the next critical design
issueestablishing functional links between
basic skills and job requirements.

Establishing Functional Links

To be meaningful to both workers and
management, the definition of basic skills
must bear some specific relation to the tasks
and issues confronted on the job. Very early
in the program design phase, attention has
to be given to drawing specific links
between the basic skills identified as
important and how they are actually
reflected in specific job categories.
Adopting trus functional approach to basic
skills training ensures that programs are
focused on practical job related tasks, and
that curricula are based on materials that
replicate work situations and teach basic
skills in the context of workers' jobs.

The primary value of taking a
functionally-based approach is that it
grounds the program in employees'
functional areas of expertise and uses
instructional materials drawn from regular
job-related activities. In contrast to the
generic approach used in secondary
education. a functionally-based approach
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would base its curriculum on the
employee's work tasks. Für example, to
teach basic arithmetic, a functional
curriculum would center instruction on
production coding forms the worker uses on
the job, or the use of a blueprint operating
manual.

There are a number of specific factors that
make functionally-based training more
appropriate for workplace learning. First,
by drawing on the (adult) learner's current
knowledge, functionally-based teaching
tends to reduce anxiety adults frequently
have concerning training and education. It
can also build trainee self-confidence by
highlighting what trainees know rather than
the competencies they lack.

Functional training is also easily
distinguished from the type of traditional
classroom training many adult workers
experienced as youths, thereby limiting any
negative associations that may exist with
prior educational experiences. Finally,
because functional basic skills training
emphasizes the application o"-ills in
everyday worklife, employees t. more
likely to practio, and apply what they have
learned in training, and less likely to drop
out of training due to dissatisfaction with
their progress or the program's relevance.

Ultimately, oking a functional approach
promotes the transfer, application, and
retention of basic skills. It also ensures that
the definition and teaching of required basic
skills are relevant to the organization and
the employee's ability to do his or her job. In
designing a basic skills program, employers
would do well to begin by identifying those
basic skills that are critical to the
organization and then expressing them in
functional terms that relate specifically to
the jobs, competencies, and tasks under
consideration.
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Planning For the Adult Learner

in designing a basic skills program, it is
important to remember that the student is an
adult who ir tany cases has been out of
school for a numbr! of years. The
experience of most firms that have provided
workplace basic skills training indicates that
adult workers cannot be expected to
perform well in instructicaal settings on or
off the job that are designed for the
traditional youthful student. As a result,
special attention has to be given during the
early design phase to ensure that training
and education programs are structured to
reflect the learniAg behaviors and
preferences of adult workers.

There has been a great deal of research
aimed at identifying learning differences
between adults and youth, including their
implications for basic skills training. Five
commonly accepted differences that have an
important bearing on the design of basic
skills programs include:

1. Adults are more afraid of being
embarrassed if they do .iot know
something, and are therefore more
reluctant to try new things.

2. Adults often have extensive
knowledge and experience to contribute
to their understanding of the topic and
become frustrated when training is
structured in abstract, generic terms.

3. Adults want to know in advance what
is going to happen in training, what will
be expected of them, and how they will
benefit from participation.

4. Adults are usually more inrterested in
subjects that have practical applications
in their lives and/or jobs than they are in
theoretical or abstract concepts.

5. The educational backgrounds and
competency levels of adult workers
shows great diversity and requires a
flexible approach to curri,;ulum
development.

These differences can be applied in a
number of different ways tu design basic
skills programs for adult workers.
However, together they suggest that
education and training for adult workers
will be most successful when the training is:

Functionally based.

Participatory in nature and based on
methods that necessitate the active
participation of workers.

Adjusted to the trainee's skills level
and modular to acconimodate
differences in skill and competency
levels.

Structured to ensure that trainees
receive constructive feedback on
their performance while learning
new tasks.

Designed to i odel the thought
process, thus facilitating trainee
introspection and the enhancement
of learning skills.

Integrated with the worker's
primary life activities to facilitate
practice, assimilation, and eventual
integration of newly a pire e. skills
a nd knowledge.

Conducted in a way that protects
confidentiality, and fosters trust and
rapport by showing respect for the
adult learner.
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Identifying and
Documenting Basic Skills
Problems

In the workplace, employees utilize a
variety of skills to accomplish specific tasks,
develop solutions to problems, and make
judgments about different situations.
Reading, writing, and communication, for
example, are relied upon routinely to
perform one's job, whether it be in an
individual or group setting. While
employees' basic skills may be adequate for
acceptable performance, basic skills
deficiencies are ofter well hidden until a
change in the work or external environment
takes place.

As the symptoms of basic skills problems
appear, employers should attempt to
identify and dxument the problem in as
much detail as possible. This type of early
documentation should include the type of
workplace problem that has emerged and its
relation to basic skins, the areas of the
organization and the oc:upations that seem
to be most affected, and the specific groups
of workers which appear to have the greatest
problems. On the basis of this infrirmation,
companies and workers can establish the
foulidation for a targeted and responsive
basic skills program.

There are several types of indicators or
events that employers should routinely
assess to determine whether a basic skills
problem exists. Although not definitive,
these indicators represent the starting point
for flagging potential problems and
developing solutions to them. At least three
major indicators or situations have proven
useful in spotting ba3ic skinb problems.

7u
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Employee and Customer Feedback Can
Reveal Skill Deficiencies Among

Workers.

A supervisor's report may relay that
implementation of new technology is taking
longer than anticipated, customers may
complain that cashiers are unable to
calculate change without using a cash
register, or employees may complain that
they need training to perform up to manager
expectations. To take advantage of these
cues, a company personnel manager or
supervisor should be on the lookout for such
problems, and be ready to investigate them
to see if basic Skill deficiencies are the cause.

Changes In Technology and the
Organization Of Work Can Create
Workplace Basic Skill Problems.

This is particularly true for companies with
a long tenured, ok : vorkforce that was
hired to perform low and 3emi-skill jobs.
Such workers are likely to face difficulty if
changes in the workplace suddenly call for
new technology training or a team
orientation to decision making. A change in
circumstances is a force that can often bring
skill deficiencies to light. Companies
anticipating change should be alert to
possible basic skill problems.

Persistent Shortages In Filling
Vacancies, and High Turnover Can

Indicate a Need For Workplace Basic
Skill Training.

Company efforts to hire new workers with
strong basic skills may yield few qualified
persons as skilled entry level workers grow
scarcer. Similarly, incumbent workers may
lack the basic skills needed for advancement
and may seek alternative opportunities. In
each case, the workplace cou ' benefit from
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a basic skill training program. Greater
numbers of lower skilled individuals could
be hired, and workers that might have quit
or been fired because of poor basic skills
could be trained by the company so they can
perform on the job.

These types of indicators and situations can
provide important information about
potential basic skills problems. They
provide clues that need to be followed-up to
determine whether a more extensive
examination and development effort is
warranted. Employers can benefit
substantially by routinely checking for these
and other similar indicators and attempting
to document their relation to basic skills
deficiencies.

Key Design Issues In Basic
Skills Training Programs

Once an employer determines that it may
be necessary to implement a workplace
basic skills program, several specific issues
must be addressed. These issues can be
viewed as design steps, and include:

Assessment of workplace basic skills
needs;

Establishing conditions in the
workplace that encourage
enrollment in training;

Design of a training curriculum; and

Obtaining management approval,
and financial commitment to the
training program.

Assessing Basic Skills Needs

Conducting an assessment of basic skills
needs is an essential step in the design of a
workplace training program. It provides

the information necessary to determine the
specific nature of basic skills problems, how
prevalent they are throughout the
workplace, and the extent to which they are
concentrated among different employee
groups, job categories, and areas of the
organization. An investigation into the size
and nature of basic skills problems is critical
to determining an appropriate program
response.

The cornerstone of the assessment process
is a comparison of the basic skills required
for a set of jobs and the abilities of workers.
By identifying the gaps that exist between
worker competencies and skill
requirements, employers can plan a
program that responds effectively to both
employee and company needs.
On the basis of the information obtained

from the initial dorumenta tion of basic skills
problems, employers should begin the
assessment process by determining the
types of specific skills needed to perform
productively on the job. Once these basic
skills requirements are identified, it will be
important to establish minimum
competency levels that can serve as the basis
for determining the extent to which basic
skills deficiencies exist among workers.

Determining actual worker skills and
competencies is the next step in the
assessment process. To be useful,
information on skill requirements must be
examined in the context of actual worker
abilities. Ideally, the range of worker skill
levels would be categorized in relation to
minimum acceptable levels of competency
so that judgments can be made regarding the
severity of the problem and the training
investment that will likely be required.

Regardless of the assessment method used,
the process of assessing basic skills needs
should be organized to answer four major
questions, including.
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1. To what extent are employees
functioning at acceptable levels of basic
skills, and what number and percent
might be targeted for training?

2. Which groups of employees and job
categories are most vulnerable to basic
skills problems, and how are they
distributed within and across different
organizational and/or business units?

3. How much interest do employees
exhibit in basic skills training, and what
are the characteristics of those likely to
participate in a program?

4. What is the likely size and specific
focus of basic skills training programs
that will be needed in the workplace?

There is a wide range of alternative ways
to implement a basic skills assessment
process. They vary from talking with
employees and supervisors to testing
employees on a customized task specific
competency test. The choice of a needs
assessment technique should be based on
the size and complexity of the particular
business, the 'ived extensiveness and
importance of . problem, and critical
constraints imposed by both time and
resource availability. Presented below are
brief summaries of alternative techniques
for conducting a needs assessment.

Talking to Employees and
Supervisors

Much can be learned from talking to the
individuals a training program would serve.
Informal or structured conversations with
employees and supervisors about basic
skills requirements and deficiencies can
yield information about the perceived need
for training and likely employee response to
such training. Interview guides can also be
used to conduct structured individual
interviews and focus groups composed of
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managers and/or employees. Each of these
techniques can provide a good impression
of workplace needs, although they will not
yield quantitative measures of need.

Conducting Needs-Based Surveys

A more formal approach to needs
assessment is to survey employees and/or
supervisors regarding their perceptions of
existing worker skills and job requirements.
This method has been used widely in
industry and can provide accurate and
useful planning information, especially by
surveying both supervisors and their
subordinates. Adopiing a survey approach
casts a wide net that will f.T.7ilitate a detailed
and accurate determination of basic skills
needs.

Testing Employees for
Basic Skills

Formal tests of employee basic skills is
another, more precise, alternative for
conducting a needs assessment. While the
test results will still have to be combined
with information on basic skills
requirements, the testing approach can
provide the most accurate portrayal of
worker abilities.

There are several general tests that
employers can use to obtain reliable
information about basic skills deficiencies in
their workforce. Testing packages vary
widely in cost and in terms of how
specifically results are reported and the time
required to complete them. Testing does,
however, offer a proven method for
gathering accurate information about
worker competencies that can be used
directly in planning basic skills programs.

Workplace basic skills testing requires
careful planning. Employees may resist
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taking such tests and they may experience
substantial anxiety about the results.
Moreover, to be useful, tests should be
structured to assess functional work-related
skills rather than general educational
competencies. In planning a workplace
testing program, careful attention should be
given ensuring that the testing process
accounts for workers' needs and potential
fears, and that the test itself measures those
skills and competencies critical to job
performance.

Conducting a Basic Skills Audit

A basic skills audit is the most
comprehensive and thorough approach to

conducting a needs assessment. The basic
steps needed to conduct the audit include
the formal collection and analysis of
information on skills requirements and
worker competencies. Basic skills audits are
usually targeted on specific groups of jobs
and may involve a combination of employee
surveys and testing, as well as formal job
analysis. While the specific tools needed to
perform the audit may vary, what
distinguishes it from other techniques is its
thorough, comprehensive, and detailed
nature.

The disadvantage of a basic skills audit is
that it can be relatively costly, time
consuming, and complex.

Needs Assessment at Texas Instruments

When Human Resource staff at Texas Instruments (TI) needed to conduct an assessment
of their training needs, and do so quickly, they began by establishing an assessment team
with members drawn from each of the five functional areas of the Human Resource
Department. Outside training and development specialists were then hired by TI to help direct
the needs assessment.

With the aid of the outside specialists, the assessment team developed a five step training
needs assessment model. Step One involved creating a list of tasks typically performed on
the jobs analyzed. This list was then reviewed and modified by the assessment team after
round-table discussions. Finally, the list was divided across five functional areas. In the
second step, the assessment team developed and carried out a survey of TI's Human
Resources staff. The survey asked respondents to rate the importance of each task on the
list in relation to their jobs. Data from the surveys were then analyzed and a cumulative ranking
of tasks was develved.

The third step in TI's needs assessment was to observe Department instructors as they
conducted company training. Observation focused on instructional delivery, and monitors
were guided by a short list of points to check off. Two measures were taken to alleviate anxiety
among the personnel that were observed. Monitors met with each employee under
observation to explain the purpose of the inquiry and to assure him or her of the confidentiality
of any findings. Second, after the training session was complete, monitors met with the
instructor to provide feedback.

The assessment team staff then conducted structured interviews with a sample of employees
from each of the five functional areas in the Human Resource Development Department. The
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purpose of the interview was to clarify the strengths and weaknesses of the product delivered

by each area with the aim of highlighting areas where staff training would be helpful. Finally,

the assessment team comprred results from the different sources of information and p; epared

a final report on training needs of the Human Resource Development Department.

Source: This discussion is drawn from Wircenski, Sullivan, and Moore, "Assessing Training

Needs at Texas Instruments", Training and Development Journal, April, 1989, p.61.

Establishing Conditions and a
Process for Program Participation

Early in the design process, it will be
important to determine how the
participation process will work. This is a
critical planning step since the benefits of
proposed training investments depend on
the participation of workers. Based on the
experience of many firms, employers should
not expect that all workers targeted for basic
skills training will ultimately become
participants. On average, employers should
expect a (voluntary) participation rate of
roughly 25 to 30 percent.

A worker's decision to participate in a basic
skills program depends on a variety of
factors related to personal goals and
ambitions, the location and scheduling of
training, the perceived relevance of the
program, connections between program
participation and salary as well as career
growth, and whether the overall design
addresses anxiety and fears that adult
workers may have regarding continuing
education. Those responsible for planning
and implementing basic skills programs
need to take these factors into consideration
carefully when preparing the program's
design.
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While most employer-sponsored basic
skills programs are voluntary, some firms
are moving toward mandatory participa-
tion. Aiding this approach is federal legis-
lation that allows up to 10 hours of
remedial education to be offered without
required overtime pay, as long as the
worker has not graduated high school, is
fuactioning below ale eighth grade 7-vel,
and the training does not include job-spe-
cific training (The Fair Labor Standards
Amendment of 1989, Section 7).

Mandatory participation in training is not
without potential problems, however.
Workers may resist participation for
personal reasons or because the location and
training schedule is inconvenient.
Mandatory participation also suggests an
abil0, to identify those specific workers
who will be expected to enroll in a program.
Unless a company mandates participation
for all workers in a given area or
occupational group, it will have to rely upon
a combination of testing and supervisor
assessments. The latter screening
mechanism may be viewed as especially
suspect by prospective trainees.
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Developing Basic Skills at Motorola

In the second half of the 1980s, Motorola developed an international reputation for quality
and innovation, and has the Business Week cover stories and the Department of Commerce
quality award to prove it. The electronics giant's innovative provision of basic skills upgrading
for its workforce is a case in point.

Motorola is a highly decentralized company, although some policies cut across production
sectors and lines of business. One of these policies is the "service club," which includes all
workers who have given at least 10 years of service to the company. While the service club
is not a guarantee of lifetime employment, it is close to such a guarantee. Members of the
club can be let go only if their managers have done everything possible to keep them, and
even then, a layoff requires the signature of the Chairman of the Board.

In counterpoint to the service club at Motorola is the increasing realization that there are basic
skills deficiencies among incumbent workers which are affecting quality and efficiency. The
company has responded to this in several ways. As a long-run solution to a higher level of
minimum skills proficiency, a job-related corprate Basic Abilities Testing Battery (BATB) was
developed, and is now given to all new applicants for production jobs. The test covers both

ading and math, as well as visual acuity, forms completion, and simulated work situations.
oilce virtually all new hires are scoring at job-grade levels on the BATB, the basic skills
challenge at Motorola relates primarily to the incumbent workforce.

The initial basic skills training efforts at Motorola were voluntary, and most were on one-half
paid company time and one-half on the workers own time. The courses have been developed
mostly through contracts with the adult education departments of local community colleges.
For both the company and the community colleges, in-plant basic skills training is relatively
new, and there is still much to be learned about how to upgrade basic skills in the workplace
effectively.

In som- cases, Motorola and the local community college have created an educational liaison
position that serves a number of plants in a single geographic area. This adult education
professional is responsible for coordinating programs and developing job-related curricula.
The liaison is employed by the college, but works in the plants side-by-side with Motorola staff.
This allows the company to have an adult education expert on staff, without having to create
a new career path within Motorola itself.

The challenge of skill upgrading is immense, and Motorola understands that the commitment
to basic skills training is a long-term commitment. The BATB, which was developed based on
real needs within Motorola production jobs, is designed to test for reading at the 7 to 9.5 grade
level, and math which includes decimals, fractions, and percentiles. Since it takes
approximately 100 hours of training in each subject to raise a worker one grade level, moving
workers up to the level of the BATB can take a number of years.

As an incentive to participate in tr dining, many plants provide access to higher-level jobs, pay
grades, and advanced skills training only to those who have demonstrated needed skill
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proficiency on the the BATB. This helps to focus the basic training around a common goal
that workers understand. Workers are given a clear economic incentive to enroll in courses
and take the test.

Over time, more and more Motorola plants that provided basic skills training on a voluntary
50 percent company time basis have moved toward mandatory training (for those who need
to develop job-grade competencies) on 100 percent company time. Aiding this decision was
new federal legislation which allows up to 10 hours of basic training to be offered without
mandated overtime (as long as the worker has not graduated from high school or is functioning
below the 8th grade level). Beginning with voluntary participation before moving to mandatory
training has helped the company reach the more motivated (and possibly higher skilled)
workers first. Mandatory training may require more resources and take longer to be successful,
but the company believes that it is the only way to upgrade the basic skills of each and every
Motorolan.

The Motorola basic skills program includes 40 distinct delivery systems across a multitude
of plants. The company projects that by 1995 about $35 million will have been spent on basic
literacy. But Motorola has not attempted to justify this expenditure through exacting
cost/benefit analysis. Rattmor, top management views the need for basic skills upgrading as
intuitive and obvious, as part of a much broader effort to be the highest quality manufacturer
of electronics goods in the world.

When the decision is made to provide
training on a voluntary basis, there are
several steps that can be taken to encourage
worker participation. These include the
following.

Pay employees for time engaged in
company training, or conduct training

during working hours.

Payment for some or all of the time spent
in training will reinforce the company's
commitment to training, and lower the
employee's costs of leisure time lost because
of training. The major drawback of such
encouragement is the high cost.
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Provide informal support for trainees.

Persona I support and encouragement from
supervisors and management in the
company is valuable in getting employees
that need basic skills training to overcome
fear and to participate. Communication to
employees about the program can facilitate
such support.

Clearly communicate the objectives
and expectations regarding
participation in training.

Reassure employees against fears
concerning jot, security, and explain what
will be expected of participants, particularly
with respect to grading and attendance.
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Schedule training so employees can
begin training at any time, and can

attend immediately before or after work
hours.

The easier it is for employees to attend
training, the more likely they are to attend.
Waiting periods between the time an
employee expresses an interest in training
and training enrollment can cause many
employees to lose interest. If training can be
accommodated easily in an employee's
personal schedule, workers will be far more
likely to take part in training.

Hold training on company premises.

This encourages participation by making it
easier for employees to attend and by
emphasizing the importance the company
assigns the training. In addition, because a
workplace training site is likely to be quite
different from a public school, employee
reaction against a traditional classroom
setting is likely to be mitigated.

Establish programs which ease the
personal costs of atteuding training.

Facilitating car pooling and child care
arrangements, as well as other similar
actions reduce the chance that family
commitments will force trainees to decline
enrollment or to drop out of training.

Protect the confidentiality of training
participants.

Adults with basic skill deficiencies
frequently go to great lengths to hide their
limitations, and fear that other people will

learn about them and view them
unfavorably. If employees believe that it is
possible for co-workers to learn they are
seeking remediation, they may refuse to take
part in training. Assurances of
confidentiality of training participants is one
way to address such fears. Another
important way stigma is avoided is by
packaging the basic skill training program
as part of an overall employee training and
development program; and avoiding
reference to the program as remedial or
basic skills.

Link training to career advancement.

Creating clear and explicit links between
participation in training and career
advancement can provide employees with
important incentives to participate in
training. By connecting successful program
participation with opportunities for
promotion, employers can motivate
workers and also help to fill existing and
future vacancies.

Designing the Basic Skills
Curriculum

The design of the basic skills curriculum is
the point at which information on workers'
abilities and job requirements are translated
into a specific plan and set of materials that
are used to engage workers in the learning
process. Key elements of curriculum design
include the development of an instructional
approach, and the preparation of a program
outline, individual lesson plans, and
instructional materials.

While there are several alternative formats
that can be used to design the basic skills
curriculum, four key issues should be
addressed. These basic curriculum design
issues are as follows.
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Base the Curriculum on a Functional- Match the Curriculum to the Worker's
Competency Based Approach

An effective basic skills curriculum should
be grounded in the specific tasks that
employees are expected to perform on the
job. To the extent feasible, training should
replicate work situations and teach
employees basic skills in the context of their
jobs. This functional approach stands in
contrast to the traditional academic
curriculum used in the school system, where
generic examples and abstractions are the
basis for teaching new skills.

Within a functional approach, the
program's curriculum should also be
competency-based. Competency-based
training is related to functional training in
that instruction is aimed at increasing
employees' ability to perform specific tasks.
Unlike general basic skills training which
might focus on objectives such as improving
spelling, vocabulary, or reading
comprehension, competency-based training
focuses on skills-specific objectives, such as
using an operations manual or reading
blueprints. What distinguishes the
competency approach from more basic
functional training is its reliance on
benchmarking worker skill levels and
tracking performance over time.

A key step in creating a functionally-based
curriculum is conducting a job and task
analysis. For those job categories identified
as experiencing basic skills problems, a task
analysis will identify the specific
competencies that are needed to perform
productively. This information can then be
used to develop course objectives and
outlines, as well as a framework for
instructional materials.
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Skill Level

Once the functional basis of the curriculum
is established, instructional plans and
materials have to be developed. Because the
skill level of workers will vary, the
instructional plan must be flexible and set in
a competency range appropriate for the
trainees. While programs can be developed
with fixed instructional plans, these tend to
be more restrictive and prone to higher
levels of attrition.

Modular instruction is a cost-effective way
of tailoring training and eduLational
materials to the unique needs of individual
workers. A modular curriculum consists of
several stand alone units on different topics
or competency levels which can be
combined to comprise an individualized
instructional plan. The completion of a
given module usually indicates the
achievement of a specific competency and
signals Progression to the next one.

In addition to its appeal to a wide range of
workers, a modular curriculum offers other
benefits as well. One is that it facilitates the
placement of individual workers at levels
appropriate to their skills. A modular
curriculum can also accommodate
unexpected demands on a worker's time
especially if training is offered after or before
work hours. Because of its flexible structure,
workers may be able to miss certain classes
but still progress toward the achievement of
specific competencies.

Open entry and exit is the most flexible way
to use a modular curriculum. It allows
workers to enter a program at any given time
and to exit as easily. The key foundation of
open entry and exit programs is
individualized instructional plans and
competency objectives. In this case, much of
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the responsibility for participating in
training and achieving critical basic skills is
placed in the hands of the individual
employee. As a result, while this flexibility
may encourage employee participation, it
also increases the risk against achieving
standard organizational competencies.

Offer Participatory Training

Training that is passive and emphasizes
lectures and note taking will likely be less
effective than participatory instructional

processes. Active instruction promotes
competency building by engaging the
employee and requiring participation. It
elso provides an opportunity to practice
new skills and receive direct and relevant
feedback that can be used to improve
performance.

There are several instructional methods
that can be used to foster active participation
in training. Many of these are described
below and include tutorial instruction,
interactive computer exercises, job
simulations, role playing, and case studies.

Basic Skills Curricula at the Ford Motor Co. and the United Auto Workers

A Company/Union team developed an interactive videodisc-supported course in industrial
mathematics. The Skills Enhancement Program (SEP) focuses on improving the
mathematical skills of employees. SEP includes learning and counseling opportunities in 6
areas: adult basic education, general educational development, high school completion,
English as a second language, a basic skills course aimed at refreshing reading and math
skills needed to take part in technical training, and an acqdemic advising service to assist
employees in identifying and pursuing basic educational goals. SEP course-; are developed
by a joint local committee composed of union and management represent gives and local
education providers that include local school district adult and community education
department, community colleges, and 4-year colleges and universities. The training courses
are designed to be flexible, permitting self paced instruction and open entry end exit.
Participation in SEP is voluntary.

In another instance, the UAW-Ford Eastern Michigan Academy teaches basic skills to roughly
300 Ford employees annually. Classes in reading, writing, speaking and listening let students
study through topics of interest to them. Training focuses on the underlying concepts rather
than the mechanics of reading, and tries to teach participants how to learn rather than

to learn specific facts. The program seeks to show participants the process of learning so
workers can be more flexible and adaptable in the future, and gain the confidence needed to
adjust to technological changes in the company.

Participant interest in the training is high, only 18 percent fail to return for additional training
once they begin. The training facility is open long hours to enable workers from all shifts to
attend training either before or after work. Workers are free to pick and choose what courses
they want to attend. The training center hired its own instructors rather than draw from high
school or vocational school resources which were faulted for not allowing the company and
union adequate control over the curriculum and teaching.
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The center recruits workers during management and union representative meetings that are
conducted during working hours. When the training center first opened, assembly lines were
shut down to permit all workers to attend training.

Sources: Bernardon, Nancy, "Let's Erase Illiteracy From The Workplace," Personnel,
January, 1989, p.29, the Departments of Education and Labor. The Bottom Line: Basic Skills
in the Workplace, Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1988. Petrini, Cathy (Ed.),
"How Businesses Can Fight Workplace Illiteracy," Training and Development Jou rnal, January
1989, p.18. McGee, Lynne, "Teaching Basic Skills to Workers," Personnel Administrator,
August, 1989, p.42.

SEL
INST

ECT AN APPROPRIATE
RUCTIONAL MODEL

There are a variety of ways in which basic
skills programs can be delivered. Presented
below is a summary of five instructional
methods.

Classroom Training

Classroom training 's a low-cost way of
training groups of workers. This method is
usually most successful when the
curriculum is conctruct d carefully and
work-relevant material is used. Although
the traditional classroom setting has the
advantage of enabhng one instructor to
teach several workers, it can also promote a
passive learning experience. Computer
assisted instruction, tutoring, and other
instructional techniques can be used to
increase the participatory nature of
classroom training.

Tutors

One of the most common instructional
methods used in workplace basic skills
training programs is one-on-one teaching,
usually called tutoring. There are many
advantages of tutoring:

It permits an informal assessment of
learner skills and individual
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targeting of training to the learner's
ability level.

The ',ace can be adjusted to each
individual learner.

Positive a nd supportive
relationships can develop between
the tutor and learner, which helps
foster learner participation and
involvement.

Tutoring is particularly suited to
working adult learners experiencing
severe time constraints, as the
training can usually be scheduled to
accommodate the learner's personal
schedule.

At the same time, tutoring is a relative)/
expensive instructional method and cannot
be used alone to train large numbers of
workers.

Work Groups

Work group instruction (small classes of
about 3 to 10 people) represents a middle
ground between classroom instruction and
tutoring. Accordingly, it has some of the
advantages and disadvantages of the two
instructional approaches. Some of the
dvantages of this mode of instruction are
at:

a
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It simulates work processes, which
often involve working together;

Students can learn from one another;

Support groups can develop
between learners; and

It is less costly than tutoring.

In addition, scheduling work groups is
generally easier than classes. Similarly, it is
easier to adjust the level of training to be
appropriate to a small group of learners,
than for a large class.

Ore of the principal drawbacks of work
groups is that they are highly dependent on
the skill of the instructors or facilitators.
Other disadvantages are that.

Adults may be reluctant to
participate in work groups because
of concerns about confidentiality;

Work groups are more expensive
than classroom instruction;

Unless all members of the group are
at about the same competency level,
it may be difficult to adjust thc
training to the learners' levels; and

Scheduling may be oi,

Computer-Assisted Instruction (CAD

Computer-assisted instruction is being
applied increasingly in basic skills training
programs. Computer tutorials are most
often used to supplement classroom basic
skills or technical instruction, and are
completed at the convenience of the worker,
and at a skill level adjusted to each
employee.

Several studies have documented the
benefits adult workers derive from

computer learning, such as privacy,
feedback, scheduling flexibility, and control
over the pace of instruction.
Computer -based training is not without
difficulties, however. Most important is the
issue of designing a literacy tutorial that is
functionally-based, yet appropriate to the
adult learner's skills and interests. This
issue, added to the high fixed costs of
establishing a computer training facility, has
led several large industrial programs to
abandon their use of computers.

Interactive Videodiscs

The newest and most sophisticated
instructional method is the interactive
videodisc. The interactive videodisc is
played on a device similar to a videocassette
player. It allows workers to watch and listen
to a training video and then respond to a
series of prompts. Using pictures and audio,
the interactive videodisc has many of the
advantages of computer tutorial programs,
but elicits more active engagement of the
learner. The chief disadvantages of this
method are its high costs and lack of
flexibility.

Building Union and Management
Support and Obtaining Budgetary

Commitment

Once the basic elements of the training plan
have been broadly defined, a written
training plan, including estimated costs,
should be presented to the company's
management and union. The presentation
of the development plan can be more or less
formal, depending upon the number of
people that will be involved in the training
program if it is adopted. Presenters should
summarize the findings of the needs
assessment, and explain how the plan fits
into overall business goals. The
presentation should include an exposition of
the recommended program and how it will
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address the company's training needs. If
necessary, options should be presented,
along with alternative cost estimates.

In justifying a basic skills training program,
the case for training must rest on the results
from the needs assessment. These needs
must be clearly linked to company
performance in terms of lost productivity
caused by the skill deficiencies, inability to
respond quickly to new technology and
other market changes, and product quality
and workplace safety concerns.

Successful adoption of a basic skill
program also rests upon the amount of
support the proposal can gain within the
company. A basic skills program will
probably be just one of many programs or
changes being advocated by different
people in a company at a given time. It is
essential that those responsible for training
communicate witn managers to build a
coalition to support the basic skill: training.

Alternative means of financing the
program should also be included in the
presentation to company management.
Possible outside funding sources,
department user fees, or allocations from a
company training fund are some of the
alternative mechanisms available.
Depending upon the precise nature of the
training program envisioned, financing
alternatives are likely to be more or less
appropriate. For example, a general adult
literacy program would be more likely to
include a public funding component. A
program that targets worVers largely from
one department of the company would have
greater rationale for training user-fee
financing.

In building support for the basic skills
training program, it is also important to
focus energy on "destiginatizing" basic work
skills training The perception of such
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training as an integral part of an overall
employee development plan should be
encouraged.

Implementing the B:isic
Skills Program:
Operational
Considerations

Once the basic curriculum has been
designed and management and union
representa tives signal support for the effort,
attention has to be turned to program
implementation. At this point, many
important operational issues must be
carefully addressed. Regardless of the
quality of the curriculum that may be
planned, selection of a delivery method, the
development of an internal marketir g plan,
and thedesign of monitoring and evaluation
strategies can have a significant impact on
overall program effectiveness.

Selecting a Program Delivery
Model

In the process of curriculum design, a
decision will have to be made about the use
of outside resources. Training and
educational institutions, as well as
consulting firms can be relied upon to assist
with a variety of key program tasks, ranging
from the needs assessment to curriculum
design and program delivery.

While a natural inclination may be to
design and operate the program internally,
this can be a very demanding and
potentially risky approach. Most important
is that it will require specific expertise in
program and curriculum design as well as
the dedication of existing staff time to plan
the program and provide instruction to
employees. Moreover, an internally
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operated program will also require the
identification of company space, materials,
and equipment to support training.

Because of the demands of a strictly
internal approach to training, many firms
have looked to outside resources to assist
with some or all of the tasks involved with
planning and operating a basic skills
program. Outside experts and training
institutions can be used to. 1) conduct the
needs assessment; 2) develop the
curriculum; 3) provide instructors and
training facilities; or 4) support all aspects of
the program. The choice over the most
appropriate use of outside support should
be based on an assessment of a company's
existing resources and expertise, as well as
the credibility and appropriateness of
locally available education and training
resources.

Regardless of the mix of internal and
external resources that are used to support
basic skills training, there are certain
fundamental questions that need to be
addressed. These questions should be
considered during both the initial
development of the program's curriculum,
and negotiations with prospective
providers. They include:

1. What specifk tasks and functions
will outside resources support?

2. Will training be offered on-site or
at the premises of a training
provider?

3. Will internal staff be used as
instructors or tutors and if so, to
what extent will they be trained?

4. To what extent will the training
curriculum be customized to meet
firm-specific skill and commtency
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needs, or will an off-the-shelf
program be used?

5. What types of reporting will be
required of outside providers on
the progress of workers and the
outcomes of the program?

When looking to the outside for assistance
with basic skills programs, there are two
primary alternatives that employers can
pursue. One involves leveraging external
resources while the other focuses on
purchasing services. Each is described
briefly below.

Leveraging External Resources

There are several external resources that
can be leveraged to meet basic skills needs
in the workplace. One is other employers
with similar r -,Nis. Small businesses, in
particular, sl- .. the common constraint of
limited ma,. ,_es and have often formed
training consortia. These consortia are
usually among firms in the sair.:! industry;
they focus on common training needs, and
pool resources to develop and deliver
programs. In many cases, third party
business organiza tions, such as Chambers of
Commerce and Private Industry Councils,
are relied upon to organize the consortium
and assist with the development and
implementation of a financing and training
plan.

Another source of external resourcts are
public adult education and training
programs. Federally and state sponsored
education and training programs, as well as
community-based organizations and
not-for-profit literacy centers are available
in most local communities and can be
accessed directly by employers. Some of
these programs have strict targeting criteria
while others, such as literacy renters, are
usually open to the public. All of these



programs, however, offer the advantage of
sharing the cost of the training.

There are several ways that publicly
sponsored training and education programs
can be utilized. The most simple approach
is to arrange a referral and enrollment
process between the employer and the
program for a given number of workers.
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Other options include customized
classroom training and on-the-job training.
As a starting point for leveraging these
resources, employers should contact their
local Chamber of Commerce or Private
Industry Council to identify available
sources of training and any enrollment and
related restrictions they might have.

Mixed In-House/Outside Assistance for asic Skills Training at Spring
Industries, Fort Mills, S.C.

This South Carolina textile manufacturing company us,3d public funding and cooperative
arrangements with local colleges to provide basic skills training to its employees. The company
provides on-site facilities for classes in basic literacy and basic skills taught from a technical
viewpoint. The company pays employees only for the initial orientation which occurs during
working hours.

The company also began a pilot project in their Lancaster, S.C. plant as part of the "Governor's
initiative for Work Force Excellence." Specialists from a local technical college helped the
company run the pilot program which teaches basic literacy (5th to 9th grade reading), GED
preparation, and basic skills courses with a technical emphasis for certain occupations and
trades. To teach the courses, the program uses a variety of providers including local literacy
councils, adult education departments of area high schools, and technical schools.

Personnel managers at Spring Industries say that literacy training existed in the community,
but that the on-site program made it easier for their employees to enroll in training and
accommodatetheirwork schedules. On-site provision of remedial training was also considered
important as it underscored the company's support of the program.

Early in program development, the company conducted -eadability studies of their manuals,
selected math and physics concepts which were used repeatedly in company training, and
added pictures end labels to facilitate easier learning of their textle dictionary.

One problem the company experienced with its program was a high drop off between the
number of people who were initially enthusiastic about training and the number who actually
attended training once it was offered. Of the 1,800 people who showed initial interest in the
company's program, about 1,400 followed through and enrolled, although early in the program
the attrition rate was much higher. Pc,isonnel managers at the company attribute the high fair
off encountered early in the program to a three month time lag between orientation and the
start of classes that existed when the program first started.

Training is confidential and completely voluntary since the training involves literacy arid basic
skills, and participants may face stigma if their participation becomes known. Because
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individual initiative is so central to success in the program, it must remain voluntary according
to company spokespersons.

Source: McGee, Lynne, "Teaching Basic Skills to Workers," Personnel Administrator, August,
1989, p.42.

Purchasing Outside Services

In many instances, employers may decide
that the need for flexibility and
customization warrants the use of an
outside contractor to design and operate the
program. When this is the case, the
employer face3 several important design
issues, such as whether the training will be
offered on-site or at the training institution,
the extent of tirm-specific customization,
and the use of in-house staff as trainers or
tutors. An additional issue is the selection
of a service provider.

The Request for Proposal (RFP) is the
standard format for procuring training
services. Specifically, the RFP is a written
request by the employer asking prospective
providers to submit proposals that state
how and at what cost they will meet the
employer's specifications and needs. In
addition to specifying objectives and needs,
the RFP usually contains a set of evaluation
criteria that the employer will use to make a
selection. These cr''eria and their use are
very important since they will have a direct
bearing on the quality of the program that is
provided. Key criteria that can be helpful in
making a decis'on include:

Co::

Experience and Credentials

Instructional Method

Approach Toward Adult Education
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Interaction With the Company

Expected Results

Financial Stability

Packaging the Program and
Encouraging Employee Participation

One of ,l-ic mojor differences between basic
skills training for incumbent and newly
hired employees concerns pi ogram
recruitment. Recruitment is an important
concern for any program targeting current
employees, while new employees can easily
be required to attend training as a condition
of employment.

Avoiding the perception of the program as
remedial or for employees lacking
elementary reading and math skills is
essential. If employees fear that they will be
identified as lacking basic skills because they
take part in the program, the program may
fail for lack of particpationregardless of
the need for such training. Accordingly, the
program should be packaged as an addition
to the general employee development
training offered at the company, and a name
for the program should emphasize its
relation to overall skill on the job rather than
with its remedial content.

Decisions about the structure of training,
its scheduling, a nd where it will be held can
also have an impact on employee
recruitment and selection. Recruitment of
current employees must be addressed



carefully as new programs can be
interpreted with suspicion for fear that the
change may endanger job security or signal
a fundamental shift in company operations.
Supervisors and other employee leaders
should be used as channels of
communication to reassure employees that
such fears are unfounded.

Coordination of staff involved in the
program is crucial in assuring
communication about the purpose, scope,
and implications of the new program are
conveyed in a consistent manner across the
company. Copies of the program design
materials, and arty publicizing materials
should be provided to the managers and
supervisors.

Managers and supervisors should be
encouraged to tell their staff about the
program, and to invite questions employees
have about it. Some companies have had
their training staff deliver presentations
about the program at department or local
union meetings. Some cifnployers hold an
"open house" at their training facility when
it opens to give employees an opportunity
to go and find out about the training on
company time.

Employee newsletters, bulletin boards,
and other routine communication
mechanisms should be used to p_ omote
interest in the program

Monitoring Program Results,
and Maintaining Program Enrollment

Once employees begin to attend training,
the program must be monitored on a regular
basis. On-going monitoring serves the
purpose of gauging the extent to which the
program is achieving its operational
objectives, including enrollment,
participation and retention levels, and tinit
costs. Monito-ing is also used to identify
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problems with the curriculum and
instructional methods, and to initiate
corrective action plans.

There are several ways to implement a
monitoring system. These range from
standard program operations reports and
periodic visits i.o the training site, to
informal discussions with training
participants, supervisors, and instructors.
Regardless of the specific monitoring plan
that is established, it should be designed to
provide periodic information on key
program performance indicators that can be
relied on to make necessary changes and
improvements.

Evaluating the Program and
Making Adjustments

Evaluation of the training program is
important in determining program worth to
company management, and in providing
information needec to improve the program
in the future. Th:, training design plan
should lay the ground work for the
evaluation by setting program goals and
performance measures. Pre- and
post-training skill assessment tests,
observation of training and participant
performance on the job, and/or interviews
with trainees, their managers, and other staff
involved ir the training provide three
distinct sources of information about the
program that can be used in the evaluation.

Evaluation should be on-going, being
carried out annually or with each training
cycle. The results of each evaluation should
be written up and submitted to company
management. The methodology for
evaluating the program can vary from brief
reports summarizing employee views of the
pi-ogram; to reports displaying and
explaining figures on program participation
and dropout rate; to more rigorous designs
that attempt to measure program impacts.
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CHAPTER 4

DEVELOPING A DEPENDENT CARE BENEFIT

Dependelit care is a basiness issue for the
obvious reason that employees cannot come
to work unless their dependents are cared
for. Study after study has shown that most
working parents have trouble arranging
child care, and that those with the most
difficulty also experience the most frequent
work interruptions. In recent years, more
and more working parents have also been
faced with the need to care for their aging
pa,.ents. Although often unexpected, the
need for elder-care can also cause frequent
work interruptions as employees search for
solutions that will satisfy th long-term care
needs of theti. parents.

In response to the growing need for child
and elder-care, companies have begun to
introduce CI 2pendent care benefits into their
ccmpensation programs as well as flexible
work-related policies. And they have done
so without the burden of expensive
subsidized on-site child and elder care
centers. Today, there are a number of
dependent care and related options from
which to choose, including low cost
information and referral services. When
carefully selected, developed, and marketed
to employees, these services can do much to
meet the needs of existing and prospective
employees.

The purpose of this chapter is to show how
dependent care programs and related
policies can be structured realistically for
small and medium sized businesses as well
as large c.,es. The charler is organized
around four major questions:

b '3
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1. Why are dependent care benefits
important?

2. How have employers responded
to date?

3. How should a dependent care
benefit be planned?

4. What types of programs and
policies are available to meet
dependent care needs?

Why Are Dependent Care
Benefits Important?

Dependent care is important because it is
as much a business issue as it is an issue for
families and parents to address. For one
thing, changing labor force demographics
indicate the increasingly important
contribution that women--the traditional
family caregivers--are making to the
economy and the individual firms that
comprise it. Unless the dependent care
needs of these women can be addressed
successfully, companies will and
themselves with even greater recruitment
and retention problems as well as more
frequent work interruptions.

In 1987, for example, there were about 64
million households in the United States. Of
these, one in five were married-couple
families in which the mother worked and
had children under 14 years of age. An
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additional 5 percent of households were
headed by single mothers with children
under 14. This represents a total of about 29
million adults, mostly workers, who are
likely to require some sort of child care
services. While many of these families are
able to secure services themselves, a
growing share need assistance and often
look to their employers for help. This is
especially so since so much of existing
dependent care service is provided by
someone other than a relative.'

Women have traditionally been the
caregivers to the elderly as well as the
young, and as more women have entered
the paid labor force and the population has
aged, the need for elder care has also
emerged among employees. However, the
potential demand for elder care is not as
easily estimated as that for child care. We do
know that 12 percent of the population in
1987 was over 65 years old, up from 9
percent in 1960. Also, most of this growth
has been among those 75 years of age and
older. There are now more than 12 million
Americans who have celebrated their 75th
birthday, and this group is expected to grow
almost four times as fast as the population
as a whole during the 1990s. By the year
2000 the Census Bureau estimates that the
nation will contain 17 million individuals
age 75 years or older. Clearly, this older
population will strain the health care
system, and place more pressure on working
parents to help address health and related
long-term care needs.

Working under the assumption that the
average individual 65 years or older has two
working children, we can anticipate a
potential demand for elder care services at
63 million workers in 1990, growing to
almost 70 million workers by the year 2000.
Even if only 10 percent of the elderly are
actually dependent on their children at any
one time, this still represents a demand for

elder care services of about 5 percent of
workers in a given period. As their parents
age, a significant fraction of the workforce
will have a potential demand for elder-care
services. The demographics are such that
there are even more workers with aging
parents than with young children.

Taking account of dependent care needs is
also important because the growth of
working women and dual working families
has changed employee expectations of their
careers and the balance between their
commitment to work and their family
responsibilities. Working women as well as
men in dual working families are
increasingly interested in finding ways to
art responsibly to their family members and
still satisfy their career ambitions. While
they expect their employers to provide
assistance with obtaining dependent care
services, they also expect some degree of
flexibility in their work schedules so they
can care for an ill dependent, attend
parent-student conferences, or vacation
together. Firms that are unwilling or slow to
address these growing needs for flexibility
may also find themselves at a competitive
disadvantage in recruiting and retaining a
stable, productive workforce.

For companics that want to utilize the
talents of working parents, it is clear that
dependent care issues will be a major item
on the business agenda. Part of the issue
includes dependent care services while
another part encompasses a range of policies
to more flexibly organize the balance
between work and family responsibilities.
Thus, the challenge is not so much whether
to address dependent care, but how to
introduce policies and programs that
respond to employee needs and are
reasonable investments, given existing work
requirements and financial constraints By
starting with a modest benefit or policy,
even the smallest of companies can almost
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immediately alleviate some of the pressure
on workers with dependent care
responsibilities.

Recent Employer
Experiences With
Dependent Care

Employers who have taken an interest in
dependent care have discovered a number
of positive results. To take just one example,
a May 1988 article in Personnel magazine
extolling the virtues of employer-supported
childcare benefits reported that:

Nyloncra ft, Incorporated of
Mishawaka, Indiana has attributed
major reductions in turnover rates
and a drop in absenteeism to less
than 3% to its childcare programs.
Lim.oln National Life Insurance
Company in Fort Wayne, Indiana
says its childcare program led to
reduced absenteeism and improved
Nroductivity. At Mercy Richards

I
Hospital ... 34% [of surveyed
employees] reported that the [child
care] center had been a factor in their
accepting jobs at the hospital.

Although most employers do not measure
the benefits of their dependent care
programs and related policies, there have
been attempts to quantify the value of a few
company-provided child care programs.
The results from these efforts are quite
positive and provide a strong basis for
viewing dependent care as a sound business
investment.

A comprehensive survey conducted by the
National Employer Support:A Child Care
Project in 1982, for example, found a positive
experience among most of the 415
companies with "major programs" in effect
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at the time. These programs, such as on-site
child care centers, were reported to have led
to beneficial results in the following areas
(percentages represent fraction of
employers reporting a positive effect):2

Percent of Employers Reporting a
Positive Effect from Day Care Program

Movie 90%
Recruitment 85%

Public Relations 85%

Turnover 65%

Absenteesim 53%

Scheduling flexibility 50%

Productivitv 49%

Employers were less likely to report
beneficial effects in the area of quality of the
workforce (42%), equal employment
opportunity (40%), tardiness (39%), or
quality of services (37%). However, in the
balance of cases there was either no effect or
an unknown effect. Virtually none of the
responses was negative.

While these results are impressive, they
reflect what are essentially employers'
impressions and views of whether the
programs were worthwhile or not. The
actual cost savings from reduced turnover,
less arduous recruitment and the like were
not calculated systematically.

A few companies surveyed by the Project
did make an effort to calculate the effect of
tlieir childcare programs on the bottom line.
Studies were conducted in the areas of
turnover, recruitment, and overall costs and
benefits. Seventeen of the 18 companies
which collected such data found lower
turnover rates for parents using the program
than for their workforces as a whole The
average rate of turnover across all
employees in these firms was 44 pei cent. In
comparison, the turnover rate fof users of
the child care programs was only 19 percent.
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Ten companies, mostly health care
providers, estimated the yearly recruitment
value of their child care programs in the two
top job categories targeted for
improvements. Based on the number of
workers recruited and the average cost of
recruiting, the savings from the programs
were estimated as S16,400 per company
annually. In responding to the National
Employer-Supported Child Care Survey,
147 companies were able to measure
benefits from reduced turnover, lower
absenteeism, etc., and compare them to
costs. Ninety-five percent of the companies
reported that overall measurable benefits
from the program outweighed total costs.

With results like these, one would expect a
large number of employers to develop direct
service day care benefits, and in fact a
number have done so. According to
estimates from a 1987 government survey of
business establishments with 10 or more
employees, about 25,000 provide direct day
care services on-site or nearby the
workplace. However, this represents only
about 2 percent of all business
establishments of that size in the United
States.

Employer hesitancy in developing on-site
child care centers is warranted, in part, by
the expense and risk involved. On-site
centers are not for everyone and make most
sense when there is an obvious staffing
problem that can be tied directly to child
care concerns, and when the creation of a
center is estimated to alleviate some of the
pressure in an efficient, affordable manner.
Otherwise, on-site centers may be too risky
for many companies to justify, especially
smaller employers.

More companies have developed other
types of benefit packages and policies that
are effective but do not include on-site care.
These benefits have expanded dramatically

of late, and by 1987 well over 100,000
business establishments were providing
some sort of child care benefit or service
g-ared toward improving morale,
aosenteeism, and turnover caused by
family-related concerns. In addition, many
employers also offer low cost work schedule,
policies to relieve work-family pressures.'
These include:

Providing access to dependent care
information and referral services;

Introducing flexible spending
accounts, which allow employees to
deduct child care expenses from
their paychecks using pre-tax dollars
(the employer contributes nothing
except minimal administrative
services);

Adding dependent care benefits to
an existing cafeteria plan (this can be
done without increasing the
maximum cost of fringe benefits);
and

Developing flexible work-schedule
policies (such as part-time
employment and flexible work
hours) which benefit employees
with dependents.

The growing importance of these a nd other
dependent care programs is reflected in a
recent survey conducted by the Conference
Board. The Conference Board reported a
four-fold increase in the number of
surveyed employers providing child care
assistance between 1986 and 1989.4 While
few employe. s had paid formal attention to
the aging parents issue as recently as two
years ago, the survey reported that elder
care is rapidly becoming "the new"
employee benefit in larger companies.
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For example, AT&T recently agreed to
provide unpaid leave for employees to care
for their ailing relatives, and is establishing
a resource and referral service for elder care
which began operation in early 1990.
Moreover, the American Association of
Retired People (AARP) estimates that ekler
care services were provided by only 10
companies in 1987, but that in 1989 about 20
percent of corporations with 1,000 or more
employees had some sort of benefit.5 As
with child care, the typical benefit is modest,
along the lines of resource and referral
services or flexible scheduling policies.

Although the trend is for more dependent
care benefits, many companies, and
especially smaller businesses, have still not
developed even low-cost programs. In the
same 1987 government survey mentioned
earlier, only 3 percent of establishments
were estimated to have either set up flexible
spending accounts or provided assistance
for child care through a cafeteria plan.
Arnroximately five percent give their
workers access to childcare information and
referral services. The fraction of employers
providing elder-care referral services is also
somewhat small (but growing rapidly)
according to a Bureau of National Affairs
survey. Flexibility n work schedules aAcl
leave policies is more common, but is sfill
only provided by three out of every rive
establishments.

The reluctance of many employers to
address dependent care needs stems partly
from perceived cost and risk. Health care
insurance costs in the 1980s love outpaced
inflation by a long shot, increasing total
fringe benefit expenses substantiallv.
Understandably, many companies have
hesitated in developing new dependent care
benefits wIlpn the costs for existing benefits
are perceived as already too high. But as the
experience cf other employers has shown, it
is possible to develop a low-cost dependent
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care benefit. If cost is the only concern, then
there ii little leason not to establish a flexible
spending account or a flexible work
schedule, for example. Some employers
may simply not realize the range of options,
which vary from very inexpensive to very
expensive.

An additional concern often cited is that
employees are accustomed to benefits that
help everyone in the company. Therefore,
some employers may hesitate to develop a
dependent care benefit of no use to
significant portions of their workforce.
While employees do not blink when
compensa tion varies according to one's
position in the occupational ladder, paying
benetits according to family status may be
another matter.

Staff concerns about equity can be met by
designing equitable benefits. Flexible
spending accounts are financed by the
government (through a reduction in tax
revenues) not by employers. Within a
cafeteria plan, one worker's dependent care
benefit is another worker's extra vacation
day. Additionally, information, counseling,
and referral services can be established as
part of a generic employee assistance plan
serving all workers. In sum, services to
workers with dependents can be provided
equitably as well as inexpensively.

A iependent care policy of some kind
makes good business sense in almost all
situations. The key question is what exact
form the benefit should take. By first
implementing inexpensive benefits and
then considering more elaborate ones,
companies can begin to address the
dependent care issue without unnecessary
risk or expense. The recent experience of
Lancaster Labs provides an encouraging
example for tne small as well as large
business.
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The Child Care Center at Lancaster Labs, Inc.

For employers who have hesitated in developing dependent care programs, encouragement
comes from Lancaster Labs, Inc. (LLI), a small business in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.
An analytical testing company with a workforce of less than 400, LLI has shown that an on-site
day care center can be developed which meets the needs of workers while requiring limited
company subsidy.

The 112-child facility adjacent to the Labs is leased to a professional day care provider at
near-market rates, with the cvnpany's employees given priority service. Community members
can also use the center if there is space available. In addition tc the reasonable rental of its
building, LLI finances the maintenance, water, and sewer services for the center. In return for
these rental, maintenance, and utility subsidies, which total no more than :4, i 0,000 per year,
the children of LLI employees receive diapers, meals, and high-quality, center-based services
at 20 percent below the going rate in the community. Day care expenses can be paid for with
pre-tax dollars by making deductions into a company-administered flexible spending account.

LLI has found the day care ,;enter to be helpful in recruitment, retention, and public relations.
The professional vendor takes full responsibility for management and liability risk. Turnover
has been reduced among female staff and recruitment in general has been enhanced by the
positive publicity generated by the center. The results are clear proof that even smaller
businesses can develop on-site day care without extraordinary risk or expense.

Planning For Dependent
Care Needs

Developing a dependent care plan need
not be a complex or protracted task. It can
be accomplished expeditiously by internal
huma n resources staff, a company-wide task
force, outside consultants, or some
combination of each of these. Still, because
the planning task is so important to
developing effective dependent care
policies, i!- must be approached carefully
and based on a mix of information regarding
management priorities, employees' needs,
business requirements, financial
considerations, and existing community
resources.
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As shown in Exhibit I, there are fcarcritical
steps to follow when initiating an effort to
develop and implement a dependent care
program. These steps are very intuitive and
can be accomplished with limited resources,
time, and intrusion into the daily conduct of
work responsibilities.

The first step is to determine how the
planning task will be managed and
conducted. These two responsibilities are
separable in that a single employee or
internal team can orchestrate the planning
process and still use an outside consultant to
conduct the specific information gathering
and design tasks. Thus, a first key task is to
choose between individual and team
responsibility as well as the use of outside
consultants. The choice between an
individual and team has usually been made
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Exhibit 1
The Assessment and Implementation Process

Assign
Responsibilities

Develop a Needs
Assessment
Information Base

Design the Program

Implement
the Program

HR Dept
'nternal TasK Force
Outside Consultants

Employee focus croups. drop-bv
booths. & surveys

Adeqi acy of current dependent
care arrangements & costs
Problems at home & on the
job as a result of dependent care
responsibilities
Expected future needs
Interest in various proposed
company-provided benefits

Dependent Care Task Force

Company & worker goals
Current company policies
Resource availability/
constraints
Business requirements
Responsibility for planning &
implementation process
Systems capability

Community resources

Other companies that are
providing benefits
Expert consultants
Information & referral services
Direct service providers
Local & state public/nonprofit
agencies

Estimate Program Need
Select Program/Policies
Secure Resources
Select Vendors
Develop li-iplementation and

Markenng Plan

Provids Training
Market Program
Assess Results
Initiate Improvements
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on the basis of company size and
complexity.

The use of outside experts depends on
resource availability and internal expertise.
Companics that employ benefit specialists
may, for example, be able to manage
primarily on their own, assuming that the
incumbent is familiar with dependent care
planning and programs, and has the time
necessary to execute the tasks successfully.
Eventually, however, most companies turn
to outside consultants and firms to assist
with one or another aspect of program
planning.

There are several areas where outside
experts can provide assistance. Some
consultants specialize in providing services
beginning with the planning process itself.
These experts meet with in-house staff,
present and discuss a wide range of options,
and then assist in assessing needs,
evaluating alternatives, and developing
programs. The advantage of using outside
experts from the beginning is that they can
help select the right program to meet the
needs of the work force and the goals of the
company.

If a company already knows what se vices
are likely to be established, another option is
to select a firm to provide those services.
This can be done at the end of the planning
process, or early in the process so that the
experts can help the company gather
information and plan the program. For
example, if a preliminary decision has been
made to establish an on-site day care center
that will be leased to an outside vendor, the
vendor can be selected well in advance and
participate in planning the construction,
financing and/or operation of the center.
Selecting one vendor for both planning
programs and offering services is usually
cost-saving, but may lock the company into
a specific set of benefits before the

information-gathering process is
completed.

Once responsibility for managing and
executing the planning tasks has been
assigned, the second step is to develop a
needs assessment information base. This
task is intended to guide and inform the
planning process so that a program or policy
can be developed that meets employee
needs and fits within the boundaiies of what
is acceptable and affordable to company
management. Three major blocks of
information are critical.

The first includes information on company
policies, priorities, and resource and
systems constrai-Its. Whatever program or
policy is planned, it must be consistent with
what is practical and feasible to implement
within the company. Flexible benefits and
cafeteria plans, for example, have specific
administrative requirements that the
company will have to meet if it implements
such a program. Similarly, flexible work
schedules must not impede the company's
servic :! delivery or production process. For
these reasons, it is wise to initiate the
planning process by meeting with senior
management to identify critical constraints
that are binding or may be overcome in the
course of Fogram development.

The second source of information is
focused on available community resources
Taking an inventory of the types of
dependent care resources that are available
in an area can help substantially when
planning a specific type of service It can
also assist in dentifying service options not
yet considered. In addition, networking
with trade and business organizations, such
as Chambers of Commerce, as well as other
firms, can provide valuable assistance in
identifying resources and learning from the
experience of others.
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Many states and localities, for example,
have established public dependent care
information and referral networks. In
addition, local community-based
organizations often provide on-site day care
assistance as well as referral services.
Similarly, for-profit organizations have
mushroomed to provide companies with
information and referral services as well as
on-site day care. Some of these are national
in scope while others are regionally based.

Finally, employee input is critical if
dependent care benefits are going to be
effective and popular. An assessment of
existing employee needs is at the heart of the
planning process and its information base.
Unfortunately, most companies do not
obtain specific feedback from employees
about their dependent care needs. A 1988
survey of 1,500 businesses by the American
Society of Personnel Administrators found
that employers have little knowledge of
their employees' actual child care needs.
Companies knew much more about tax
advantages, impacts of family demands on
work, and the costs of child care benefits.6
However, without identifying employees'
needs, it is extremely difficult to design
effective progrims. An assessment of
dependent care needs among employees is
critical to sound successful planning.

Exhibit 2 presents the basic information
that should be obtained from an employee
needs assessment. This includes
background data on the characteristics of
employees and their families, information
on current dependent care needs and
problems, and feedback regarding the need
for and interest in alternative programs and
policies. In essence, the employee needs
assessment should be designed to address
four basic questions:

1. What are the family characteristics
and responsibilitiRs of employees
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and what dependent care needs
do they have?

2. How are existing needs met, and
in what areas do employees face
difficulties?

3. What unmet needs exist among
employees?

4. To what extent are employees
interested in new or alternative
types of dependent care policies
and programs?

Typically, employee input is solicited
using some combination of informal and
formal data gathering. In larger
organizations, group discussions or focus
groups, combined with formal employee
surveys is the best way to develop an
understanding of workers' dependent care
needs and how these can be best addressed.
Focus groups help to clarify the nature of
worker needs, while surveys provide a
clearer and more accurate indication of how
many workers are likely to desire particular
services. Smaller companies, of course, can
likely rely on group meetings to cover most
of their employees, or even less formal
mechanisms.

A more informal way of collecting
employee information is through the use of
a drop-by booth. These booths are often set
up in the cafeteria or some other visible,
common location where workers can easily
stop by, collect information, discuss their
needs, and exchange ideas. One successful
model is to hold a child care or elder care
in-house fair, where employees can meet
various local service providers and gather
information. A drop-by booth at the fair can
be used to solicit advice and information
from workers. The fair thus becomes both
the first benefit offered and a logical step
toward designing future benefits.
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Exhibit 2
Typical Building Blocks of an Employee Survey

" Age

* Sex

* Family Income

Number/age of Family Members

Residence/Communting
Distance

Job Title

Work Schedule

ININE=MINEIIMML._
Current Dependent Care Arrangements

Who are Caregivers for Average Weekly Cost
Dependents While You Work? of Care

Summer and After-School Work/Family Difficulties of
Arrangements Current Arrangement

Sick-Child Arrangements

Interest in Dependent Care Programs

Good Idea to Establish Program?

Specific Current Needs

Estimated Future Needs

Type of Program Desired

4MIII

Interest in and Affordability of
Proposed Programs

Estimated Benefits of
Proposed Programs

Affordability Constraints



Employee data can also be a window into
potential program benefits (e.g., how much
the program may reduce absenteeism,
turnover, and so forth). The data must be
seen as a rough estimate, however, since
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employees can only guess about expected
benefits. The value of obtaining employee
feedback is illustrated by the experience of
the Travelers Companies.

Elder Care Benefits at The Travelers Companies

The Travelers Companies in Hartford, Connecticut is an example of a large corporation which

has made extensive use of employee information in designing dependent care programs and

services (as reported by William H. Wagel in Personnel, October 1987). One of the first

companies to address the elder care issue, The Travelers surveyed a random 20 percent of

their home office staff who were at least 30 years old in June 1985. Over half of thosecontacted
completed and returned the confidential survey. The results revealed that approximately one
in five workers provide some care for an elderly friend or re!ative.

The Travelers asked a comprehensive set of questions concerning average hours of care

per week, receipt of outside assistance, presence of younger children (about 80 percent of
respondents had both elder care and child care responsibilities), type of services provided,

and the events that precipitated workers' caregiving rc ,. Four out of five respondents desired

information about community resources.

The Travelers strategy was to respond to the workers stated need for more information, to

establish a flexible dependent-care spending account, and to promote the use of flextime and

personal leave as options for those in need. Within a year after the survey was implemented,

a caregiving fair was held for both employees and retirees. Representatives from community
agencies provided information to workers on their lunch breaks, information that otherwise

rnuld have taken hours to research and collect. Information on caregiving was also added to

, 1 company library and to the interactive video services for employees, and a support group

was established through the employee assistance plan.

It is instructive that The Travelers did not attempt to quantify the cost-savings of these

programs. The provision of a wide variety of relatively low-cost elder care benefits flowed from

a company philosophy that helping employees with family problems increases productivity and

reduces turnover not from a careful analysis of costs and benefits. According to James J.

Davis, Vice-President of Personnel Administration:

"We have found that all of these policies and programs help balance work and
caregivingwithout sacrificing productivity. In fact, our premise here is simple: we believe that

accommodating our employees' caregiving responsibilities actually increases productivity."
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After compiling information on
community resources and from
management and employees, the next step
is to use the results to identify and plan
specific programs and policies. This is
generally not a complex task, although it
will vary depending on the nature of the
program or policy to be pursued and
company size. On the basis of the needs
assessment information, the following five
questions should be answered initially:

1. What needs do employees have
and to what extent are they met
satisfactorily by existing company
policies and programs or through
other self-initiated means?

2. What are the unmet needs and how
can they be addressed by alternative
programs and policies?

3. Which programs and policies are
most feasible to implement given
company policies, priorities, and
systems, as well as financial
considerations?

4. To what extent can the most
needed and feasible programs or
policies be met through existing
community and other available
resources, and at what cost?

5. What are the specific implemen-
tation requirements of those
programs and policies selected as
most viable to pursue?

Once these questions are answered and a
specific approach is selected, it will be
necessary to design the program or policy
and implement it. Carefully planned
implementation is important since it will
influence success. In those instances when
an on-site dependent care center is selected,

it will be necessary to conduct a feasibility
study.

Feasibility studies are crucial to the
implementation of direct service options.
Whoever conducts the study, whether
outside consultants or internal staff, must be
fully familiar with state and local zoningand
licensing requirements, liability law,
available state subsidies, and possible
sources of community support, such as
foundations, unions, and state and local
government. A professional feasibility
study will normally include both start-up
budgets and operating costs. The cost of the
study itself, if conducted by an outside
consultant, is usually under $10,000, with
the final expense varying with the
complexity and size of the task.

Creating a Dependent
Care Benefit Alternative
Program Models

When a company chooses a
dependent-care program it is making a
decision about how much to spend, which
benefits to offer, and whether or not to use
outside service providers. As discussed
earlier, there are various program options
from which to choose, depending on need
and cost considerations. These options are
summarized in Exhibit 3 and include:

Information, counseling, and
referral programs

Flexible work and scheduling
policies

Financial assistance

Community programs and
private/public partnerships

Direct service provision
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This section of the cha;ter provides a brief
description of these five alternative types of
dependent care benefits. The models are
introduced sequentially to highlight first the
range of possibilities that are least expensive
and complex, and then to introduce the
more costly benefits such as financial
assistance and direct service provision.
Exhibit 4 presents a summary of the major
strengths and weaknesses of each model
and can be used as a guide for the section.

Information and Referral
Services

Information, counseling, and referral
services are by far the dominant elder care
benefit offered by employers. They are also
the most common types of service provided
by employers for workers with child care
needs. The key advantage of this type of
service is its low cost and ease of
accessibility.

Information and referral services can be
ongoing or arranged around specific events
like an information fair. Their popularity
flows from their value to employees and the
relative lack of expense involved. Needed
information on community services can take
hours to collect individually; the company
can save itself and its employees time and
money by helping to identify the variety of
local programs and service providers
available already.

From the company's perspective, an initial
information fair or information packet
serves a number of useful purposes in
addition to informing employees about
available services. Through the
development process, in-house staff will
begin to grasp the scope of services available
in the community. This can save money
later by avoiding unnecessary program
development costs. In implementing the

fair, the company may also obtain a better
sense of the true interest in services among
employees, and receive needed feedback as
to what further services would be most
desired.

Ongoing information and referral services
are being offered by a growing number of
outside professional pros .iers. These
companies specialize in keeping track of the
various dependent care options within a
community. For a flat annual fee or on a
per-employee-served basis, employees can
directly access these providers to identify
available services which will best meet their
specific dependent care needs. In other
instances, the outside firm will provide the
company with a listing of available services
that can be obtained by employees as
needed.

Some information and referral providers
maintain national networks, which are
especially helpful for larger, multi-state
corporations. An advantage of contracting
with one of these providers is that the
burden of updating information on
community services is lifted from in-house
staff. Especially in large communities, it is
much more efficient for a contractor to
provide services to many companies than
for each company to develop and maintain
its own network.

One limitation of local providers is that
many employees have elderly relatives
living in distant communities, which may
need care on short notice. Also, national
companies with many plants or interlocking
branch offices will require a nationwide
referral network. For both these reasons, a
number of larger firms have begun to
contr2.;:t with the national informatinn and
referral services, which then subcontract
with local providers.



Exhibit 3
Various Types of Dependent Care Benefits

v4

Information, Counselling, and Referral Programs

' Vendor-Provided Referral
' Information Fairs and Drop-By Booths
' Counseling Services Through an Employee
Assistance Plan (EAP)

' Videotapes and Publications
' Vendor-Provided Telephone Counseling for

Latchkey Children

Flexible Work and Scheduling Policies

' Part-Day and Part-Week Work
' Variation in Work Day (Flextime)
' Flexible Use of Sick Leave, Personal Days,

and Parental Leave
' Two Workers Share One Full-Time Job (Job-Sharing)

' Telephone Access to Dependents During the
Woric Day

" Arrangements for Woricing at I iome
' Supportive Company Management

Financial Assistance

' Pre-Tax Deductions for Dependent Care Through Flexible Spending Accounts (FSAs)
' Financial Assistance Through a Nontaxable Dependent Care Assistance Program (DCAP)-- Can be Established for
Subsidizing On-Site Services, Worker-Selected Services, or Employer-Selected Services

' Other Discount and Subsidy Programs

Direct Service Provision

' On-Site Child Care and Elder Care Centers Consortium Centers
' Aftel-School, Sick Child, and Summer School Programs ' Family Day Care Networks

Community Programs and Public/Private Partnerships

' Cost-Sharing Arrangements with State and Local Agencies
" Community Projects to Expand Dependent Care Options
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A much smaller number of companies now
provide professional counseling to workers
with dependent care needs. Those that do
counsel workers generally do so within the
confines of generalized employee assistance
programs (EAPs). Counselors can help
workers with emotional issues surrounding
work and family, and provide information
on community resources. Educational
programs and support groups arranged by
the staff supplement individual counseling.

Flexible Personnel Policies

Flexible personnel policies are a way of
meeting work/family needs without
dedicating additional resources to new
employee benefits. Flexibility allows
workers to better balance their various
responsibilities to both their families and
employers. Some options such as part-time
work are ccmmon, while innovations such
as work sharing (two workers sharing one
full-time job) are still in the experimental
stage.

At the outset, each company must decide
how flexible it can be given its technology
and job tasks, but from the worker's
perspective, the more flexibility the better
the chance of building a long-term
relationship with the company. Some
options, such as allowing workers to call
their dependents and caregivers without
notice, can be of little cost to the company
and reap great benefits in employee
satisfaction. Others, such as parental leave,
require a greater commitment on the part of
the company.

Many large corporations have taken the
lead in experimenting with flexibility. In the
emergency room of Beth Israel Hospital in
Boston, a staff of 45 nurses is managed on 40
schedules. An essential aspect of managing
the emergency room is to match the
particular scheduling needs of each

employee with the goals of the unit. The
hospital staff is 78 percent women, and
offers a 12-week unpaid job-protected
maternity leave. Digital Equipment Corp.
offers flextime, part-time work, and job
sharing to employees looking for something
other than the traditional workday.7

While large employers like Beth Israel and
Digital are responding to a changing
workforce, flexible personnel policies are in
fact most common in smaller firms.
According to a 1987 government survey,
establishments with less than 50 employees
are much more likely to have work-schedule
or leave policies supporting dependent care
than establishments with 250 employees or
more.8 The respective percentages of small
and large employers providing such policies
are as follows:

Smaller
Establisments
(less than 50
employees)

Larger
Establishments

(250 or more
employees)

Flextime 45% 35%
Voluntary
part-time 36% 25%

Flexible
leave 44% 40%

Working at
home 9% 4%

Job
Sharing 16% 16%

While smaller companies may be wary of
the costs associated with direct benefit
expenditures, they do have a comparative
advantage in being flexible. Bureaucratic
personnel policies, common in the
management of a large workforce, are more
easily avoided by the smaller firm. By
responding to the needs of individuals on a
case-by-case basis, the company can help
employees solve the work/family dilemma
and lower turnover among valued staff.
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Exhibit 4
Assessment of Alternative Dependent Care Benefits

Information and
Referral Services

Description:

Can be Provided Through
On-Site Fairs, Professional
Referral Services, or
Company Employee
Assistance Programs
(EAPs)

Motor Strength.,

Most Helpful when
Dependent's Situation
Changes Rapdily, as is
Common With Eldercare

Ma icor Weakness.

Available Sommunity
Services May Not be
Adequate to Meet Worker
Needs

Cost:

Relatively Low. Can be
shared With Employee

Professional Referral
Services Charge Up to
$100 Per Worker Served

sp.:NX;Xmk.

Flexible Work and
Scheduling Policies

Financial Assistance Direct Service Provision

Description:

Variety of Options to
Choose From, Including
Flexible Use of Sick
Leave and Parental
Leave, Flexible
Scheduhng of the
Work Day, Part-Tlme
Employment; Job
Sharing, and Working at
Home.

Major Strength;

Retains Employees as
They Incur Life Changes

Major Weakness.

Difficult to Build Flexibihty
into Some Jobs

Co St:

Can be Minimal
May Increase Management

Time Dedicated to Staff
Scheduling and
Monitoring

May Increase Fringe
Benefit Costs

-WU

.1:h)&cription:

Dependent Care
Assistance Programs
(DCAPs) are Nontaxable
Fringe Benefits that Can
be Used to Finance a
Variety of Services

Flexible Spending
Accounts (FSAs) Allow
Workers to Pay for
Dependent Care
Expenses With Pre-Tax
Dollars.

*tor Strength:

Increases the
Affordability of Dependent
Care

Major Weakness-

May Create Equity
Concerns.

A Fringe Benefit
Used by Only a Subset
of the Companys
workers

Cost.

From Minimal (FSAs)
to Substantial (Fully
Subsidized Care

X,

Description.

On-Site Centers, Con-
sortium Centers

Summer, Sick-Child, and
After-School Child Care.

Major Strength.

Expands Dependent Care
Options and Can be
Extremely Convenient for
Workers.

Malor Weakness:

May Ehrail Large Initial
Investment of Time and
Resources.

Co St:

Vanes, Many Ways to
Reduce Expense and
Liability

, ,

Community Programs
and

Public/Private
Partnerships

Description

Group Efforts to Expand
Community Dependent
Care Options and
Services.

Major Strength:

All lows for Sharing cf
Costs and Risks

Especially Helpful for
Small Business.

Major Weakness.

Relatively Difficult to
Tailor to the Needs of a
Single Company's
Employees

Cost.

Can be Reduced
Through Public Subsidies
and Economies of Scale
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Flexible scheduling can take a variety of
forms. Under flextime, workers vary when
they begin or end the working day, and in
some cases work more some days and less
others, keeping the number of hours
constant. A few workers in flexible jobs are
able to vary the total number of hours they
work per week, although typically a
minimum number of hours is agreed upon.

Like most flexible scheduling policies,
flextime is most common in the
serviL _.-producing industries, and especially
within retail trade. Jobs in which
coordination between workers is less
important, as in retail sales, lend themselves
more naturally to variation in work hours.
But even in manufacturing, where
production typically requires the interplay
of many workers simultaneously, 30 percent
of establishments offer flextime.

Allowing employees to work part-time if
they need to is another way to create
fl, ibility. Many companies offer this
option -- at times reluctantly only when
incumbents working full-time ask for it.
What is much less common is viewing a
posted job as either a full-time or a part-time
position, depending on the mix of applicants
and their particular needs.

Employer concerns about part-time work
revolve around productivity, management,
and cost. There is a belief among at least
some managers that part-timers will be less
committed to the company than full-time
workers, and therefore that the productivity
of a half-time worker, for example, will be
less than half that of a full-time worker. In
addition, hiring more part-timers is also
seen as increasing management headaches
because there will be more people to
manage, albeit for less time per person. And
the overhead costs per hour associated with
part-timers may exceed that of full-time
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employees, depending on how fringe
benefits are prorated.

Concerns about part-timers are lessened
when the part-timt option ceases to be a
case-by-case exception for incumbents, and
instead becomes an accepted stage in a
career path for committed, long-term
employees (including new hires). As more
workers shift away from full-time work, the
essential management task is that of
welcoming the transition. Part-time
workers who are embraced as an essential
ingredient in the company strvcture are
much more likely to work diligently and
remain on their jobs.

Welcoming part-time employees means
making a sincere effort to accommodate
their legitimate desire to work flexibly, and
their desire to fulfill family responsibilities.
By requiring part-time workers to attend
meetings and functions during their
off-hours, or by repeatedly calling
part-timers at home, managers reveal their
ambivalence about the new work
arrangements, and subvert what could be a
productive, long-term relationship.

A small but growing number of employers
are experimenting with job sharing, wherein
two part-time employees share a single job.
The feasibility of this option is dictated by
the content of the job; administrative and
managerial workers, for example, are often
required to be in the office during business
hours to coordinate various services. When
the job itself cannot become part-time,
sharing the job can be a creative option. In
practice, splitting a single job among two
part-time workers may create a slight added
expense, since a transition period is
recommended (from once a day to once a
week, and from a half-hour to a full day,
depending on the requirements of the job),
during which the job-sharers meet to
coordinate among themselves.
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A more dramatic shift from the typical
personnel organization is work at home,
intermittently, or on a permanent basis.
Allowing workers to do their jobs from their
homes reduces overhead costs and adds
flexibility ta scheduling, but also makes
n'any managers uncomfortable.
Monitoring home workers' productivity is
difficult, esperially in white-collar
occupations. When discrete tasks can be
assigned and monitoring progress is
relatively easy, or when earnings can be tied
directly to measurable output, working at
home can benefit employees without
sacrificing company goals. While some
employees will flourish on the convenience
of home work, it can also be quite isolating.
Both managers and employees should
consider carefully the implications of
moving work out of the factory and office,
into the home.

Flexibility is also possible with leave
policies, including parental leave, leave te
care for elderly dependents, and the flexible
use of sick leave, Under curi at federal law,
the only leave requirement relating to
dependent care is upon the birth of a child.
Maternity must be treated like any other
disability under a company's short-term
disability policy. Almost half of all
establishments now offer additional flexible
leave policies voluntarily. In 1988, 16
percent of medium- and large-size
companies offered unpaid paternity leave,
while 1 to 2 percent offered paid parental
leave.9

While these leave policies are proliferating
voluntarily, skeptical empluyers have a
number of concerns. First, they worry about
the hidden costs of holding jobs open during
a leave, and the proprised requirement that
the person on leave be rehired into the exact
same job which he or she vacated. Second,
employers may find the intermittent clause
in the legislation burdensome, since it

would allow at least some workers to spread
leave time across a two-year period. Third,
the,-e is the cost of maintaining employees'
health insurance while on leave. Finally,
there is a philosophical belief in some
companies that benefits should be
negotiated or offered voluntarily, not
mandated by the government.

Proponents of parental leave policies point
to the beneficial impacts on maternal and
child health, the economic security of
womea, and the occupational mobility of
women, citing studies of policies in Great
Britain, Sweden, and West Germany.10 As
for the burden to employers of carrying
health care insurance costs, the General
Accounting Office has estimated the value
of these costs under the proposed Parental
and Medical Leave Act at about $194 million
annually.11 The effective cost is likely to be
even less than the GAO estimate, since this
estimate does not factor out the costs to
employers who are already providing
benefits voluntarily and under various state
laws.

Even under the proposed legislation, only
12 percent of establishments, employing 47
percent of all workers, are large enough to
be covered. The current extent of voluntary
benefits indicates that many employers
believe unpaid leave policies to be a prudent
and effeciive way of maintaining productive
work relationships.

Financial Assistance Through
Cafeteria Plans and Flexible

Spending Accounts

The number of employers offering flexible
berefit plans and reimbursement plans for
child care and elder care increased
substantially between 1986 and 1988. By
1 g88 almost four million workers, or 13
percent of the private sector workforce, were
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eligible for one or more of these services, as
opposed to only 6 percent in 1986. Mostly,
this represents an increase in
reimbursement plans.12

For over ten years, the IRS has authorized
the establishment of dependent care
assistance programs (DCAPs) as
stand-alone benefits or within flexible
benefit (cafeteria) plans. A cafeteria plan
offers both core coverage, such as medical
insurance, disability insurance, and
retirement, and a flexible pool of money to
be applied to various benefits. If dependent
care is one of the options, employers can
provide direct services, make direct
payments to outside providers, or
reimburse employees who have receipts for
paid dependent-care expenditures.
Cafeteria plans are advantageous in that
they give the employee choice without
necessarily increasing benefit costs. For
example, a worker covered by his spouse's
health insurance could select dependent
care benefits instead of health benefit5, with
no net increase in costs to the coowany.

In 1988, cafeteria plans were offered to
pproximately 5 percent of all private sector
employees in mealum and large-size
firms.13 An advantage of a cafeteria plan
dependent-care benefit to the employee is
that the company contribution is nontaxable
under certain conditions. The IRS
restrictions on the tax exemption indicate
clearly that the program is designed for
families without a full-time caregiver at
home. For example, a married worker
whose spouse has no income cannot collect
benefits under a DCAP, unless the spouse is
a full-time student, or is physically or
mentally incapable of self-care.

Nontaxable benefits are limited to 50
percent of the earned income of unmarried
workers. For married individuals, the
maximum benefit is limited to 50 percent of
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earned income or 100 percent of spouse's
earned income, whichever is less but in
general not more than $5,000. Spouses who
are full-time students are treated as having
$200 per month of income in the case of one
dependent, or $400 per month of income
when more than one dependent is present.

Since DCAP benefits are tax-free, IRS
regulations reduce the federal child care tax
credit dollar for dollar for all DCAP benefits
paid. Established in 1981, the child care tax
credit lowers federal taxes by up to $2,400
for one child and $4,800 for two or more
children. Credits apply to child care
expenses only, and maximum credits are
available only for families wit'a adjusted
gross incomes of $10,000 or less. As income
rises the credit falls. For example, a family
with one child and an income of $20,000
receives a credit of only $576. Lower income
families may therefore need guidance as to
which program (the DCAP or the child c. re
tax credit) is more advantageous.

Eligible dependent care expenses under
the DCAP include payments to a child care
center, babysitter, or nurse; payments made
for services performed outside the home;
payments to a nursery school; and payments
to a nondependent relative who provides
dependent care services. Transportation,
food, clothing, and educational expenses are
not covered, nor are costs covered for child
care centers (which provide care for more
than six non-residents) that do not comply
with all applicable laws.

For the purposes of the program, expenses
must be for the care of a child under age 13
who lives with the employee and is claimed
by the employee as a tax exemption, or for
an individual who is physically or mentally
incapable of self-care, spends at least eight
hours a day in the employee's home, and is
dependent on the employee for support. To
promote equity across employees,
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limitations are placed both on the size of the
contribution and the portion going to
individuals who own substantial fractions
of the profits or capital of an unincorporated
business.

Clearly, the least cumbersome option for
the company is to reimburse employees for
paid out-of-pocket expenditures, but this
does require that the worker carry the cost
of dependent care until repaid by the
company. Direct payments to outside
service providers create extra work for the
accounts payable department, but are
beneficial to the employee in that the service
provider carries the cost of services until
reimbursed.

Flexible Spending Accounts (FSAs) for
dependent care offer the same tax-free
benefits (and restrictions) as DCAPs, but
with an important difference: FSAs are
firanced entirely by the employee. The only
benefit to the worker, in fact, is a tax break:
funds contributed to a FSA are nontaxable.
From the perspective of the IRS and the
Social Security Administration, that part of
earnings which is allocated to an FSA does
not exist, eliminating all federal, state, and
social security payroll taxes on the income.
To ensure equity across employees, the
amount that higher-paid employees can
contribute to the FSA is babed on the amount
contributed by lower-paid employees.

Since FSA income is exempt from social
security payroll taxes, savings accrue to both
the employer and the employee. For the
employee, it will also mean a reduction in
social security benefits upon retirement
(since fewer lifetime dollars will have been
paid into the social security trust fund). The
restrictions on eligibility for FSAs are similar
to those for DCAPs, and the
dollar-for-dollar reduction in the child care
tax credit also app. But the FSA has
further restrictions which limit its

attractiveness to employees. The first of
these is that all payments are
reimbursements: the worker must present
receipt- r services to the company. Again,
there may be a problem with carrying costs.
A second limitation is that the savings to the
worker is an abstraction; it is not a cash
payment, but rather a reduction in taxes and
tax witholding. Employees may need to be
convinced that the FSA is worth the trouble.

The most restrictive aspect of the program
is that the employee must decide before the
beginning of the year how much money will
oe withheld in an FSA. For example, a
worker with a dependent parent at home
may estimate costs at $1,200, and then sign
up to have that much withheld during the
coming year. If paid monthly, 100 pre-tax
dollars would be deducted from each
paycheck and placed in the FSA. This
money is then paid back to the employee as
he or she submits paid receipts for
dependent care services.

As long as the worker spends and presents
receipts for at least $1,200 worth of
dependent care during the year, he will be
reimbursed as from a savings account
(without the interest). When a claim is
approved funds are withdrawn to
reimburse the employee. However, if an
employee spends more than $1,200 on
dependent care, only the first $1,200 will be
tax-free. Even worse, if he spends less than
his estimated $1,200 on dependent care, the
unspent money is forfeited.

Funds which have been committed to the
spending account but which are not used for
dependent care expenses can only be
released following a family or employment
status change, including marriage, divorce,
birth or adoption of a child, death of the
spouse or dependent, loss of spouse's
employment, increase in the number of
dependents, unpaid leave of absence, or a



catastrophic medical condition in the
employee's family.

While the plan-ahead requirements of
flexible spending accounts may scare off
some employees, the advantage to
employers is that FSAs require virtually no
ongoing expenditures. Once put in place,
the only cost to the company is
administrative -- managing the flow of
dollars and paperwork back and forth from
the worker. This extra administrative
burden can be financed by interest
payments on the withheld funds, which
accrue to the employer. Some companies
which have set up FSAs have contracted
with outside providers to administer the
program, hold onto the funds, and make
reimbursements to employees. These
services are generally provided at no charge;
the contractor makes a profit by collecting
the interest from the withheld funds.

Direct Service Provision and
Partnerships

The most well-publicized form of a
dependent-care benefit is the "on-site" or
nearby child care center. Relatively
unknown before 1980, a number of centers
have been developed in the past decade.
Typically, companies establish centers
on-site or nearby in response to either a
serious (or projected) problem with
recruitment, turnover, or absenteeism, or as
part of a broader policy of progressive
personnel management. While on-site elder
care is a possibility, this is a virtually
untested benefit to date.

Most experts believe that center-based care
is, on average, superior to family day care.
Center staffs tend to pay more attention to
child development and education, and are
often better trai-ed to do so than in-home
providers. Centers are also operated by
multiple adults dnd are often large enough
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that a full-time administrative director is
warranted (or required by state law). This
enhances the ability of the center to plan
services and develop programs.
Additionally, a single center is also
perceived by participating businesses to be
easier to oversee than a large number of
family day care providers.

On-site, center-based care is also preferred
by working parents because of its
convenience. When it comes to day care,
whether the center is downstairs from the
office or a ten-minute drive away does
matter to the working parent. Workers
benefit greatly from the convenience of
visiting their children on break as well as
during lunchtime. If a child is sick or
injured, the advantages of on-site care
cannot be overestimated. Productivity is
also enhanced through on-site care, because
children's needs can be met much more
efficiently by parents directly, rather than at
a distance on the telephone.

Despite the clear advantages of on-site,
center-based care, parents will often choose
to maintain their children in family day care
or with relatives. Why? The usual reason is
cost. Marty parents are often shocked by the
expense of center-based care, which
currently has a market rate of as high as $220
per week for infants (the most expensive age
group for child care). Family day care can
be much less expensive, especially when
provided by friends and relatives.
Therefore, a central concern in planning an
on-site center is affordability, both for the
company and for the working parent.

When creating an on-site center, critical
planning concerns include the following:14

What exact services will be
provided, in terms of age groups,
number of child care slots, hours of
operation, facilities, and programs?
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e What supplementary services will
be offered, including transportation,
health care, resource and referral
services, and educational programs
for parents?

What will be the legal, management,
and operational structure of the
center?

What are the goals as to the
a:fordability of the program and
equity across employees?

How can high-quality care be
provided in a way that is affordable
for both the employer and the
employee?

Deciding on the Services
to Offer

In planning on-site services, the first step is
to determine the mix of services, hours of
operation, and age range of the children that
the center will serve. Choices over these
decisions can have an important influence
on investment costs and user charges, as
well as the utilization of the center by
employees.

Centers are typically open five days per
week, and may provide services for infants
(6 weeks to 18 mos.), toddlers (18 mo to
approx. 2 1/2 years), and pre-schoolers, as
well as to older children both before and
after school and during the summer.
Generally, the expense of care tends to
decline with age, since in many states, the
younger the child, the lower the mandated
child-provider ratios. In many
communities, center-based infant care is
quite scarce (since it is the least profitable or
most expensive to provide). Therefore what
are often the most beneficial services for the
working parent -- infant and toddler care
can be relatively expensive services to
deliver.
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Centers normally operate about 12 hours
daily (e.g. 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.), with he
standard fee covering up to 10 hours of care
per day. For example, the parent who drops
the child off at 6:30 a.m. would have to pick
up by 4:30 p.m. to avoid additional charges,
while drop off by 8:30 a.m. would require
pick-up by 6:30 p.m.. This kind of flexibility
is advantageous to both the worker and the
company. An additional benefit of on-site
care is that the hours of operation can be
tailored to the needs of the participating
businesses. Some centers provide diapers
and full meals, while others offer only a
snack. For parents, the provision of full
meals (usually breakfast, lunch, and a snack)
is a big time-saver and an important benefit.

Additional services whicf- can add to the
attractiveness of centers are unplanned
drop-ins (when space is available and other
day care arrangements fall through),
drop-ins for slightly ill school-age children,
and well-planned curricula which
emphasize social and educational
development as well as caretaking.

A good starting point for determining how
to structure the services of a center is the
employee needs assessment. Some
questions on the assessment should be
aimed at employee interest in on-site care,
including cost limitations. This information
can be used to develop alternative service
strategies for comparison on the basis of cost
and responsiveness. Depending on interest
levels, affordability to the company and
employee, and feasibility of
implementation, an initial service strategy
can be set and planned.

Legal and Administrative
Structures

There are four basic models for the
development of on-site care: 11 as a part of
the business (either a line department or
profit-making subsidiary); 2) as a separate



non-profit corporation; 3) through contract
with an outside company (usuall)
for-profit) which specializes in operating
child-care centers; and 4) as a consortium
with other businesses and local institutions.

Few companies have developed child care
as a depa rtment or profit-making
subsidiary, because of the legal risk and the
lack of in-house expertise. In addition, a
number of consultants advocate the creation
of a separate not-for-profit entity, because
such a configuration affords the optimal mix
between oversight and limited liability.
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Not-for-profits are also eligible for a broader
base of public subsidy than for-profits.

Typically, some combination of company
management and working parents comprise
the Board of Directors of the not-for-profit,
which, as a separate corporation, is not
legally bound to the company itself. The
Board sets general policy for the center.
Usually, a paid center director is selected by
the Board to administer center operations on
a day-to-day lx.sis. A good example of the
use of a public subsidy by a not-for-profit
was established by Grieco Brothers (see box
below).

On-site Day Care at Grieco Brothers

One cost limiting approach to establishing an on-site center is aggressively pursuing outside
sources of funding. Grieco Brothers of Lawrence, Massachusetts, a manufacturer of men's
finely tailored clothing under the Southwick label, is one company that took such an approach.
This family business was faced with a serious absenteeism problem in 1984, and had little
money with which to solve it. Turnover and absenteeism were so bad that the company had
to hire permanent floaters to cover missing workers. The predominantly female production
crew had few affordable child care options; on snow days some women simply brought their
children to work with them.

Grieco Brothers solicited the help of a consulting company in the Boston area to overcome
the child care dilemma. Grieco knew that it could not afford any substantial outlay of its own
funds, so the challenge of the project was to solicit outside sources of support. Obviously, the
need to licit funds slows down the planning and development process. It took one and
one-half years to develop a plan, find funding, and open the center. Stumbling blocks included
the lack of start-up money, and the fact that employees could not afford unsubsidized slots
therefore it was necessary to find a funding conduit for both start-up and ongoing costs. The
site was large, but needed a lot of work. Initially, Grieco envisioned opening the center for
their employees only. Much as done on a shoestring.

The project raised $75,000 in start-up money. Key to raising money was a contribution of
$20,000 from the Grieco workers' union. Once the union was on-board, many others became
interested. Polor Clothing, located across the street, was asked to contribute after the decision
was made to open the center up to the community. Foundation money was also tapped.

The center was set up as a nonprofit corporation, with parents and company representatives
on the Board of Directors. The nonprofit was eligible for foundation and state money, and by
setting up a nonprofit entity the liability of the employer is limited. As opposed to contracting
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out to a service provider or running the center as a functional department within the company,
establishing a nonprofit entity allows for parent/corporate control with limited liability. Key to
a successful center, whether setting up one's own nonprofit or contracting out services, is
hiring a professional, experienced director.

The Grieco Brothers center was set up as a minority business enterprise, and obtained a
state operating contract. This ongoing contract subsidizes the center, so that care only costs
Grieco employees about $10-50 per week. The company's only significant expense to date
has been in the form of in-kind contributions. Both the company management and the
employees are thrilled with the center.

For-Profit and Other Vendors

While for-profit child care vendors do not
qualify for most public subsidies, they have
become a popular option for companies
interested in providing on-site child care.
The most attractive quality that the
experienced for-profit vendor brings is the
ability to handle all aspects of planning,
development, and implementation. The
most knowledgable contractors come
equipped with architectural blueprints,
employee needs assessment instruments,
feasibility studies, implementation
programs, and a network of experienced
administrators. Reputable contractors also
buy group insurance policies which cover all
of their centers, and low er the cost of liability
insurance. These efficiencies can result in
substantial savings for the contracting
business.

Within the professional child care
community there is debate over the use of
for-profit contractors. Some experts believe
that child care is like a public service that
should not be subject fully to the demands
of the free market. When important
decisions are required which imply a
trade-off between quality care and
profitability, critics argue that the for-profit
contractor may not have the best interests of
the child in mind. It is the same argument
that is made in opposition to for-profit

medical care. Against this argument is the
positive experience of a growing number of
businesses with reputable for-profit
contractors.

Whethernot-for-profit or for-profit, the use
of outside management can save the
company considerable time in
administering the day-to-day operations of
the center. This is especially true if the
center has a full-time director, as is required
by most states in day care centers above a
minimum threshold size. Many companies
report that a first-rate center run by a
competent director requires virtually no
time to manage oetween annual contract
negotiations. Clearly, the success of an
on-site center depends crifically on both the
overall ability of the contractor to provide
efficient, high-quality services to business,
and the experience and competence of the
center director. Time spent carefully
selecting a vendor and screening applicants
for the director position is a very good
investment indeed.

Although for-profit centers have the option
of informally reserving child care slots for
the use of the company's employees, like
not-for-profits they can benefit from taking
in some children from the community at
large. Community involvement may in fact
be necessary for the relatively small
company, which will likely not be able to fill



a child care center of even modest size.
There are benefits of having at least 40-50
slots in a center, with the most important
advantage being the ability to afford a
full-time administrative director.

Tapping local demand can also be the key
to making a day care center affordable for
employees. In the past, conventional
wisdom cautioned against establishing a
center unless the employee base was of a
certain size. Now it is clear that by
aggressively pursuing cost-sharing, smaller
companies can lower expenses
substantially, and make on-site care feasible.
Many centers give Prst priority to
employees from the participating business,
and charge the workers rates which are in
part subsidized by the market prices paid by
community parents unaffiliated with the
company.

Consortium Approaches

For the smaller business especially,
collaborating with other private and public
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in3titutions is an effective way to reduce
both start-up costs and ongoing expenses.
Consortia usually work through local
business groups, such as Chambers of
Commerce or local Private Industry
Councils, or are centered on clusters of
businesses such as those in an office park. In
fact, office park managers are finding that
planning a center is a good way to attract
businesses to a new development. The
developer and park businesses can then
work together in planning the center and
deciding on the extent of employer subsidy.

A clear advantage of consortium
participation is that it allows a company to
plan an on-site center by sharing cost, risk,
and managerial time. Typically, the
consortium will be led by a not-for-profit
agency unaffiliated with any of the
participating businesses. A good example
of a consortium centered around a
not-for-profit institution is the Highland
Park Day Care Center in Woonsocket Rhode
Island (see box below).

Highland Park Day Care Center

Most successful consortiums require a catalyst to see them through. In the case of the
Highland Industrial Park's day care center in Woonsocket, Rhode Island, that catalyst was the
nonprofit Woonsocket Industrial Development Corporation (WIDC) and its Executive Director,
Scott Gibbs. In 1987 Gibbs received a call from a local business leader who wondered what,
if anything, WIDC was doing about day care. Sensing that it was time to move on this critical
workforce issue, Gibbs put together a consortium consisting of participating businesses, the
WIDC, the Northern Rhode Island Private Industry Council, and Woonsocket Head Start and
Day Care, a respected day care and pre-school provider in the area.

Looking back on the development of the center, which opened in January 1989, Gibbs sees
several critical ingredients that brought it all together: the commitment of top management
from a few of the area's most important businesses; the use of a well-known local provider
(Head Start); and an organizing catalyst (WIDC) which had the trust of the business community,
the real estate expertise to develop the project, and which was willing to dedicate substantial
resources (especially of time and effort) in seeing the project through.

1 , 6
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Gibbs received corporate commitments to the project early on, which proved invaluable when
soliciting public and private donations. Grants totaling more than $250,000 were secured from
the city of Woonsocket, the state of Rhode, Island, the regional Private Industry Council, and
private foundations. WIDC donated the !and at the foot of the industrial park for the center,
which has 88 day care slots.

Highland Park was developed in a way that required little effort on the part of participating
businessPs. Companies sign contracts to reserve day care slots at the center, at an annual
price of $2,000 per slot. By reserving a slot for its employees a company not only is increasing
the availability of care, but t is doing so at a price that is below the market rate or center-based
care in the area.

The goal of WIDC in developing Highland Park Day Care was to increase day care options
for a wide range of workers in Woonsocket. Thus only 64 of the 88 slots in the center are
reserved for workers at participating corporations; the rest are filled with children from families
with low-to-moderate income. These lower-income families pay less than the
corporate-sponsored parents for care at the center, And some qualify for state subsidy.

The center serves a variety of parents and children, and is financed by a combination of
public, worker, and corporate dollars. The project was designed so that the grants and
corporate subsidy support all of the development costs (including the mortgage), and userfees
pay for ongoing center operations. Neither WIDC nor the participating businesses are involved
in the management of the center, which is handled by Head Start and its center director.

After the first year of operation, 30 of the corporate slots were sold, and all of the
income-eligible slots were filled. Some of the participating businesses have waiting lists and
ire being approached to buy more slots. Once all of the slots are contracted for, the center
will be full, the amount of center-based care in Woonsocket will have increased substantially,
and the project will be completely self-financing.

Inevitably, consortium participC 'on is
likely to offer less convenience and
flexibility to workers than a single-company
on-site center. In working with other
businesses, the company may have to make
compromises as to location, hours, and
service provision, so that all members of the
consortium are well-served. The numuer of
workers using the consortium center from a
participating business will tend to be
smaller than if the center was developed
specifically for a single company's workers.
So, while the consortium may well be less
expensive to participate in than a
sta nd-alone center, it also may be a relatively

less important benefit for the company's
working parents.

Veterans of consortia efforts believe that
there are several elements of a successful
collaboration. FirFt and foremost, one or
more people muFt serve as catalysts for the
project. Someone, whether it be from the
company, union, not-for-profit institution
(such as the Chamber of Commerce, Private
Industry Council, or Industrial
Development Corporation), or an outside
consultant, must take primary, day-to-day
responsibility for the project. Without such
dedicated effort, busy people will find it
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difficult to launch a complex collaborative
effort.

Another key ingredient to a consortium is
active support from top company
management. The project will have a cost in
either time, money, or both. Participation in
a consortium is a visible undertaking which
chief executives will want to know about
and consider carefully before sanctioning.
Without such support, the necessary dollars
or time commitments may never be
forthcoming.

The consortium should also have within it
expLrtise in real estate and in providing
child care to business. If such expertise is
lacking within the participating institutions,
reputable consultants can help fill the gaps.
Consultants can provide the necessary
catalyst, develop needs assessment surveys
and feasibility plans, aid in fund-raising and
grant-writing, and see the project through to
completion. As always, consultants in this
area vary in quality and experience, and a
careful consultant selection process could be
the most important task of the consortium
committee responsible for the oversight of
the project.

An example of a successful
community-based child care consortium is
the Lowell, Massachusetts Private Industry
Council (PIC). Many public and piivate
employers in the Lowell area were hiving
difficulty recruiting and retaining
entry-level workers when the
Massachusetts economy Doomed in the
mid-1980s. Fourteen private employers and
12 public employers, working through the
PIC, formed a Child Care Committee. The
expert consultant on the project, Marie
Sweeny of Boston-based Workplace
Solutions, believes that the success of the
effort was related directly to the creativity
and commitment of the committee.

Chapter Four

One of the f Anctions of the PIC was to
oversee local programs for welfare mothers
enrolled in the state-funded "ET' training
initiative. Retaining enrollees in training
and then on-the-job was a problem for local
employers. Once it was determined that
day care was part of the problem, space was
located for a child care center in the old mill
building where training activities were
taking place. The purpose of the center was
twofoldto help enrollees during training
and to expand child care options for the
workels of the area. The goal was to provide
both infant/toddler care and after-school
care.

The Lowell project illustrates that
successful efforts do not necessarily require
company expenditures, only commitments
of time, creativity, and effort. Critical issues
for the PIC Child Care Committee were
licensing, finding a contractor, and most
crucially fundraising. It was able to raise
$200,000 up-front, tapping city, state, union,
business, and foundation monies. The local
carpenters' union agreed to use the site to
run an on-site training program, and
contributed labor without charge. To lower
the cost of child care to local workers, the
PIC is working with the state to provide
some subsidized day care slots within the
center.

Affordability and Lquity

The most common perceived obstacle for
companies when establishing centers is the
expense involved. Start-up costs can be
substantial, at least $150,000 in most cases.
Companies should factor the first six
months of program operations into the
startup budget, as it takes time to enroll
children into services.

Ongoing expenses are also an issue, since a
day care slot now costs between $100 and
$200 to operate per week. Employers are
wary of shouldering such costs, as are

1 1 S
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parents especially those whose earnings
are relatively low wages. In consequence,
many companies, and especially smaller
employers, have relied on consortia and
developed innovative models to share costs
and make centers affordable for both the
firm and the working parent.

Key to affordability is the issue of equity.
Full-cost, center-based care will be too
expensive for all but the wealthiest families.
This does not mean that only professionals
will use a high-cost center. What matters is
total family income relative to total family
expenses. Married couples will be more
likely to purchase more expensive services
than single parents, and the higher the
couple's combined income the more
attractive will be the services. Those with
many children will be less able to afford
high-cost care than those with one child.

The lower the total costs of the center, the
less the need for either extensive corporate
subsidy or high rates for parents. The most
equitable centers are those which either have
sliding scales based on income, or the
relatively low prices for all employees.
Many companies have found that best
solution to equity is to offer one reasonable
se, of prices to everyone, through a
combination of prudent cost-containment
and moderate company subsidy.

Cost-reduction has been accomplished
through the following creative approaches:

Establishing a not-for-profit and
aggressively pursuing public
subsidy. Many states make monies

, available to subsidize non-profit day
care slots for income-eligible
families. This approach is most
successful when business employ
large fractions of lower-wage female
workers, and in those states where
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child-care programs are relatively
well-funded.

Cost-sharing with other businesses
and local non-profit institutions.
Con fium approaches lead to
efficiencies in development,
administration, and day-to-day
expenses.

Creating a hybrid between
subsidized child care slots for
employees and market rate
slots for unaffiliated parents
from the community. This
cross-subsidi- zation can lead to
savings for both the company and its
working parents.

Adapting existing space within the
company to make room for a child
care center. Avoiding new
construction can reduce start-up
costs significantly.

Being a leader. In a community
with a shortage of high-quality child
care, the first few centers established
may generate significant positive
publicity. This can help fill up the
center quickly, lowering average
costs of care.

Thinking carefully about the
affordability of care to the
employee. Both start-up and
ongoing costs can vary substantially,
and these costs will be borne by
either the state, the participating
institutions, or the parents of
children using the center.
Aggressive and creative efforts to
lower costs (while maintaining
acceptable quaLty) will avoid large
company subsidies, and will allow
for prices which are within the reach
of the average working parent.



One example of a relatively small company
which has made good use of cost-sharing to
increase affordability is Fabrican M Fall
River, Massachujetts. This curtain
manufacturer employs approximately 250
workers, mostly women recruited from the
local immigrant population. Following a
devastating fire in the mid-1980s, the
company decided to construct a
free-standing day care center as part of the
rebuilding process. The goal of the day care
center was to recruit from the ,Intapped
labor pool of mothers at home with their
children. Clearly, to recruit from this
market required reducing the cost of care to
the employees.

To limit start-up costs, Fabrican secured a
loan from the Massachusetts Industrial
Finance Agency. The $650,000 in start-up
costs, while substantial, are reflected in a
new company asset--an attractive
single-story building. Having the ability to
convert the building into desirable office
space, if required in the future, lowered the
risk to the company of the construction
project.

A local not-for-profit service provider is
managing the Fabrican center, with the
company's subsidy coming in the form of
free rent during the first year and a low rent
in the subsequent four years. In return,
company employees using the center pay
only $1 per hour in day care expenses. The
bulk of the nonprofit corporation's revenues
are derived from parents in the community
who fill the majority of the over 100 day care
slots in the center, and pay competitive
market rates.

Emergency and Sick-Child
Care

Most companies are wary of providing
flexible subsidies for dependent care that
represent direct dollar commitments these
expenditures may be substantial and may
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not always translate into efficiency
improvements. A few companies have
decided to subsidize a variety of programs
through a reimbursement plan, or through
cafeteria plans such as those described
previously. But given cost considerations,
the cutting edge indirect services is tailoring
programs to observable human resource
concerns w4thin the company.

One such example is emergency back-up
arrangements and care for the mildly sick
child. For school-age children, the most
common unexpected day care need occurs
as a result of mild illness, but snow days,
teacher strikes, and the like can also create a
need for care. For infants and toddlers, mild
sickness can be the issue, or the last-minute
falling through of regular day care
arrangements. These kinds of unexpected
situations are a primary cause of parent
absenteeism at work.

For working parents in jobs that lend
themselves to flexibility, a solution to the
unexpected dependent care dilemma is
flexible work hours. A day missed to care
for a sick parent can be made up, or salaries
can be adjusted. But in some cases, the
contribution of the worker is too critical to
allow for much flexibility. An example is
nursing. Due to the shortage of available
nurses, some hospitals have had to close
down selected units. Under these
conditions, absenteeism is a critical issue. In
response, some hospitals, law firms, and
other businesses have established services
for emergency child care.

Often, for equity reasons, employers feel
compelled to offer emergency services to all
employees, even though all are not critical.
Thus emergency services can be expensive.
One law firm in D.C., whose lawyers bill
clients at hundreds of dollars per hour,
estimated the cost of emergency core at
$50.000. and the savings in reduced
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absenteeism and increased billing at
$130,000.

There are three basic models foremergency
care services: establishing a mini-day care
on site; contracting with a number of family
day care providers near the office; and
contracting with on-call providers to go into

the employee's home. In practice, these
services usually have been partially or fully
subsidized by employers. Thus the service
makes most sense for worke,s whose
absenteeism, given the nature of their jobs,
is very costly in terms of billability, service
provision, and ultimately, the bottom line.
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INTRODUCTION

This part of the monograph includes the results of on-site visits to and telephone
interviews with representatives from five organizations that have implementwl

programs and policies to address various aspects of the labor and skill shortage
problem. The organizations and program areas include:

The Alliance for Employee Skills Upgrading, Basic Skius,

Growth and Development and Mobility Assistance

The Highland Park Day
Care Center

Lancaster Labs, In

Motorola, Inc.

Superior Technical Ceramics

On-Site Child Care

On-Site Child ,:are

Basic Skills

In-House Basic Skills
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Basic Skills and Upgrading Programs of the
Alliance For Employee Growth and Development

The Alliance for Employee Growth and
Development is a joint venture of AT&T, the
Communications Workers of America, and
the Internatdonal Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers. Established in 1986 as a joint
labor-management program, the Alliance is
dedicated to providing union represented
AT&T employees with the skills and
knowledge they need to successfully pursue
their careers and personal development
goals. In so doing, the Alliance provides
another important benefit as well. It
contributes to the competitiveness of AT&T
by facilitating the development of a skilled
and adaptable workforce.

Key to the success of Alliance programs are
Local Committees. These committees,
composed of labor and management
representatives, are responsible for
planning and implementing facility or
workforce-specific programs. They serve as
the focal point for local Alliance activities
and ultimately create the foundation for
active and collaborative human resources
planning and development. As of
September 1989, there were 450 Local
Alliance Committees around the United
States, enough to include every covered
AT&T business unit, and 20 IBEW locals.

In fulfilling their responsibilities, Local
Alliance Committees operate with the
support of a National Headquarters Office
and three Regional Offices. Alliance
Headquarters administers program funds,
establishes broad program and
administrative policies, and with its
Regional Offices, provides technical and
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managerial assistance to Local Cummittees
and their programs. For the year ending in
September, 1989, the Alliance administered
a program budget of nearly $18 million,
derived from an agreed upon contribution
for each month worked by represented
employees.

Since 1986, more than 35,000 employees, or
roughly 25 percent of the eligible AT&T
workforce, has participated in Alliance
funded programs; additional Alliance
sponsored services have been provided by
external funding obtained by the Alliance.
Alliance funded programs have ranged
from personal planning topics such as
relocation and financial planning to
career-based training programs in critical
occupational areas, and courses in computer
literacy, basic skills, and qualifying exam
preparation. More specifically, between
1986 and September 1989, workers received
the following types of Alliance sponsored
services.

T ype of
Service

Needs Armament Vocational
and Interest Surveys

Career Assessment and
Planning

Basic Skills
Upgrading

Job Search
Assistance

Occupational Skills
Training

Personal Financial
Planning

Enrolled
Workers

40,134

20,354

783

2,483

5,200

19,647

I f , t:2 4. 0
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Type of
Service

(Pre-Paid) Tuition
Assistance

Pre-Retirement
Programs

QualifyingExamPreparation
Programs

Relocation Planning
Workshop

Return-to-School
Programs

Stress Management
Pnigrams

Other Personal DevelApment
Programs

Enrolled
Workers

2,031

816

1456

341

970

698

459

Although the availability and nature of
these programs depend on the unique needs
of workers in individual business units, all
Alliance programs share a number of
important attributes. These attributes are
what makes the Alliance itself a unique
human resources development enterprise.

The first key attribute is the common vision
of planned human resources development
and change. Taken together, Alliance
programs represent a large scale attempt by
private industry and organized labor to help
workers develop new skills and become
more adaptable to change. With a
substantial funding commitment, joint
labor-management collaboration, and a
network of active Local Committees, the
Alliance is able to develop a number of
strategic initiatives that range from
occupational and skills upgrading, to basic
skills development, to personal life skills
enhancement. Because of its size and range
of programs, the Alliance offers valuable
lessons from which others interested in
employee training can benefit.

Supporting this vision of planned change
is the emphasis placed on individual
empowerment over one's career. The
Alliance recognizes that in a competitive,
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changing environment, employment
security is a more practical and important
objective than job security at a particular
business, such as AT&T. Shifting business
priorities, competitive cost pressures, and
changing skills requirements create an
environment where adaptability to change
is valued highly. For some workers, this
adaptability requires a transition from one
AT&T job to another, while for other
workers it may mean seeking employment
opportunities elsewhere. By providing all
eligible workers with the information,
resources, and opportunities needed to
anticipate change and make plans to address
it, the Alliance believes that it can help
workers take charge of their careers and
achieve a greater degree of employment
security.

Another important attribute is the
emphasis placed on career planning. Partly
reflecting its focus on "planned"
employment security, the Alliance
encourages Local Committees to include
career planning services along with other
programs that may be offered, such as skills
upgrading. In addition, stand-alone career
planning is also emphasized, and the
Alliance offers remote career counseling
through a toll-free telephone number when
it is not feasible to provide it on the local
level. This strong focus on career planning
is intended to help workers establish and
implement a realistic plan of skill
development.

Most of the operational support for worker
activities comes from the Local Alliance
Committees. The dedicated and ongoing
support that these Committees receive
reflect the Alliance's strong belief that
effective programs must be tailored to
individual necds and oased on a joint
participatory planning process. This
bottoms-up approach not only ensures
responsive programs, but it also creates a



foundation for ongoing and proactive
human resources planning at the business
unit level. Thus, another common feature of
Alliance programs is that Local Committees
must exist for all facilities or workforces
providing Alliance sponsored services.

A final common thread of Alliance
programs is needs assessment. Consistent
with its emphasis on planned change, Local
Committees are expected to commence their
activities with a needs assessment of worker
interests in training and development
programs. This survey-based approach
provides each Committee with a wealth of
valuable information that is used to
determine program priorities and those
factors that are critical to successful worker
participation.

With over three years of experience
providing training and development
programs to active and laid-off workers, the
Alliance has learned a great deal about how
to best engage adults in a structured
learning and development process. While
this experience has contributed to effective
programming, the Alliance still faces a set of
evolving challengessimilar to those faced by
other joint and company sponsored training
programs. These challenges include:

How to vitalize and maintain
collaborative human resources
planning at the plant or business unit
level that takes into account both
individual development needs and
company priorities.

How to motivate adult workers to
engage in career planning and
participate in training and
development programs.
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How to build program curricula that
can accommodate varying levels of
basic and technical skills among
workers.

How to leverage relationships with
existing federal, state, and local
resources.

This case study examines these and related
issues by reviewing three different Alliance
sponsored programs. These programs
reflect a few of the strategic directions
adopted by the Alliance and include the
following:

Technician for Tomorrow
Training Program

This is an upgrading program operated
in the Chicago area and designed to
provide trainees with the technical skills
nealsary to promote career growth in
specific (AT&T) electronics and
telecommunications fields.

English as a Second Language
(ESL) Training

This program provides workers with
basic skills in English so they can more
productively perform their jobs and
qualify for other opportunities at the
Merrimack Valley Works facility located
in Lawrence, Massachusetts

Qualifying Exam Preparation
Programs

These programs are designed to help
workers pass company and industry
based qualifying exams that are
prerequisites for admission to sdected
training programs and occupations
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The Technician for
Tomorrow Training
Program

The Technician for fomorrow Training
Program is designed to provide Affiance
eligible employees with the skills and
competencies needed to prepare for a cluster
of electronics related jobs such as digital
testers and technicians. Part of the impetus
for the program stemmed from the
increasingly technical nature of AT&T jobs
and the continued transition from analog to
digital technology. The Program is targeted
on workers in the Chicago area who display
an interest in and an aptitude for these types
of jobs, and who are willing to make a
commitment to the program. In offering this
program, the Alliance will help workers
pursue new career opportunities and help
the company meet emerging skill
requirements.

The training program is provided by ;he
DeVry Institute of Technology, a local for
profit technical training school. Under a
twelve month contract with the Alliance,
DeVry provides training and related
counseling and tutorial support in a number
of related areas using an Alliance developed
curriculum designed for self-paced adult
learning. Training is offered at a site
arranged for by the Alliance and is available
to workers five days a week for up to four
hours a day, including Saturdays. To
accommodate the trainees' work schedules,
program services are delivered between 4:30
and 8:30 PM during the week, and from 9:00
AM to 1:00 PM on Saturdays.

The decision to adopt a self-paced
curriculum was intended to provide
interested workers with a flexible approach
that could address variations in their skill
levels as well as competing demands for

their time. The content of the curriculum is
based on 21 separate modules or
competency areas that range from Math
Foundations Refresher, to AC and DC
electronics, to Data Communications and
Networks. Trainees progress from one
module to the next at a self-determined pace
after they have demonstrated competency in
a given area.

The cost of providing this program for a
twelve-month period is approximately
$226,000. Of this amount, $151,000 covers
the eirect contract with DeVry, while the
balance represents a direct Alliance cost for
both space and equipment. Most of this
represents long-term leasing arrangements
and investments in equipment with a useful
life well beyond the duration of the initial
contract.

To participate in this upgrading program,
all workers must enroll in another Alliance
program--Career Planning--and develop a
specific career plan. The purpose of career
planning is to help workers make
appropriate decisions about their career
goals and understand the steps necessary to
reach theses goals. To enroll in the
Technician for Tomorrow Program, an
individual's career plan must demonstrate
an interest in and an aptitude for this type of
training and related employment. In
general, enrollment is not restricted on the
basis of basic skills competency levels
although those with very low skill levels are
encouraged to enroll in a remediation
program first.

Career planning services are provided by
Operation ABLE, a local not-for-profit
community organization that is tied to a
national network. Under contract with the
Alliance, Operation AdLE is responsible for
providing four related services:
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1. Assessment testing and counseling
using a combination of interest
inventories, aptitude batteries,
and personality tests.

2. Individual counseling sessions to
discuss career goals, barriers to
achieving them, guidelines for
tracking progress, and job oppor-
tunities within AT&T and in the
local labor market.

3. The development of individual
Career Action Plans (CAP).

4. Assistance with the implemen-
tation of CAPs.

In the Chicago area, approximately 4,000
workers are eligible for Alliance programs.
The Alliance decided to start the Technician
for Tomorrow Program as a pilot aimed
initially at only a small fraction of that
population, and promoted it accordingly.
About 1,000 workers had participated in
career planning and of these, 10 percent or
100 had career plans that showed an interest
and aptitude in this type of training. These
100 were invited to apply for the program.
Roughly 75 showed up for the initial
orientation, of whom 65 ultimately decided
to enroll. Currently, 48 workers or 74
percent of the initial enrollee group are still
participating in the program.

Since the prograrr's inception, the Alliance
and its contractors have facsed a number of
important issues. One has been maintaining
worker participation in the program.
Despite the self-paced nature of the
program's curriculum, the course work
remains demanding and difficult for many
workers. While most have enrolled in the
program for economic reasons (e.g.
employment security, career advancement,
better wages), sustained participation
requires a long-term dedicated effort.
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Moreover, the absence of any guaranteed
wage increase or promotion places an
additional strain c n continued participation.

A related issue is the fact that program
completers do not receive course credit from
DeVry. While they do receive a Certificate
of Completion that helps within AT&T, they
cannot apply it towards any fortnal degree
objectives they might have. The absence of
formal course credit also limits the value of'
the program to other cmployers.

The Program's instructors as well as
representatives from the Alliance both
recognize this as an issue. They all believe
that the effectiveness of the program could
be enhanced if it included a stronger
incentive to participate and achieve plann2d
competency levels. At the same time, both
parties recognize the challenges associated
with moving the program towards
accreditation within DeVry. For one thing,
providing course credit would likely make
the program less flexible and adjustable to
the ind ividual circumstances of the workers.
This is especially problematic sinc 2 many of
the individuals enrolled in training have
relatively limited basic skills. One of the
prime features of the program is that it
accepts trainees with a non-technical
backg. )und. While the program's
open-enrollment approach has the
advantage of casting a wide net of
opportunities for workers, it also has a clear
set af implications with respect to the speed
by which trainees can progress and the level
of material they can reasonably be expected
to absorb. Determining how to best balance
these tradeoffs is an issue that both the
Alliance and DeVry are currently
addressing.

Other issues that have surfaced during the
program include the need for selected
curriculum improvements that stress more
topical lectures, greater linkages between
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instructional materials and job
requirements, and closer tutorial assistance.

Overall, the Affiance has learned that there
is no substitute for effective marketing, as
well as company and union support.
Developing and maintaining worker
interest and support requires a dedicated
labor-management effort. The Alliance has
also recognized the feasibility of providing
skills upgrading to workers with limited
basic skills. While there are indeed
improvements that the Alliance and DeVry
plan to make, their experience to date has
been very encouraging and can serve as a
model for other AT&T business units where
skills upgrading is needed.

English as a Second
Language Training

Merrimack Valley Works is an AT&T
manufacturing facility located in Lawrence,
Massachusetts. The plant produces a
variety of telecommunications and fiber
optics components, and employs roughly
4,500 non-management workers. Most of
these workers are not American born and
over half (2,500 to 3,000) are employod in
unskilled jobs. The remainder are grouped
into semi-skilled and skilled positions, with
the former c:roup accounting for the
majority.

In 1985, the plant decided to fund an
Emzlish-as-a-Second-Language (ESL)
program. The program was targeted on the
large number of non-English speaking
unskilled workers and was motivated by a
growing concern over safety issues. With a
large proportion of workers who could not
read, write, or speak English functionally,
the plant became less confident that these
workers could understand safety rules and
related operational procedures. As a result,

a contract was signed with the Lawrence
Private Industry Council who in turn
subcontracted with the public schools to
provide ESL training services.

Over the next three years, the company
continued to support the ESL program,
although state funds were used increasingly
to finance it under a special Massachusetts
industrial development program. By 1987,
for example, the state financed 90 percent of
the program's operating costs. By 1989,
however, the state's share dropped to 50
percent and threatened to fall even farther
the following year. While the program had
demonstrated success, these cutbacks
threatened its survival. To ensure
continued operation and stable financial
support, the Alliance fully tunded the
program beginning in 1989. The Private
Industry Council is still the primary
contractor, although community-based
organizations and the area's Community
College are also involved as service
providers.

Under Alliance sponsorship, the ESL
program today has broadened its scope af..1
strengthened its relevance to workplace
conditions. It has expanded its targeting to
include workers that are functionally
illiterate as well as literate in their own
native languages. Related ly, the program
has also expanded its curriculum and
focused on the development of functionally
based instructional materials.

At the outset of the program, the Lawrence
Public Schools relied upon a traditional
instructional approach to teach basic skills.
This strategy soon proved problematic since
the course material had only limited links to
tasks workers perform on the job. As a
result, efforts were initiated, and still
continue, to crea te a more functionally based
ESL curriculum. Currently, the curriculum
teaches basic skills by focusing on such work
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related tasks and issues as the job posting
process, policy directives, the plant's
absentee control plan, and common
departmental vocabulary.

The curriculum itself is divided into two
basic parts, grouped by level of English
proficiency according to a ten point scale.
One group includes workers who have very
limited basic skills in botit English and their
native language (Levels I to IV); the other
group includes workers with somewhat
higher skill levels (Levels V to X). On an
operational basis, each of these two groups
is further subdivided by skill level to create
homogeneous learning environments. As
with the Technicians for Tomorrow
Program, the ESL program is self-paced.

Entrance into the program begins with a
basic skills assessment that is used to
facilitate the sorting procqss and establish
individual goals. On the bads of test results
and slot availability, workers are placed in
the program. Those testing at Levels I to IV
are serviced by a local community
organization while the remainder receive
instruction from the area community
college. Progression from one level to the
next is based on standard program
competency tests.

The program operates fora 40 week period
between September and June, and offers
instruction for four hours a week. Half of
this time is spent on basic academic skills
and half is spent on vocational skills, such as
communication. The workers and the
company split the hours that are devoted to
training (i.e., half on company time and half
on the workers' time).

Participation in the ESL program is strictly
voluntary. While consideration had been
given to mandatory participation, the plant
decided against it for two reasons. The first
reason was projected cost. Mandatory
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participation would require an expansion of
financial resources beyond thlt which could
be afforded. The second reason was a
concern over the legality, accuracy, and
ethics of testing. For mandatory
participation to work, the plant wol'Ai have
to test or otherwise screen pi ospective
trainees to determine whether program
enrollment was necessary. Because of
uncertainty regarding test results and their
use for selection purposes, including
potential breaches of confidentiality, the
plant concluded that any benefits of
mandatory participation would be offset by
the potential risks of the selection process.

Since program participation has remained
voluntary, enrollment levels have been
modest. Several factors contributed to this.
Older workers have been much less
motivated to participate in the program
while transportation and day care needs
have presented a problem for others.
Additionally, not all workers have the
motivation, interest, and ambition to pursue
additional education. According to
program and plant representatives, many
workers are generally satisfied with the
types of jobs they already hold.

However, those who did participate have
demonstrated commitment to the program.
Up to 75 percent of enrollees returned to take
courses at higher levels for which they have
qualified. This high level of continued
participation reflects the long-term
dedicated effort needed to make substantial
gains in English proficiency.

There are many ways that the program and
the Alliance have tried to strengthen
support for the program and motivate
workers to participate. One includes a
focused attempt to build support among
plant supervisors. While the program
conducts its own marketing and is
supported by an in-house liaison,
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supervisors are also relied upon to inform
workers of available program services and
to help identify those who can benefit from
participation. Moreover, since the weekly
hours of participation are split between the
plant and the worker, the supervisors must
be willing to forego the lost output.
Although they cannot deny participation
per se, the lack of supervisor support can
deter workers from enrolling in the
program.

To address this, supervisors have received
training and related materials to inform
them of the program and its benefits and to
help them determine which workers are
likely candidates for participation. This has
helped a great deal, although supervisor
support remains an ongoing issue. Largely
through the efforts of an in-house program
liaison, supervisors receive ongoing
attention and support throughout the year.

Counseling and related services are also
provided to plant workers through an
in-house Employment Resource Center.
This Center is the hub of all Alhance related
services and provides workers with
counseling, career planning, and referral to
other programs.

To date, the ESL program is viewed by both
the plant and the Alliance as a success. It
serves approximately 120 workers each
year, has an attrition rate of roughly 25
percent, and a completion rate of 75 percent.
Several hundred workers have upgraded
their basic English skills, and many have
chosen to participate in the program on a
multi-year basis. While the program
continues to face challenging issues, it has
demonstrated the feasibility of upgrading
the basic skills of workers with very limited
abilities in both their native language and
English.

,

Qualifying Exam
Preparation Programs

Like many companies, AT&T requires
employees to pass Qualifying Exams prior
to admittance to certain traming programs
and job classifications. These tests are used
to screen out employees who are believed to
be deficient in the basic skills needed to
succeed in these training programs and
occupational areas. To afford more
employees the opportunity to further their
careers, and to help the company fill
emerging occupational needs, the Alliance
currently offers programs to help workers
prepare for the qualifying exams.

A major impetus for this program was the
low pass rate among several workers. In
several locations where these exams were
given without preparatory courses, only 20
percent of the candidates passed. After
having the opportunity to take the test
preparation programs, the pass rate has
increased to about 75 percent. By providing
this service to workers, the Alliance has
contributed successfully to the upward
mobility of its constituent workforce.

The Qualifying Exams most utilized by
AT&T are the Business Telephone Battery
(B-TAB) for clerical jobs, the Technical
Telephone Ability Battery (T-TAB) for
technical jobs, and the Customer Contact
Telephone Ability Battery (CC-TAB) for jobs
dealing with the public. To help workers
pass these exams, the Alliance has used one
major vendor, Bell Atlantic Educational
Services. Currently, Local Alliance
Committees have sponsored test
preparation programs in nearly 150
locations.
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The programs' curricula involve between
30 and 36 hours of instruction. During this
time, enrollees receive instruction in test
taking skills and help in brushing-up on
skills they have not utilized regularly.
While the program has not yet reached all
workers interested in participating, it has
served close to 2,000 workers. As
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mentioned above, those who participate
have a pass rate of roughly 75 percent
compared to 20 percent for
non-participants. Although this is a
short-term program, it has proved to be an
effective vehicle for facilitating the mobility
of workers within AT&T.
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The Highland Park Day Care Center

Introduction

"Our role is to develop projects that are good
for thebusiness community which would not
be undertaken by the private sector on its
own."

This is the mission of the Woonsocket
Industrial Development Corporation
(WIDC), according to its Executive Director,
Scott Gibbs. One of only three private
not-for-profit development corporations in
the state of Rhode Island, WIDC put itself on
the national map in 1989 by constructing a
day care center financed in part by local
businesses.

This case study reviews how a consortium
approach was used to finance and develop
a local day care center situated at the foot of
the Highland Industrial Park in
Woonsocket. The case study is based on
interviews with the WIDC Executive
Director, representatives from the day care
facility, and two of the corporate
participants in the consortium: Consumer
Value Stores (CVS) and Eastland Bank.

The center's story highlights the
importance of three crucial ingredients in
developing a day care facility through a
consortium, including:

1. A catalyst who has the ear of the
business community and who will see
the project through;

2. Endorsements for the project fr
top management in participa v
corporations; and
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3. The selection of providers who are
respected within the local community.

In addition, it reveals the special ability of
a not-for-profit corporation to provide
affordable day care services to a wide range
of workers from small as well as large
businesses. But the case also highlights the
limitations of programs developed by
high-level strategists: in comparison to day
care centers designed with heavy employee
participation, the top-down model may be
less sensitive to the particular needs of the
area work force.

Woonsocket is located in northern Rhode
Island, about half an hour's drive from
Providence and an hour from Boston. The
city's population is primarily of
French-Canadian descent. There is little
migration either into or out of Woonsocket
and thus the ethnic community has taken on
the feel of an extended family.

WIDC was incorporated in 1968 with
not-for-profit status under section 501 (c) (4)
of the Internal Revenue Code. Over the last
two decades the corporation has become an
integral part of the rea's economic base,
with its primary role being the develop": ?Tit
and management of two local industrial
parks. WIDC has close ties to the Greater
Woonsocket Chamber of Commerce, has an
annual operating budget of $100,000, and
supports a small professional staff. The
21-member board of WIDC is compiised of
many leaders in the business community,
including CEOs from the local banking, real
estate, manufacturing, hospital, retail, and
publishing industries.
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Given the traditional, geographically
stable nature of the population in
Woonsocket, human resource problems
were relatively minor until the mid-1980s.
This was especially true for the larger, more
attractive companies in the region. CVS, the
expanding retail giant with 1800 stores in 14
states and headquartered in Woonsocket,
has an outstanding reputation among local
workers. According to its Personnel
Manager, during the recession of the early
1980s, 100-150 workers would come off the
streets looking for jobs at CVS each week. In
her 1 3 .'ears of service she has seen
generations of Woonsocket residents
working together at the company. It is a
"unique world," where about 75 percent of
the non-exempt (hourly) office and
distribution center staff live within five
miles of Woonsocket.

Up until a few years ago, CVS never had a
problem recruiting or retaining staff in their
corporate offices and distribution center.
The company's superb reputation made
recruitment straightforward at both the
salaried and hourly levels. Then, however,
the economic boom in New England started
to have its effects on the local labor market.
Employers in the fast-growing regional
economy had to grapple with a growing
labor shortage, in part fueled by the loss of
workers to other local businesses who had
lured them away. Even CVS started to have
recruitment difficulties at the non-exempt
level as it hired continuously to fuel steady
growth.

For its part, CVS responded to the labor
shortage by expanding programs which
were consistent with its progressive
personnel philosophy. A urion-free
corporation, CVS's human resource staff
maintains an open-door policy with its
employees. The corporatdon has become a
major participant in the local adopt-a-school
program, enhanced its educational
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assistance activities, and offers college credit
evening classe.: on-site through the
University of Rhode Island. The corporation
recruits part-time workers from the local
high school and taps into the area's
vocational-technical school for secretarial
and printing services to get special projects
done. These programs have helped to form
enduring bonds between CVS and the
schools' incipient work force.

Eastland Bank, headquartered in
Woonsocket, RI, has assets of approximately
$1 billion and employs more than 500 people
through its headquarters and 14 branch
offices. Like CVS, the bank has begun to feel
the recruitment pinch over the last several
years. Eastland responded in a number of
ways, including developing a training
program for Southeast Asian immigrants in
corjunction with the regional Private
Industry Council and the International
Institute of Rhode Island. The Institute is an
organization based in Providence, RI, whose
objective is to enable immigrants and
refugees to become self-sufficient,
productive members of society. The
vocational ESL course was held in the bank,
and resulted in the hiring of 7 of the 14
trainees. Besides gaining 7 employees,
Eastland has benefited from the training by
building stronger ties with the burgeoning
Asian business community and labor force.

In large pail-, this program reflects the
bank's willingness to participate in
innovative efforts when warranted. For
example, Eastland employs large numbers
of part-time and female workers, and is open
to exploring slici possibilities as flextime
and work sharing

While both CVS and Eastland Bank have
created dependent care programs, neither
has done so in response to the expressed
needs of its employees. The stability of the
local work force tends to moderate labor



shortages and the economy has slackened in
recent years -- relaxing the intense demand
for workers. Even so, both companies have
made proactive moves to develop child care
benefits in an effort to anticipate and correct
for potential problems in the future. For
example, the Bank contracted at modest cost
with Options for Working Parents, a child
care resource referral agency associated
with the Greater Providence Chamber of
Commerce. Workers with child care needs
can receive information and referral free of
charge about licensed state-wide facilities
through this service. Eastland has used its
participation in this program as a marketing
and recruitment tool, creating child care
brochures and including information about
the program in its want ads. For its part,
CVS offers a pre-tax dependent care flexible
spending account, and both companies
participated in the Highland Park Day Care
Center consortium.

An Innovative
Consortium: The
Highland Park Day Care
Center

The Highland Park day care consortium is
the brainchild of WIDC, working in
conjunction with Woonsocket Head Start
and Day Care (Head Start). Head Start is
alio a not-for-profit entity, incorporated
under section 501 (c) (3) of the IRS code. Like
many Head Start programs, the one :n
Woonsocket is well-respected within the
community. It administers a number of
programs, including preschool day care,
after-school care, Head Start, ESL, ,:nd
summer youth training The agency has
been in operation in Woonsocket for over 15
years, has an annual budget of
approximately $800,000, and employs a paid
staff of 60 as well as a numbei of volunteers.
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The day care center opened its doors in
January 1989 at a time when the greater
Woonsocket area had only two full-day
child care centers, neither of which offered
infant or toddler care. In addition to
center-based care, there are about 10
licensed family da y care providers working
out of their homes in Woonsocket as well as
a large number of unlicensed providers.
The center is a colorful, fanciful building
built into the side of the hill leading up to the
Highland Industrial Park. Included in the
facility are multi-level infant, toddler, and
preschool areas, a conference room,
reception area, offices, a full-service kitchen,
and a modern outdoor play area. The state
has set a maximum of 88 slots for the Day
Care Center.

The Highland Park Center serves several
well-defined groups of parents. The first
includes employees of corporate sponsors.
For a per-slot fee of $2,000 per year for five
years, businesses can reserve spaces in the
center for their workers. The participating
employees also pay a fee for use of ille
center, but the employer subsidy is a
guarantee that the purchased spaces will be
available for workers. For example, CVS
signed a contract to reserve 20 slots in the
center at $2,000 per slot per year, for a total
cost of $200,000 over five years.

Businesses can expect to benefit from
participation in the consortium in several
ways, including recruitment and retention
of valuable employees, and enhanced
community and public relations. Especially
for workers in the Industrial Park, the Center
is a convenient location for day care, and
employers' involvement reserves spots for
their children in a center run by a respected
provider. Also, the working parents benefit
from day care prices that are about $20 per
week below market rate for center-based
care, made possible by the employers'
subsidy.
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If the number of employees who want to
use the Center exceeds the number of slots
bought by their company, the Center
Director creates a waiting list. As space
opens up, workers are offered slots on a
first-come, first-served basis. Slots becoma
available when a child is taken out of the
Center voluntarily, or when a participating
employee leaves the company. It is up to the
corporate sponsor to decide how long the
child of a for,ner employee will be allowed
to stay in the center while the parents find
alternative care arrangements. For example,
each month the day care Center Director
gives the CVS Personnel Director a list of
employees with children at the center. The
Personnel Director cross checks the list
agairst the names of all workers who have
left the Company, identifies former
employees who are using the Center's
services, and asks those ex-workers to make
alternative day care arrangements within a
"reasonable" period of time (usually within
two months).

in addition to serving employees of the
corporate sponsors, Highland Park Day
Care is designed to provide child care for
low- and moderate-income working
families. Twenty-four of the 88 slots are
reserved for the children of families who
meet U.S. Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) income guidelines. The maximum
qualifying income varies with family size.
Currently, for example, a single parent with
one child may earn almost $25,000 and still
meet the guidelines. Overall 45 of the
center's slots (or 51 percent of the total) must
be filled with families that meet the HUD
guidelines. Thus, in addition to the 24 low
to moderate income slots, at least 21 of the
64 corporate slots must be filled with the
children of HUD-qualified working parents.

Parents who wish to use the center
complete a worksheet to determine whether
they meet the HUD income guidelines.
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Some of those that do meet the guidelines
have incomes sufficiently low that they also
(..ialify for state child care subsidies, which
the Center requires parents to apply for. The
income cutoffs for a state subsidy are
substantially lower than the HUD
guidelines: while a family of two can make
almost $25,000 under HUD, to qualify for a
state subsidy requires an income of no more
t an $15,000. The subsidy is automatic as
long as a family's income does not exceed
the maximum allowed for those receiving
state day care funds. The Center has had no
pi- blem filling these 24 low- to
moderate-income slots.

In its original conception, the center was to
be used solely by Ht..-%qualified families
and by the employees of participating
corporations. However, of the 64 slots
marketed to corporate sponsors, only 30
have been contracted for after one year of
operation. CVS has bought 20, Eastland
Bank 5, and other businesses an additional
5. CVS has filled all 20 of its slo,1 and keeps
a waiting list, but of the remaining 10
purchased slots, there are 3 which have not
been filled by workers from the
participating corporations. As a stop-gap
strategy to increase use of the center, a
handful of market-rate slots have been
created to serve the children of parents from
the community who are unaffiliated with
the participating corporations. It is hoped
that over time more corporate participation
will allow the Center to phase out these slots
and reserve its services exclusively for its
original target groups of income-eligible
parents and corporate-sponsored
employees.

As with other day care centers, rates vary
depending upon the age of the child and the
number of days of care. Part-week care is
available, but part-day care is not. Fees
include breakfast, lunch, and a snack, which
provide two-thirds of the child's daily
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nutritional requirements. Rates also vary
depending on how the family qualified for
the center's services. For full-week services,
the corporate-sponsored workers pay $110
for infant care (6 weeks - 18 months old), $90
per week for toddler care (18 months - 3
years old), and $70 per week for
pre-schoolers (3-5 years old). Cost varies
with age because Rhode Island, like most
states, requires a lower child/provider ratio
for younger children than for older ones.
These corporate rates are about $20 pei week
below the market prices paid by working
parents unaffiliated with corporate
sponsors.

If a family meets the HUD guidelines and
qualifies for a State subsidy, the State
guarantees the center $89 per week for
full-time infant or toddler care, and $61 per
week for pre-school care. The relevant State
agency determines how much of this fee will
be paid by the parent and how much by the
State, with the parent paying as little as $2
per week A large groun of workers who
qualify for State subsidies includes women
who are former Aid to Families with
Dependerk Children (AFDC) recipients.
Many of ti _.se women are in training
programs administered by the Northern
Rhode Island Private Industry Council
(PIC), which is given priority for filling 10 of
the 24 non-corporate slots. Once they
complete training, the post-AFDC women
qualify for Rhode Island child care subsidies
for six months, no matter their income level.
Unfortunately, many of these women find it
difficult if not impossible to afford the
Center's services once this six-month period
of State subsidy expires.

The Center has developed a sliding scale of
payments for parents who meet the HUD
guidelines but do not qualify for a State
subsidy. For a two-person family, this
translates into an income level between
$15,000 (State cutoff) and $25,000 (HUD
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cutoff). The minimum that these parents
pay is $70 per week for infant/toddler care
and $61 for pre-school care. Rates increase
with income, but no one pays more than the
corporate rate.

Center Management and
Finandng

The Highland Park Day Care center is
owned by the WIDC, which has contracted
with Head Start to administer the Day Care
Center. In addition to teachers, Head Start
employs a full-time Center Coordinator,
who is supervised by the Executive Director
of Woonsocket Head Start and Day Care.
The lease between W1DC and Head Start is
written so that Head Start collects the
corporate funds at $2,000 per slot; these
funds are then passed through to WIDC.
The Development Corporation is not in the
day care business and therefore did not want
to be a partner in the operation, but only as
a iandlord. If 50 corporate slots (I'd $2,000
per slot) were allocated the lease would
generate $100,000 in income per year for
WIDC. The corporate slot fees were
designed to provide a market return to
WIDC: with prime office space in
Woonsocket renting for $13 per square foot
and the center having approximately 7,700
square feet results in revenue of $100,000.
($13 x 7,700)

The construction phase of the project was
financed through a mix of sources. WIDC
owns the Highland Industrial Park and
contributed Park buffer land valued at
$200,000. The turnkey cost of the Center,
including design, construction, and all
furnishings was approximately $850,000,
not including the value of the land or the
time commitment of WIDC and Head Start
staff. Two public grants, each for $100,000,
were also solicited and approved: a
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development grant from the State, and an
equipment grant from the City of
Woonsocket. Additional foundation
funding totaled $50,000. The regional
Private Industry Council donates $7,500
annually, and in return is guaranteed that 10
of the 24 income-eligible slots will be
reserved for its clients.

The initial project budget is shown below.
It was slightly modified during the
implementation phase, but is in essence
reflective of the actual financing package
that was developed.

I. Construction Phase (Dollars in Thousands)

Building Construction $768

ArchitecturW Engineering/Construction Management $ 55

Construction Financing Fee @ 10% $ 13

Origination Fee 1% of $600,000 $ 6
Legal/Accounting $ 5
Builders Risk Insurance $ 10

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST $857

Grants (State, City, foundations, PIC) ($257)

TOTAL COSTS TO BE FINANCED $600

II. WIDC Annual Expenses during Post-Construction Phase (Dollars in Thousands)

Mortgage $600,000, 20-year mortgage Fixed for
5 yrs. @ 10% $70

Project Acounting/Bookkeeping $ 2

Structural/Maintenance Reserve $ 3
Insurance $ 5

Payment-in-lieu of Local Property Taxes $ 5

TOTAL ANNUAL WIDC (LANDLORD)
POST-CONSTRUCTION COSTS. $85

With 50 corporate slots sold (plus the
$7,500 annual payment from the regional
Private Industry Council), the project is
designed to earn a $22,500 profit for WIDC,
which would be passed back to Head Start
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to improve staff salaries. Currently, with 30
corporate slots sold, WIDC project revenue
is $67,500, and the annual operating loss is
thus $17,500
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The operational budget for Head Start and through fees paid by parents and (for
Day Care is listed below, and is financed low-income families) the State.

III. Head Start Annual Operating Expenses for
Highland Park Day Care (Dollars in Thousands)

Personnel
Salaried
Fringe (20%)

181

$ 36

Supplies
Food, excluding state subsidy for income qualified
Other

$ 2

$ 4

Utilities
Repair/ Maintenace
Insurance
Training/Substitutes
Printing/AdvPrtising/Travel

$ 8

$ 2
ci 2
$ 4
$ 2

TOTAL ANNUAL HEAD START OPERATING
EXPENSES $251

IV. Head Start (Projected) Operating Revenue
from Highlard Park Day Cale (Dollars in Thousands)

Infant Tuition $110 weekly x 52 weeks x 13 infants= $ 74

Toddler Tuition $ 90 weekly x 52 weeks x 17 toddlers= $ 80

Preschool $ 70 weekly x 52 x 44 preschoolers= $160

Tntal Revenue with 50 corporate slots $314

* 80% OF TOTAL REVENUE $251

The 80% revenue estimate ($251k), which result of turnover, and differentials between
equals estimated operating expenses, State subsidized rates and the facility's day
accounts for vacancies during start-up, slots care -..ost structure.
going unfilled for short periods of time as a
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Issues in Project
Development and
Implementation

In the early 1980s, Woonsocket Head Start
and Day Care had considered building a
new day care facility, but was hesitant given
the then-depressed condition of the regional
economy When the economy improved
dramatically and CVS began to feel the labor
shortage pinch, a high-level manager from
the Company contacted WIDC's Executive
Director, Scott Gibbs, and inquired about
what the Development Corporation was
doing about day care. Shortly thereafter,
Gibbs began meeting with Head Start to
develop a plan. W1DC was not interested in
the project unless it served the needs of low-
to moderate-income families because it was
felt that the market was not providing
reasonably priced services for workers at
that level. Also, given its business
orientation, W1DC wanted to launch a
corporate-sponsored day care center thus
the resulting mix of business and
income-eligible slots.

W1DC and Head Start combined to make a
formidable team Together, the two
institutions provided for three of the four
critical ingredients for developing a
successful day care consortium: 1. an
established, respected, day care provider; 2.
real estate expertise; and 3. a catalyst
(W1DC) which could market the program to
top corporate management and was willing
to dedicate substantial time to developing
the project and seeing it through to
completion. The fourth piece of the puzzle
was local corporate support at the highest
lev.1:, ,Nliich W1DC was in an ideal position
to solicit. Working with personnel directors
was viewed as a less efficient marketing
strategy since human resource plans have to
be approved by top management anyway.
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WIDC began by contacting an architect to
design a plan for the center which could be
used to market the concept to business. The
decision was made to construct a
top-of-the-line, architecturally interesting
building. This was consistent with WIDC's
overall mission to pursue big-city
development excellence within a
small-town environment. Not too long
after, CVS and Eastland agreed to purchase
a number of slots fora five-year period. This
period was chosen because the proposed
mortgage costs were fixed for the initial five
years and WIDC wanted predictable income
and expenses during this pilot period. With
all corporate contracts coming due in five
years Uanuary 1994), WIDC would have the
option to sell or convert the property at that
time if conditions warranted such a move.
CVS respected Head Start and said that it
would withdraw from the project if for some
reason Head Start was not the service
provider. Head Start also committed during
the development stage to a five-year lease
with WIDC.

With solid local corporate support in hand,
WIDC was able to line up State and City
grants with little delay. Luckily, the State
economy was booming in 1987 and 1988 and
the public fiscal situation was quite healthy.
The State grant of $100,000 was
appropriated through a customized bill
designed specifically for the project. The
terms of the grant are that at least 51 percent
of the Center's slots will be used for low- to
moderate-income families. The City's
$100,000 came out of block grant funds.
Since this is federal money, use of the funds
for construction would require adherence to
the union wage scale under the Davis-Bacon
Act, and this would have increased
development costs substantially. Thus,
block grant funds were used to purchase
equipment only.

T
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With commitments from CVS, Eastland
Bank, Head Start, the State, City, and
foundations, WIDC approached four local
financial institutions for financing. The
$650,000 mortgage was attractive to local
banks because it was supporting a project
worth over $1,000,000 (including the value
of the land). Through a competitive process,
Eastland Bank was chosen to finance the
facility as a result of its attractive interest rate
and willingness to fix the rate for six months
in advance. A condition of the loan was that
WIDC have written contracts for at least 30
corporate day care slots over five years at
$2,000 per slot. The capacity of the Center
was determined by the size of the available
plot of land, and through discussions with
officials from the State regulatory
apparatus. The space was originally
llepsed for 101 slots but later reduced to 88
following a second review of the
architectural plans.

During the development stage, CVS and
Eastland Bank conducted brief, informal
surveys of their work forces to gauge
interest in the Day Care Center. CVS
identified 220 people who would be
interested in the Center now or in the future.
CVS viewed this response as a voice vote
rather than a careful assessment of potential
&mind. Eastland's 21-question February
1987 survey was developed by WIDC and
asked about family income, number of
children, interest in various day care
services at various prices, and problems
related to day care needs. Of the 187
employees who returned the surveys, 33
who expressed some need for serv-ces.

When it came to actually obtaining
corporate signatures on paper, WIDC found
CVS and Eastland reluctant to commit to the
number of slots which were initially
discussed -- mostly because this was
something new and actual demand was
unknown. WIDC then negotiated with each
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company and finally CVS signed on for 20
slots and Eastland for 5. Five other
corporate slots were purchased by local
business leaders who had relationships with
WIDC and were asked to support the
program.

Support from manufacturers was not
forthcoming, in part because second- and
third-shift workers would not be served by
a center open only during regular business
hours. So with 30 corporate slots paid for
and all of the pieces in place, the Center
opened its doors in January 1989. The
WIDC and Head Start Directors, as well as
the Center Coordinator, all contributed up
to 20 hours per week for almost two years
during the final 18 months of development
and construction of the project.

Assessment of the
Woonsocket Day Care
Consortium

In strict financial terms, the Day Care
Consortium is not yet a complete success.
One year following its opening, only 30
corporate slots have been purchased,
leading to a $17,500 annual loss for the
landlord, WIDC. Sixty-seven children are
using the Center, many are part-week, and
the operating revenue does not yet cover the
operating expenses. State regulators have
limited the number of slots in the Center. An
expanded total capacity would allow Head
Start to maintain its 84 corporate and
income-eligible slots while drawing in more
parents from the community to help balance
the operating budget.

From the beginning, WIDC has argued that
corporate day care cannot be looked at from
a strict bottom-line standpoint. The benefits
of lower turnover and enhanced recruitment
are too difficult to measure and cannot take
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the place of a company's overall perspective
toward employee day care. From the outset,
WIDC believed that a corporation is either
progressive and innovative or it is not, and
a few thousand dollars here or there will not
necessarily make the difference as to
whether a company will participate.

As an example of the lack of importance of
the bottom line, WIDC noted that a CPA
assessed the after-tax cost of the $2,000 per
corporate slot to the participating
businesses. Given Rhode Island's tax credit
for corporate day care and the use of flexible
benefit accounts, the accountant estimated
the real after-tax cost of a day care slot as
$1,000 a 50 percent discount. But WIDC
maintains that this information did not
affect corporate sponsorship one way or the
other. Especially for medium and large-size
businesses like CVS and Eastland, either you
buy into the concept of corporate day care or
you do not. Younger executives especially
those with working spouses -- were most
interested.

The Day Care Center is a visible
accomplishment for the community that
would not have been spawned without
WIDC's unique role as a not-for-profit
development corporation. Whether in the
future WIDC owns the Center or it is sold to
another corporatior or provider is
immaterial, as long as the resource is
maintained in the community and is
operated to serve the needs of local
businesses and low- to moderate-income
families. But from the standpoint of the
participating companies, the day care center
has offered an important benefit.

CVS has had much success with its 20 slots.
The corporate headquarters are located in
the Highland Industrial Park, and the
center's convenient location has served the
needs of its workers well. On opening day
only 5 employees ha enrolled their children
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in Highland Park Day Care, but all 20 slots
were filled within seven months. After one
year the Center was maintaining a growing
waiting list for CVS. The enormous local
press generated by the Center and CVS's
participation in it caught the eye of a number
of employees working in nearby CVS retail
stores, and this has expanded the waiting list
even further.

So far the equity issue has not surfaced at
CVS, and use of the Center is equally
distributed across hourly and salaried
workers. But the Personnel Manager is
concerned that workers will be unhappy if
their children are maintained on the waiting
list for a long period of time. Participation
in the Center has brought only positive
publicity and the parents using the facility
have come back with rave reviews. WIDC
is negotiating with CVS to buy an additional
20 slots which would accommodate those on
the waiting list and put both WIDC and
Head Start in the black. For CVS, the
long-run issue is whether or not the
Company is willing for equity reasons
to provide an ample supply of day care slots
at the Center. A related concern is whether
participation in Highland Park will create
equity problems nationwide, as CVS
employees call for similar services in other
locations. In other words, CVS must decide
whether Highland Park is a pilot program or
the beginning of a broad-scale corporate day
care initiative.

Eastland Bank's 5 day care slots have filled
more slowly; howevt r, 15 months after the
center's opening 4 children had been placed.
The Human Resources Officer attributes the
lack of an immediate response to the
relatively high cost of care. Parents were
simply astounded at the Center's rates.
Some realize that the quality of care at
Highland Park would be developmentally
superior to that offered by a neighbor,
friend, or relative at home, but they also pay



less for family day care. Despite efforts to
talk to parents individually, to hold open
houses at the Center, and to publicize the
Center in the Bank newsletter, widespread
interest simply was not immediately
forthcoming.

The relatively small number of workers
participating at Eastland may be in part
attributed to the fact that the Bank is a 5-10
minute drive away from the Center. Also,
the mix of workers and the availability of
extended family networks may vary across
the two companies. Additionally,
Eastland's offices are more geographically
diffuse, while CVS has a large concentration
of workers near the Day Care Center. In
sum, Eastland and some of its working
parents have benefited from the Bank's
involvement in the Highland Park Day Care
Center, while the level of participation has
been relatively modest. For CVS,
participation, and possibly the overall
benefits to the organization, have been
greater.

Case Studies

Highland Park has increased the
availability of top-quality day care in
Woonsocket, esp2cially for low- to
medium-income families. CVS employees
find it conveniently located and at a cost that
is below the market rate for comparable
center-based services in the area. However,
the sticking point from the employees'
perspective has been cost. Although
reasonable, given its quality, area residents
are not accustomed to spending $70-110 per
child per week for day care. Clearly, not all
of the working parents at either CVS or
Eastland view Highland Park as a viable day
care alternative for them, preferring instead
the use of lower-cost relatives or neighbors.
In this light, the consortium can be seen as a
pilot program, one which established the
idea of corporate-sponsored day care in
Woonsocket. To reach out and fully meet
the needs of its working parents, the
participating corporations must come to
view the Center not as an end to their
involvement in the day care business, but
rather as a beginning.

1 d 4
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Case Studies

Dependent Care Benefits at Lancaster Labs Inc.

Introduction

"I believe our company represents the very
best of American business, because we have
shown that family values are quite
compatible with good business practice."

This is the vision of Dr. Earl Hess, founder
and President of Lancaster Labs Inc. (LLD in
Lancaster County, Pennsylvania. LLI is one
of the nation's fastest growing and most
respected independent testing companies,
providing analytical services to a wide
variety of industries. During the last half of
the 1980s the company's annual growth rate
averaged 35 percent. By the end of the fiscal
year 1989 LLI, a company started as a family
business in 1961, had expanded to over $16
million in sales and employment of 341
people.

LLI's personnel requirements range from
relatively unskilled laboratory assistants to
Ph.D. chemists, with approximately
one-to-one ratio of those with degrees to
those without degrees. Turnover averages
about 15 percent per year and is
concentrated among the less-skilled lab
technicians who earn approximately $6 per
hour, and among less-tenured workers in
general. As a small high-growth company
competing in markets with publicly held
giants (such as those owned by Coming),
part of 1.1I's comparative advantage is
based on its ability to attract and letain
employees. It offers extensive training,
advancement, and entrepreneurial
opportunities early in a worker's career, as
well as a range of benefit programs and
policies. Growth opportunities are

reflected, for example, in an entry-level
management training program and through
a dual-career track that provides
advancement along both managerial and
technical job ladders.

A primary human resource goal for the
company has been to provide a set of
cultural amenities and professional
opportunities that will retain and challenge
the experienced employee. This goal has
been directed particularly toward women
employees since they account for
significantly more than half of LLI's
workforce and have significant
representation as technici-ns, chemists, and
managers (as well a in the more
traditionally female occupations). In
recognition of the opportunities for
advancement and the company's sensitivity
to women as well as family responsibilities,
Working Mother magazine (Octoter 1989)
chose LLI as one of the 60 best companies for
working mothers in the United States.

LLI's constantly evolving personnel
policies now include drug testing, overtime
pay for salaried employees in special
circumstances, educational and counseling
assistance, and the funding of a
non-management employee advisory
committee. Flexible spending accounts
have also been established for both medical
and dependent care expenses, with the
resulting company savings in payroll taxes
passed on to employees through increased
financing of medical insurance.

IAA has also used summer programs for
college students as a recruiting device, and
now trains entr) level lab technicians at the
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local vocational technical school. LLI
chemists serve as instructors and use a
company-developed curriculum. Those
who successfully complete the courses are
guaranteed a job. In order to retain and
promote company-trained lab assistants,
LLI is working with the community college
to institute an associate's degree program in
chemistry.

LLI's national recognition as a human
resource innovator is tied closely to its
establishment of an on-site child care center
in 1986. In that year, the staff was 62 percent
female and had an average age of 32 years.
There was an intuitive feeling among the
company leadership that something should
be done in the dependent care area to
address the needs of its workforce, and to
ensure longer-term retention and skill
development. Constantly changing
technology in the laboratory industry makes
it particularly difficult for women to re-enter
the workforce after a long absence during
their childbearing years. An on-site
dependent care program would help
address this by offering a convenient
alternative to lengthy disruptions in one's
tenure with the firm. However, at that time
no company in Lancaster County had an
on-site day care center. Upon the suggestion
of his Vice-President for Human Resources,
President Hess decided to move forward
with the center.

This case study reviews the structure of the
dependent care program at Lancaster Labs
and then discusses key development and
implementation issues. The center is owned
by LLI and leased to a professional day care
provider. In return for lower rent and
maintenance subsidies from LLI, the
provider offers services to the company's
working parents at day care rates that are
approximately 20 percent below market
prices. As the leasee, the provider has also
freed the company of any significant liability

exposure or day-to-day operational
responsibilities. In addition the
high-quality, center-based care has given
LLI a significant boost in recruitment,
retention of valued employees, and positive
industry, community, and even national
publicity. It has also demonstrated that it is
feasible for a small business to address
dependent care needs through what is
usually perceived as a risky and expensive
solution often reserved for larger firms.

Dependent Care Benefits
at Lancaster Labs

The establishment of the day care center at
LLI was driven by a commitment to family
values, with the central business purpose
being the recruitment and retention of
working women in their childbearing years.
The on-site day care center at LLI is adjacent
to the work site, accommodates 112 full-time
day care slots within its main building, and
has a separate outdoor pavilion and play
areas. Since the Lab is currently housed in a
single large structure, the day care center is
a visibly important development on the
work site, independent but just next to the
Lab itself.

In public, non-profit day care centers, it is
illegal to deny access to anyone. Thus, one
advantage of a private, for-profit center is
that slots can be reserved explicitly for
company employees. t LLI, pregnant
employees who anticipate a demand for the
center notify the company liaison, who then
contacts the center director. Although the
center is open to the public, placing LLI
employees is its first priority. So far, there
has been room for all who want a space
within two weeks. It has been possible to
find slots for the company's children rapidly
because after a year and a half the center is
filled to only two-thirds of its full-day,
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full-week capacity. In part, the extra space
was planned for, as LLI wanted the center to
be able to accommodate its future growth.
The long-term goal of LLI is to have the
center completely filled with the children of
its own personnel.

The operator of the day care center is Magic
Years Childcare and Learning Centers, Inc.,
one of the nation's first companies
specializing in employer-provided day care.
Magic Years leases the space from LLI,
which owns the building. The center
director has some control over operations
but the basic policies and curriculum are set
centrally by Magic Years. Hours are from
6:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Monday through
Friday. The center provides breakfast,
lunch, and a snack. Summer day camps are
available for school-age children, with
pick-up and return at the work site. The
Magic Year's on-site director is prepared to
offer after-school programs during the.
academic year but so far -- given the
relatively young average age of the
company's workforce-- there has been little
demand for this service.

Children are required to attend at least two
full days or three half days per week and half
day attendance is only allowed for preschool
children, not for infants and toddlers. The
regular full-day tuition rates are based upon
a 10 hour day, with additional charges of $5
for all or part of the eleventh hour, and $10
for additional time after that. Parents are
strongly encouraged to pick their children
up by the 6:00 p.m. closing time and are
subject to a $2.00 per minute charge for
additional care past 6:00 p.m.

Out of the 90 children currently using the
center, about 50 are the sons and daughters
of LLI employees. The company has not
kept track of the fraction of parents who use
the center, nor has it attempted to assess
formally the impact of the center on
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recruitment, turnover, and retention.
However, there are some indications that
the child care center is viewed by employees
as a key benefit.

Within three months of announcing the
plans for the center in 1986, 12 employees
were pregnant. Of the approximately 30-40
mothers who have given birth since the
center opened, virtually all have returned to
work at LLI. It is the sense of the human
resource staff that most of the parents who
are not using the center have access to
relatives who provide in-home child care.

By leasing to a professional service
provider which provides a full-time, on-site
director, LLI has avoided any significant
managerial and administrative duties.
Magic Years takes full responsibility for
complying with the detailed child care
regulations set by the Pennsylvania
Departments of Education and Welfare.
Center employees report to the director, not
to LLI, but the company must give approval
to any substantive change in center
operations. All collection of fees is handled
by Magic Years, which contracts directly
with the employees. Apart from negotiating
the annual lease with Magic Years, the only
administrative expense for LLI is
approximately two hours per month of the
time of the company's human resource
coordinator. Most of this time is spent
planning "fun activities" such as having the
children trick or treat through the company
offices.

The liability of LLI is limited by requiring
Magic Years to carry at least $1 million of
insurance for injury to one person or for one
occurrence. Magic Years is contracted to
indemnify and hold harmless LLI from "any
and all claims, demands, suits, or expenses
including reasonable attorneys' fees, that
relate to or in any manner arise out of the
services to be performed under this
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contract " According to the Labs lawyers,
the only liability that it has is against the
kind of accident that could occur anywhere
on its property, such as a visitor slipping and
falling on the sidewalk. Presumably, Magic
Years, which operates a number of day care
centers, purchases liability insurance under
an umbrella policy at considerable per slot
savings which is then passed on to the
parents using the center.

The ongoing expenses to the company for
operating the center are minimal. According
to the Vice-President and Director of
Human Resources, the total cost of
development and construction of the center
was $300,000; the lease with Magic Years
provides a return on that investment which
is "good" but below the market rate by 1-2
percent. Another initial cost was the
administrative time dedicated to the
development of the center, estimated at
approximately 100 hours. Further subsidy
comes from water, sewer, building,
grounds, and maintenance expenses, paid
for by LLI and estimated at $5 to $6 thousand
per year, as well as ongoing administrative
time of approximately 2-4 hours per month.

LLI guarantees that the equivalent of 20
full-time day care slots will be used by its
employees and will pay for the cost of these
slots if they are not filled. However, in
practice LLI has not had to pay these slot
costs, since the center has been in heavy
demand by its employees. By the end of
1989, about 50 of the center's 90 children
were company employees and the facility
was operating at about two-thirds of its
full-day, full-week capacity.

In total, the ongoing subsidy of the
program by LLI is limited to providing a
lease with Magic Years that is 1-2 percent
below market rate and through ongoing
maintenance, sewer, and water expenses.
This subsidy is passed on to company
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employees through day care rates that are
approximately 20 percent below those for
community parents using the center. Since
market rates in the county are low by
national standards to begin with, this means
that LLI can offer premium center-based
services at extremely attractive rates to its
employees.

LLI employees working at least 20 hours
per week may finance up to $5,000 of their
day care expenditures with pre-tax dollars
through deductions into a
company-administered flexible spending
account. This reduces the federal income tax
burden to the employee as well as the FICA
(social security payroll tax) burden for both
the employee and the employer. Since LLI
administers the flexible accounts,
turnaround ti-le for reimbursements is
minimal. At 1990 rates, the expenses of one
infant in full-time day care for 50 weeks
($3,900) are fully payable using pre-tax
dollars, whereas the expenses of one infant
and one toddler ($6,450) are 78 percent
payable in pre-tax dollars. While the costs
of care are determined by the number of
days which children attend, parents must
indicate dates of attendance for t week no
later than the previous Friday. Thus,
planned absences are not paid for, but
unexpected illnesses are paid for. If the
parents plan five consecutive days of
vacation for their child they must pay for one
day of service for each five days of absence.

The rates which Magic Years charges
parents are negotiated with LLI every year
and are approximately 20 percent lower for
LLI employees than for members of the
community at large. These discounts are
offered by Magic Years in return for the
below-market lease and maintenance
services provided by LLI. There is an
additional 25 percent discount for the
second and subsequent child from each
family enrolled in the center, with the higher
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rate applying to the most expensive form of
care. In other words, a parent with an infant
and a toddler would pay for the more
expensive infant care at the regular LLI rate
and receive the toddler care at a rate which
is about 35 percent below that for an LLI

employee with a single toddler enrolled in
the center. The state of Pennsylvania sets
maximum caregiver to child ratios as 1:4 for
infants, 1:5 for toddlers, and 1:10 for
preschool and kindergarten students. Fees
are set accordingly, with the highest fees for
infants. The community rates are set to be
competitive with other area providers and
vary according to the number of days
enrolled. For example, full-time infant care
is $94 per week for the community Ind $78

per week for LLI employees, whereas the
three-day rate for toddlers is $60 per week
for the community and $53 per week for LLI

employees. As an added bonus, diapers are
provided without additional charge for the
LLI children.

Development,
Implementation, and
Expansion

The sophisticated stand-alone child care
center now in place at LLI represents the
outcome of an evolving process of
experimentation and expansion. The
original center was a 29-child facility which
made use of modified space in the Lab
building. Following a building expansion in
the winter of 1985-86, top management
looked at the floor plans and realized there
was room to install a child care facility. The
tentative decision in the winter of 1986 to

open the original center was made with
virtually no hard data on anticipated
demand or expected benefits. Top
management had been playing with the idea
for awhile and the building expansion
provided the necessary space. LLI
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contracted with a local couple who were
early childhood development specialists to
implement the on-site day care program.

This original provider was paid an
up-front management fee of "around
$2,000", according to the company'sHuman
Resource Coordinator, in order to conduct
and analyze an employee needs assessment,
to provide for licensing, inspection, and
code certification of the space, and to give
LLI a list of needed equipment such as cribs

and toys. The space required some
refurbishing, such as new carpeting and
paint. LLI estimates the development cost
of the 29-slot center as less than $5,000,
including the time of the Coordinator,
licensing costs, purchased equipment, and

remodeling.

The needs assessment was administered
after the tentative decision had been made
to establish the center in order to plan the
implementation process. Questions were
asked about workers' jobs, children, family
plans, problems related to child care, and
impact of child care arrangements on
absenteeism and future work plans. In total,

131 employees were given the survey in
January 1986 with the service providers
achieving a 79 percent response rate.
Twenty-ore children were identified whose
parents would prefer or would consider
on-site care (7q percent of thechildren under
age 12). Among parents, cost was less of a
concern than scheduling and convenience.
Parents estimated that, on average, during
the past six months they had missed 1.5 full
work days and 4 partial work days due to
child care. One-fourth of the respondents
were planning on having children within the
next five years.

Many workers, including those without
dependent children, expressed a willingness
to donate furniture or toys and to help
renovate the dav care space. Volunteers
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worked on the center part-time for about a
week, with about 6-10 perscns participating.
In-house maintenance stafi did most of the
renovations under the advisement of the
outside providers.

The Human Resource Coordinator was
meeting regularly at this time with other
members of the employee benefits
committee of the local Chamber of
Commerce. Other committee members
thought that the center was likely to be a
mistake -- in any case, nobody wanted to be
the first in the community to provide on-site
care. At first, the concerns of area employers
seemed warranted. LLI had guaranteed
payment on 12 of the centers 29 slots and on
the day the center opened, in August 1986,
there were only 3 children signed up. One
of these was the child of the Vice-President
and Director of Human Resources who's
personal involvement in the Center helped
to promote the program. Besides word of
mouth, employees were made aware of the
program through the company newsletter
and paycheck flyers.

Over the next six months, demand for the
center's services grew steadily and other
area employers became more enthusiastic
and interested in thy experiment. Sin the
center had no regular director, the Human
Resource Coordinator was spending 8 to 10
hours per month helping to manage the
child care program: some of this time the
coordinator believed, resulted from the lack
of business background of the initial vendor.
The problem was not that the care was
inadequate, in fact it was received favorably
by the participating parents. But LLI
believed that the vendor's lack of business
experience was showing up in a poor
budgeting process, lack of concrete
information on costs and revenues, and the
significant amount of LLI staff time that was
required to help manage the center.
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At a seminar on child care during the
spring of 1987, the Human Resource
Coordinator met a local Magic Years
director and was attracted to the company's
approach to providing day care services to
business. Magic Years was asked to give a
presentation at the Labs which prompted
LLI to change providers. The initial vendor
made the decision to terminate the
relationship with LLI promptly and with
little advance notice, Magic YPars was able
to take over the management of the 29-slot
operation. The new vendor saw the
potential for expansion at LLI and was
willing to devote a director to the center at a
little less than one-half time.

The decision to develop the new 112-slot
facility was made based on both the needs
assessment's projection of the future family
plans of employees and as a consequence of
the rapid growth of the company. Since the
original space being used for the center was
needed for Lab expansion, LLI worked with
Magic Years to develop a new facility.
Magic Years was able to provide plans for
centers of various sizes which met state
regulations and provided advice
throughout the planning and building
process The local zoning ouard gave a
spec al exemption to allow the center to be
built on land that was zoned residential.

The new 6,500 square foot facility opened
in the summer of 1988. The state of
Pennsylvania requires that all child care
centers with more than 50 slots be staffed by
a full-time director. The presence of this
director, provided by Magic Years, virtually
eliminated the need fc day-to-day
management or oversight of the center by
LLI personnel. The yearly negotiation of the
contract has been focused upon the rates to
o paid by community members and LLI

personnel for day care services. Other than
that, the Lenter seems to be running itself.



Assessment of the Child
Care Experiment at
Lancaster Labs
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Dr. Earl Hess and Lancaster Lab have
demonstrated that it is possible for a small
business to develop an on-site day care
center which has minimal company subsidy
and no explicit government subsidy, b,it
which costs on average only about $1 per
hour for employees to use, payable in
pre-tax dollars. Working parents praise the
centet'r convenient on-site location as well
as the quality and affordability of the care.
The company provided the initial financing
and is receiving a fair return on its
investment. It incu. = ongoing expenses of a
few thousand dollars per year, mostly for
maintenance, water, and sewer charges.

The benefits to the company have gone
well beyond the original, narrow goal of
retaining working mothers at the Labs.
Many working fathers utilize the center and
find it to be a valuable employee benefit. As
a public relations and recruitment tool, the
child care center has been an enormous
boon. Lancaster Labs now has a national
reputation in its field as an innovative,
caring employer. The human resource staff
reports that applicants ranging in age from
their teens to their fifties have cited the
center as a symbol of the company's
commitment to the well-being of its
workforce.

As the company grow s and its work force
ages, LLI may be faced with a new set of day
care challenges. It is envisioned that over
time more of the center's slots will be filled
by Lab employees. Since these working
parents pay less for day care than those in
the community at large, the per-slot revenue
of the center will drop. It is possible that the
vendor will have difficulty providing
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discount services to Lab employees when
community parents are no longer using the
center old paying full price. On the other
hand, as the center's toddler and preschool
rooms fill to capacity the per child cost of
care is reduced and some of these savings
could be passed on to LLI employees.

Another challenge in the future will be
providing affordable care as the average size
of LLI families grows. Many parents are
now planning for their second child, and for
them day care costs will increase. At current
daycare center prices, lower-paid workers
may find it uneconomical to continue
working at the Labs. The human resource
staff is aware of the problem and is
considering whether or not further subsidy
for two-child families is advisable.

A clear lesson from LLI is that selecting the
right provider is crucial. A good provider
should not only be experienced in delivering
quality day care, but also must know local
regulatory requirements and be able to
provide professional services to business.
With a professional prolrider, a day care
center can virtually manage itself.

A second lesson is that there are spillover
...enefits of being an innovator. Part of the
success of the child care center at LL1 is that

it was the first in Lancaster County. Only
one company can be first and being first has
helped establish the Labs' exceptionally
positive human resource management
reputation in the local community, in its
industry, and even in the national press.

Dr. Hess serves on the Board of Directors
of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and in
this leadership position he has spread the
word to other employers that doing what is
right is also good business. He admits that
the message is not easy for many of his
colleagues to hear and that come local
business leaders have even chided him for
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raising worker expectations of what being a
good employer means. But Hess is pressing
on with his innovative plans. His new
dreams are on-site elder care and fitness
centers, tentatively planned to open in 1991
and 1992, respectively. The basic idea with
the elder care center is that the children and
parents of employees would spend at least
part of the day with each other and that the
elders' center would be adjacent to, or part
of, the child care center.

The elder care center will not be built
unless Lab management perceive it to be

I
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good for the health and viability of the
business. Like the child care center "... this
won't be a giveaway, either" says the
Human Resources Vice President. She plans
to work with local employers and senior
agencies to assess the extent of potential
community demand for the center's
services. Some local employers are no doubt
skeptical about the viability of on-site elder
care. Then again, while some of those same
employers raised an eyebrow when Earl
Hess opened up his child care center, a few
are now opening similar centers of their
own.

li t. m1 ) .,..



Basic Skills Training at Motorola Inc.

Introduction

Even within the Fortune 500 companies,
basic skills training is a relatively new game
and the players have had to learn much
along the way. Motorola Inc., the electronics
giant with over $9.6 billion in annual sales
and over 100,000 employees is a case in
point.1 The company's entry into the basic
skills business was "through the back door"
according to Susan Hooker of Motorola
University (the corporation's education and
training center), developing out of a broader
commitment to product quality.

While Motorola's emphasis on
investments in quality and basic skills
training are fueled by corporate-wide
philosophy and policies, management has a
strong belief in the benefits of
decentralization. Each sector, division, and
group at Motorola has a great deal of
autonomy; as a result, specific training
initiatives vary significantly across the
corporate lines of business. Basic skills
training at Motorola has thus developed
through the interaction of plant-level
experiments, policies in each division, and
corporate initiatives.

This case study begins with the corporate
training policy at Motorola and then
proceeds to discuss the basic skills programs
that were developed within a particular
sector (Communications Sector) of Motorola
and a plant operating in a division within
that sector (the Fixed Products Division
plant in Schaumburg, Illinois). The
Motorola experience highlights the benefits
of developing basic skills programs from the

1 ,
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bottom up, not from the top down. The
initial efforts were established in a single
factory and have since expanded with
corporate support and encouragement into
many of the other factories and lines of

business at Motorola.

The Motorola experience also
demonstrates that even large corporations
have had to essentially start from scratch in

developing basic skills programs.
Community colleges and public school
systems are just now beginning to tailor
adult education curricula for on-site,
company-funded training, and the
corporations themselves have little in-house
expertise in this area. Fortunately,
companies like Motorola have paved the
way for others and the United States is
slowly developing a set of institutions that
support workplace basic skills. Even so, the
Motorola case reveals that basic skills
programs are more complicated to develop
than one might think, and require careful
planning, development, and
implementation.

Corporate-wide Policies at
Motorola

Two new initiatives at the corporate level
support and reinforce the basic skills efforts
in each Motorola sector, division, and plant.
The first is a peer review process, whereby
training managers will visit each other's
basic skills programs and share information.
This internal evaluation approach, used
earlier in assessing quality improvement
programs, was a key reason why Motorola
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received the first Malcolm Baldridge
National Quality Award for manufacturing
in 1988. As the primary stakeholders in the
delivery system learn from each other, it is
hoped that these visits will lead to the
adoption of "best-in-class" basic skills
training programs on a case-by-case basis.
Second, beginning in 1990 corporate policy
will require a minimum of 5 days of
job-related training per year for each
Motorola employee. To support this
relatively strong commitment to employee
development, since 1984 policy requires that
at least 1.5 percent of payroll is devoted to
training.

The basic skills objectives being established
:it Motorola are also reflected in the
company's use of a Basic Abilities Testing
Battery, or BATB. Beginning in 1990, all
applicants for direct labor positions are
given this validated, job-related test, which
focuses on screening prospective workers
for minimum job-related competencies in
reading, math (decimals, fractions, and
percentiles, which are prerequisites for
statistical process control), visual acuity,
forms completion, and simulated work
situations. Some sites also administer
situational structured interviews and a
one-hour assessment center to selected
applicants.

Asa result of this testing program, virtually
all new hires at Motorola :re proficient in
basic skills. Recruiters are working
aggressively to seek out applicants with
solid academic backgrounds with the goal
being to have all new hires score at job-level
competencies on the BATB test, subject to
the broad parameters of the company's
affirmative action plan. It is therefore the
longer-service workers within the
corporation, not its future recruits, that
present the basic skills challenge.
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The Motorola training and education
strategic plan for 1990-94 has as one of its
goals that by 1995 basic skills for the entire
compar- workforce will be at a level where
all can be trained and retrained throughout
their working lives. So far, 40 different
delivery systems have been established or
projected for basic skills programs. It is
estimated that by 1995 the company will
have spent $35 million on basic literacy.
Following extensive experimentation with
voluntary participation on 50 percent
company time, many of the company's
divisions are now moving toward
mandated basic skills training on 100
percent company time.

How Motorola Got Into
the 1,Sasic Skills Business

Basic skills programs at Motorola
developed out of business necessity, from a
need for improved product quality. Like
many U.S. companies, Motorola's historic
advantage has been in design engineering,
not low-cost, error-free manufacturing. But
in competing with the Japanese, who are
experts at producing in volume at high
quality, the corporation has been forced to
increase its quality initiatives. Nowhere has
this been more true than in the development
of the cellular subscriber division where
basic skills training got its start at Motorola.

The corporation, in collaboration with
AT&T, created the original cellular phone
technology and by 1981 had invested $100
million in this development effort. In 1984
Motorola began manufacturing phones, but
because the Federal Communications
Commission was swamped with thousands
of licensing applicatiors and the granting of
the first licenses was delayed for 18 months.
That, in turn, brought sales almost to a halt.
During that 18-month window the Japanese



developed a product that, while it had fewer
features than Motorola's, was virtually
defect-free.

Motorola's competitive position was
worsened by Ja pan ese dumping and by high

costs of production within its own facility in
Illinois. By the end of 1985 the decision was
made to move all production to the far east.

The general manager in Illinois argued
strenuously against the move. Hisproposal
for a one and one-half year trial period was
accepted, during which time he would
attempt to increase productivity and quality
sufficiently in order to forego the closing of

the U.S. facility. The approach of the cellular
division was to implement on a broad scale
technical system changes and social system
changes that had been tried, to a greater or
lesser degree, within other Motorola
facilities.

The technical changes began with a
redesign of the cellular phone, emphasizing
a reduction in the number of parts. The
plant also moved to just-in-time inventory
and full implementation of statistical
process control procedures. Measurement
systems were upgraded and the large
number of job grades were reduced to a
single job grade. In addition, the factory was
redesigned to encourage teamwork;
inspectors were eliminated as each worker
took responsibility for self-inspection, and
the problem of over-engineering, common
to U.S. manufacturing, was also addressed.
The social system changes were: product
design which included manufacturing
personnel (to ensure "manufacturabllity"), a
move toward flexible jobs and workers,
early involvement of suppliers in the
development process, and a commitment to

error-free quality as opposed to simple

productivity

Managers within the cellular division and
on the human resource staff believed that a
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key to the success of these changes was
upgrading the skills of the houtly
workforce. However, in no way was this a

scientific assessment based on quantitative
data. Rather, it was simply clear to those
involved that the new emphasis on
technology, team communication, and
cross-training (where all members of a team

learn all of the relevant jobs) would require

a more educated, flexible worker.

To provide motivation for workers to
develop their skills, a skill certification
system was established. Within the single
job grade, wages were established based
upon certification points plus merit pay.
Certification points were earned by

performing a job for 40 hours defect-free.
Much of the skill training was delivered
on-the-job, but it became increasingly
evident that at least some of the workers did
not have the basic skills needed to complete
job-related skill training.

Th e basic skills program within the cellular

pla" a was developed in a virtual vacuum of
information about worker competencies
and needs. It was management's sense that
the initial need was for mathematics.
However, like many companies, Motorola

had foregone workplace testing in the 1970s

and early 1980s following a discrimination
lawsuit. Therefore, there was no clear sense

of what worker competencies in fact were.

To select the first employees for the start up

of a new manufacturing line, the Cellular
Division attempted to assess the skill levels
of current workers to be sure they could
learn basic statistical process control
techniques. Initially, of 180 assessed, only 15

were able to demonstrate the desired skill
level. Forty others volunteered to attend an

on-site mathematics class which was
established through a local community
college. That program was run fifty percent

on company time, six hours per week for

1 5F,
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four weeks. But even after completing the
course, only about 40 percent of the trainees
were able to demonstrate the required skill
level for learning SPC techniques. Clearly
something was very wrong.

Nearby Harper Community College in
13,.:atine, Illinois, was called in to develop
further the cellular basic skillsprogram. The
experts at Harper realized quickly that
worker difficulty with the word problems
used in the asse3sment process were in large
part due to low levels of reading
competency. Harper began offering English
as a Second Language (ESL), reading, and
math courses at the plant.

The systematic changes put in place in the
cellular division were a tremendous success.
The factory remained in Illinois. Cycle time
(the time it takes to convert piece parts into
finished product) was decreased by a factor
of 40 and the productivity of the line with
upgraded personnel was five times what the
original industrial engineering estimates
predicted based on technical changes in the
line alone. As a result of the successes in
cellular, other Motorola business units
became interested in the innovations put in
place there.

The success in the cellular division was
seen in product quality and the bottom line;
however, there was no effort to evaluate the
specific role played by the basic skills
program. Nonetheless, as the story of the
success was told to other managers, much
emphasis was put on the critical
contribution played by basic skills
development. In consequence, by the end of
1989 every one of Motorola's U.S. factories
had developed a basic skills upgrade
program, mostly in c onsort with community
colleges. Given the belief in
decentralization, there has been no
corporate effort to develop a modelprogram
and differences remain as to whether the
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training is voluntary or mandatory, and
whether it is on 50 percent or 100 percent
company time

Basic Skills Training
Motomla Conununications Sect44

Fixed Products Division Plant In
Shaumbtug, Illinois

With this overview of basic skills training
at Motorola, we now discuss the program
that was implemented within a specific
plant: the Fixed Products Division plant in
Schaumburg, Illinois. The purpose of the
basic skills program within this plant in
Schaumburg is to lift all line workers up to
a level of basic skills competency which will
allow them to meet the job requirements.
The plant's work force includes many
immigrants who do not speak English and
many of the longer-service workers who are
not high school graduates. The program
emphasizes English, math, and reading
competencies which are geared to the
job-related standards. Since virtually all
new hires at Motorola will have met these
standards, the emphasis of the basic skill's
initiative in the plant is on the incumbent
worker population.

Like the cellular division, the plant
manager and training specialist in
Schaumburg chose Harper Community
College as its local service provider. Harper
is down the street from the Schaumburg
facility and is a national leader in adult basic
education.2 The college was chosen based
on its reputation ane the positive experience
reported by other Motorola plants.

At the College, the Chair of Adult
Educational Development notes that the
Harper program used in Shaumburg is more
flexible than most. Harper is able to offer



courses on a variable credit basis, with 15
classroom hours per credit. Each course
cycle can therefore be as short as twice a
week, fifty minutes per class, for eight
weeks. Short cycles allow for the flexible
reallocation of instructors and students as
needed. On a per-student cost basis, classes
are only economical if they include at least
15 persons at approximately $1.50 per
student per instructional hour. Harper is
willing to offer smaller classes to Motorola,
but only if the company agrees to pay the
minimum 15-student cost.

Harper uses the classroom model of
instruction mostly because it is economical
-- the College must serve a district that
includes some 6,000 businesses and,
therefore, one-on-one instruction is simply
not feasible. As with most providers,
Harper is still learning what it means to
provide job-related training based on
job-related reading, math, and writing tasks.
Mostly, the College uses its standard adult
basic education curriculum, but has been
sensitive to where that fits in with
Motorola's training goals. For example, the
Motorola Statistical Process Control training
course requires the competencies
established in Harper's first two math
courses, so these are the courses offered.
Once these basic competencies are
developed, workers are ready to take the
Motorola basic skills test and move into
more advanced, company-provided
training.

The logistical requirements of offering
on-site training programs at Motorola were
such that a dedicated staff member was
necessary just to serve this one company's
training demand. The College has been very
supportive of the liaison concept developed
by Motorola, whereby a staff member is paid
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for by the company to create and administer
educational programs on-site. This bridge
person is in the best position to develop
job-related (functional context) curricula.
The goal at the Schaumburg plant is the
creation of a complete literacy task analysis
combined with a job task analysis in order to
develop a customized basic skills program
for the plant's workforce.

Reflective of the emphasis placed upon
skill development by one of the managers, a
full-time trainer was hired to coordinate
factory skill upgrades. With the support of
a grant from the state of Illinois, the trainer
implemented a number of programs to
improve off-line skill upgrading. A grant
from the local Private Industry Council
(PIC) was also critical in establishing the
basic skills program. "It is highly unlikely
that the Manufacturing Manager would
have paid for the initial experiment in basic
skills out of her own budget," notes the
Training Manager. "But once seeing the
benefits, she has now taken over the funding
of the program."

One of the trainer's first tasks was to
convince workers to sign up for basic skills
training on a voluntary basis. She spent
three weeks going from one worker to the
next within the plant, talking to them about
the program. On average, workers enrolling
in training have spent 160 hours in basic
skills so far, with 50 percent of the training
time paid for by Motorola. The estimated
cost to the company in 1989 for basic skills
training in the Schaumburg plant was $375
per person, excluding student salaries. With
400 peopie projected to be enrolled in
training on company time, the trainer
estimated the budgeted 1990 cost of basic
skills in this operation to be $600,000.

i 57
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Development and
Refinement of the Basic
Skills Program hi
Schaumburg

The Schaumburg plant is part of the
Communications Sector at Motorola, a large
business accounting for over $3 billion in
sales and over 50 percem of total company
operating profits in 1988.3 Following up on
its positive experience with basic skills in
Schaumburg and other locations, in the
second quarter of 1987 the entire
Communications Sector implemented a
systematic program of voluntary basic skills
assessment and training called "New
Directions." The program was launched
with a general article describing the changes
coming in manufacturing. The next part of
the communication to employees was an
18-minute videotape introducing the
Chairman of the Board (and son of the
founder) at Motorola, Bob Galvin. The
video included examples of the actual
changes that were taking place throughout
theSector, followed by a presentation by the
Manufacturing Manager (who discussed the
specific changes for their own organization).
The goal was to get basic skills programs up
and running in all plants and to increase
recruitment into existing courses like those
in Schaumburg.

In his message, Galvin had several
objectives. The first was to stress the need
that all workers have for lifelong learning.
A favorite Motorola metaphor compares
workplace training to going up a down
escalator. Galvin stressed to his workers
that skill requirements are going up while
the adequacy of existing skills is declining.
Walking up the escalator through lifelong
training is needed just to keep from falling
back down again. Galvin's second goal was
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to reassure long-time employees that they
were still valued members of the team and
there were no plans to let them go. This
message was especially critical at Motorola,
where all employees join the "service club"
after 10 years.

The service club at Motorola has been a de
facto guarantee of lifetime employment --
before a manager can lay off a member of the
club, he or she must do everything possible
to retain that worker, and any layoff requires
the signature of the Chairman of the Board.
So by restating his commitment to these
long-tenure workers, Galvin was
attempting to lower the level of anxiety
surrounding entry into basic skills
education.

For two years, ESL, math, and reading
classes have been provided in-house at a
number of facilities in the Communications
Sector (including Schaumburg) by local
educational providers. The program was
promoted through meetings with
supervisors and managers, and
dissemination of a New Directions brochure
and pretest. The brochure, entitled
"Preparing for New Directions," stresses that
production operators will increasingly have
to be able to:

Read vend tickets, build books and
maintenance manuals.

Read simple blueprints, sketches,
diagrams and drawings.

Record data correctly.

Do addition, subtraction, multi-
plication, division, percentages,
ratios and fractions.

Understand written and verbal
instructions and explanations.

Work without close supervision.

15.



Work together and share work with
people from all levels.

Solve problems.

The brochure then goes on to explain that
Motorola is giving tests to new applicants
which cover such areas as reading, visual
pursuits, arithmetic, and forms completion.
The worker is then asked to answer a few
questions on his or her own, with answers
provided in the back of the brochure.
Workers are encouraged to get in touch with
their supervisor, training department, or
personnel department if they cannot answer
the questions.

The first two exercises in the brochure are
sample jobs tasks: preparing a specification
chart and calculating sums, averages, and
ranges for statistical process control. Then
there are sample test questions on
arithmetic, reading comprehension, visual
pursuit (following the lines in a circuit), and
forms completion. Some of the trvith and
reading exercises resemble workers job
responsibilities, such as filling out a time
card. The purpose of the brochure was to
help workers determine if they need help,
and to encourage them to voluntarily sign
up for the classes.

In most sites, 60-70 percent of the workers
were taking the pretest, but problems
occurred when it was suggested that
workers enroll in classes. For some workers,
the complications were logistical:
baby-sitting, transportation, etc. For others,
there was a hesitancy toward entering into
more school. Managers in personnel and
line supervisors in each site talked to
individual workers on the floor in an effort
to overcome fear and scheduling difficulties,
but recruitment into the voluntary programs
remained a sticking point. And the training
providers had much to learn in terms of
developing job-related skills efficiently: "For
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the most part, we were getting positive
feedback on the classes from the workers,
but workers were still not making the
necessary progress to perform the changing
requirements of their jobs," according to
Sylviu Ohanesian, Sector Manager for
employment services.

The Sector is now entering into its second
phase of basic skills operations, a phase
which we might call "job-related." The goal
is to develop a curriculum which maximizes
the performance in job-related tasks. The
basic skills curriculum development is now
based more on job competencies - the skills
needed to provide entry into more
sophisticated work and training. For
mathematics, that means whole numbers,
decimals, fractions, and percentages. For
reading, grade levels are demeaning and
misleading, so development efforts are
geared toward establishing job-related,
competency-based instruction.

The Motorola Basic Abilities Test Battery
(BATB) is a validated job-related test which
is administered to all production operators
to determine who meets the job
requirements and who needs to enter into
basic skills programs (New Directions
classes). The latter group is then given the
Test of Adult Basic Education (TABE), a
standard assessment instrument, for class
placement and determining competencies.
Supplements to the English, reading and
math classes were developed which
incorporate job-related competencies, such
as completing earned hour reports,
calculating means and ranges on control
charts, etc. In addition, the sector realized
that it had a need to develop in-house
expertise and direction for its in-house
classes therefore, a professional adult
educator was identified for each of its major
locations.
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Since there was no identifiable career path
for such a person within Motorola, the
Communication Sector's innovative
solution to this need for a basic skills expert
was to develop a liaison position with the
local training provider. In Schaumburg, for
example, Harper College provides a
dedicated full-time educational liaison, paid
for under contract with Motorola. This
liaison is directing the development of
job-related curricula orienting the
instructors to teaching the material,
providing feedback on students' progress,
maintaining the quality of the instruction,
counseling the students, scheduling their
in-house classes, etc. Computer aided
instruction (CAI) is under consideration to
meet the needs of certain students and to
help improve the quality and cycle time of
the instruction.

All facilities within the Communications
Sector have implemented the New
Directions testing and classes as mandatory
programs on 100 percent company time.
The Sector managers believed that the
training had reached as many workers as
possible on a voluntary basis and it was time
to involve everyone. It may be that those
who resisted the voluntary classes were the
people who had the greater basic skills
deficiencies and who were less motivated
than the volunteers. But the impetus for
making the programs mandatory was from
the line management, who saw the
improved quality and ability of those with
the basic skills to move rapidly up the
learning curve into new jobs and to
outperform those without the training.

At first, operations managers were only
willing to finance the voluntary program for
50 percent of training hours, but over time
they began to see the real need to establish
company-funded mandatory basic skills
programs. There were two key issues in the
implementation of the program: (1)
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establishing a full-time adult education
liaison in each site, and (2) providing
dedicated classroom space in each site. In
preparation for establishing the full-scale,
mandatory New Directions program, the
CommunIcations Sector developed a
detailed communications and
implementation guide for use in each
facility. The implementation process begins
with meetings to help the supervisor to
understand the need for change, and then
moves on to workshops for managers and
supervisors in problem-solving, stress, and
cultural issues to assist employees who may
be resistive and/or threatened by the
change; a "town hall" announcement of the
program, and then small department
meetings to answer employees' questions.
Each employee will take the Motorola Basic
Abilities Test Battery; and those targeted for
training will receive the TABE and move
into classroom-based training.

The classes need to accommodate all shifts,
a.id are designed to be between 10 and 20
persons each. The Communications Sector
is committed to offering classes to targeted
workers for up to four hours per week on
company time, possibly six hours per week
for ESL. It is estimated that it will take an
average of four years for workers who are in
ESL classes to meet the job requirements.

Lessons from Motorola

The catalyst for change at Motorola has
been new technologies and a heightened
need for virtually error-free production
quality. After a period of hiring workers
without any systematic regard for their level
of basic skills, Motorola finds itself in a
position where it must upgrade its workers'
capabilities significantly. Against this, it has
a company culture which values employee
relations and has made de facto
commitments to its long-tenure workforce

1 6 ,
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Training Programs at Superior Technical Ceramics

Introduction

Superi o r Technical C eramics Corp. (STC) is
located in the small Vermont town of St.
Albans, near the Canadian border.
Employing a work force of almost 100, STC
manufactures cusiom ceramic products for
a variety of uses, selling to other businesses
across a range of industries. Most
production runs are small or medium in
size, requiring frequent setting up of
machinery for new jobs. Sales have
expanded significantly during the past four
years but like in.7.ny manufacturing
enterprises over the last decade, STC has
been able to increase output and sales
without significantly expanding its
workforce. The business has been in the
family of the company's president for about
100 years; however the company was
located in the mid-atlantic region until 1975.

The decision to relocate to Vermont was
aided by access in the northern part of the
state to natural gas pipelines (used to fuel
the company's ceramic furnaces) and by a
favorable state-financed loan package to
build the current facility, the first
construction in the St. Albans industrial
park. Most of those in the local workforce
have a farming background with little
manufacturing experience. However, it is
an english-speaking population and a
hard-working one, according to company
management, which aids in the ability to
promote from within. The company's
wages, near the average for manufacturing
in the area, compare favorably to those
available in the local agricultural, service,
and tourist industries.
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Given the highly technical nature of
ceramic manufacturing, STC is faced with
pervasive skill shortages among its
shop-level staff. Typically, each worker is
operating his or her own machine or set of
machines, filling an order which has
detailed technical specifications. A unique
complication in machining ceramics is that
the pieces shrink when fired in the furnaces,
and therefore the products must be
machined to close tolerances with a built-in
estimated shrinkage factor. The unfired
pieces are brittle, adding to the risk of
breakage during production. Shorter
production runs are handled by individual
operators working at thur stations; longer
runs require more sophisticated set up and
monitoring on automated machinery. As
the pieces move through the shop and
various operations are performed, the
ceramics gain added value, and mistakes
become costly. Any mistake along the way
in reading blueprints, estimating shrinkage
factors, setting up the machines, or in
operations themselves is difficult to catch
until final inspection following firing, and
can become quite expensive.

Each area of the shop has a supervisor, set
up personnel, supervisory (lead) operators,
and line operators. Turnover among
entry-level operators is high during the first
two years, a sorting process which helps
determine who among the young work force
is really cut out for the company's exacting
production work. The unique set of skills
required in the manufacturing process
means that it can take a numbei of years
before workers on the line are producing at
their full capacity. The first shop-level job is
operator, and most operators are young
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the company's ceramic furnaces) and by a
favorable state-financed loan package to
build the current facility, the first
construction in the St. Albans industrial
park. Most of those in the local workforce
have a farming background with little
manufacturing experience. However, it is
an english-speaking population and a
hard-working one, according to company
management, which aids in the ability to
promote from within. The company's
wages, near the average for manufacturing
in the area, compare favorably to those
available in the local agricultural, service,
and tourist industries.
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Given the highly technical nature of
ceramic manufacturing, STC is faced with
pervasive skill shortages among its
shop-level staff. Typically, each worker is
operating his or her own machine or set of
machines, filling an order which has
detailed technical specifications. A unique
complication in machining ceramics is that
the pieces shrink when fired in the furnaces,
and therefore the products must be
machined to close tolerances with a built-in
estimated shrinkage factor. The unfired
pieces are brittle, adding to the risk of
breakage during production. Shorter
production runs are handled by individual
operators working at thur stations; longer
runs require more sophisticated set up and
monitoring on automated machinery. As
the pieces move through the shop and
various operations are performed, the
ceramics gain added value, and mistakes
become costly. Any mistake along the way
in reading blueprints, estimating shrinkage
factors, setting up the machines, or in
operations themselves is difficult to catch
until final inspection following firing, and
can become quite expensive.

Each area of the shop has a supervisor, set
up personnel, supervisory (lead) operators,
and line operators. Turnover among
entry-level operators is high during the first
two years, a sorting process which helps
determine who among the young work force
is really cut out for the company's exacting
production work. The unique set of skills
required in the manufacturing process
means that it can take a numbei of years
before workers on the line are producing at
their full capacity. The first shop-level job is
operator, and most operators are young
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workers with a high school degree. Over
time the most skilled, meticulous, and
ambitious operators are promoted as space
and skill permit.

Over the last ten years, new technology has
increased the company's demand for skilled
set-up personnel, ceramic engineers, and
technicians. Two years ago STC recruited its
first mechanical engineering technicians
from the local technical college, at a rate of
pay nearly double that of less skilled
shop-level workers. These technicians have
taken responsibility for implementing
computer numerical control production
within the plant.

Across the various manufaCuring
processes at STC, setting up each specialized
production run requires reading blueprints
and making basic algebraic and
trigonometric calculations. In the
mid-1980s, the company's President sensed
that its engineers were being relied upon to
perform set-up and monitoring operations
that could be done by properly trained
shop-level supervisory personnel.
Unfortunately, such workers are often in
short supply.

The company believes that its skill shortage
is due, in part, to the school system's
overemphasis on "paper pushing" to the
neglect of classic blue-collar skill
development. On top of that, the state
government is perceived as more responsive
to environmental and tourism concerns than
to local manufacturing needs. "We have a
perpetual opening posted for a machinist,
and they are simply not available,"
according to the company president.
Always on the lookout for a shop generalist
who undeTstands the broad contours of the
production process, company management
believes that these people no longer seem to
exist. Whether the cause is a changing
workforce or changing technology or both,
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STC has had no choice but to develop
virtually all of its workforce skills internally.

With its specialized production
requirements, "job shop" production runs,
and lack of extensive resources for trairing,
STC is a typical small manufacturing
concern. What is less common is the
innovative way the company has tackled the
problem of skill shortages among its
shop-level personnel. Beginning in 1984,
STC instituted a set of company-developed
basic skills programs, designed and
delivered by its own ceramic engineers. The
result has been a dramatic increase in the
number of promotable operators, a decrease
in the amount of time spent in set up and
supervision by the engineers themselves,
and qualitative improvements in
production efficiency.

STC's training programs are all created and
taught by company engineers to develop
job-related worker skills. The original
courses offered were shop math and
blueprint reading, which have become the
prerequisites for specialized courses such as
kiln, safety, and quality inspection. The
classes are offered on 50 percent company
time, with participants selected by top
management based on perceived potential
in the company. Although participation in
training is not sufficient for promotion, it
has, over time, become necessary for
promotion. In fact, the training programs
have become a key vehicle for assessing
worker motivation, ability, and career
potential.

This case study reviews the structure and
development of STC's basic skills and
related training programs, and in so doing
reveals some instructive lessons. cTC has
shown that diverting in-house resources to
training can pay off significantly in building
critical skills, without the need for expensive
outside assistance. It also demonstrates that



"home-grown" programs may be easier to
make job-related and to tie into promotion
than classes designed and administered by
outside educational experts.

The STC experience also reveals some of
the limitations of internally developed and
delivered training. In this environment,
success depends on the communication
skills of company staff, and on their interest
and competence in teaching. Quality in
instruction is critical for any training
program and it is the rare person who is both
technically proficient and has the gift to be
an energetic, patient, clear, and innovative
teacher. The STC experience also shows that
some skills may be more easily taught by
in-house personnel than others. But overall,
the STC leadership has proven that it is
possible for a company of virtually any size
to fill some critical gaps in its skill
requirements.

Structure of the Training
Programs

The skills required of all shop workers
beyond the entry level are basic
mathematical calculations (including
fractions, percentages, and simple
numerical con" rsion), basic algebra, basic
trigonometry, and blueprint reading.
Subsequent to completing basic training in
math and blueprint reading, workers enroll
in courses which relate to particular
departments, production processes, or
management tasks, such as Acceptable
Quality Level (AQL) Inspection, Kiln,
Safety, Production Papers with Computer
Impact, Threads and Threading, General
Ceramic Theory and Concepts, and
Industrial Leadership and the Economics of
Manufacturing.

Case Studies

The courses are wholly company-specific
and have been developed and taight by the
engineering staff in response to identifiable
skill shortages within the plant. These are
training programs which in retrospect the
cornpany leadership believes it could not
adequately function without. This is
especially true of the basic math and
blueprint courses. Orders from STC clients
are quite technical in nature and must be
translated accurately into detailed machine
set up and production specifications. Many
of the ceramic pieces go through a number
of production stages, therefore calculation
mistakes or set up errors could happen
anywhere along the way. Competent shop
math and blueprint reading skills are
necessary to avoid costly errors in
calculating set up requirements and
shrinkage factors.

The courses are taught by company
engineers in a classroom setting (the
lunchroom equipped with a blackboard) on
approxirnately 50 percent paid company
time and 50 percent workers' time.
However, this was done without incr-,sing
total payroll costs by using a part (he
regular work day. The single shift within
the plant normally ends at 4:30 p.m..
Workers enrolled in training enter the
classroom at precisely 4:15 p.m and punch
out at the end of class. Classes run for 30-45
minutes once pei ,veek, but workers are not
paid for time spent in class after 4:30.

The classes are offered during the
traditional academic year, in the fall and
continuing into the spring, beginning
sometime after Labor Day and wrapping up
sometime before Memorial Day. Because
summer is a time of vacations and an earlier
end to the shift day, neither engineers nor
workers are interested in staying late at the
plant to teach or take classes. The classes are
held once per week, with the total number
of weeks being in part determined by the
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progress which the participants are making
with the material. Some classes are
designed to be longer than others, with each
class being given an "estimated nui time."
For example, the basic math course is
approximately 2 weeks long, while the
safety course meets only tv-:ce.

Unlike many training interventions, those
at STC serve to screen workers for
promotion as well as to traia them. The
manual skills required of the operators are
taught on the shop floor, but the company
was finding that promotion required a
larger set of skills that were not so easily
taught through on-the-job experiences. The
initial list of workers in ited for training
consists only of those that the company
management believes have potential for
advancement. The courses help to assess
further the job-relevant qualities of
individuals. The training has thus become
an aid in identifying workers who have the
motivation and basic ability to become lead
operators and set-up personnel.

Not all shop workers are invited to
participate in the classes. At the beginning
of each fall, the members of the training
committee, which consists of the
Vice-President/Manager of Engineering,
the Plant Manager, and the senior design
engineer (who instituted the original shop
math/blueprint course), review the
employee list and discuss each worker's
promotion potential and current skill level.
Operators are generally in their twenties and
over half are women. Most have graduated
from high school, but very few havc any
subsequent schooling.

The number of w,,.kers is small enough
that members of the training committee
have had the chance to observe and Interact
with all of those on the list. At the time
workers are selected for math or blueprint
reading courses they are usually at the
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entry-level operator or lead operator level.
However, even the technicians have
participated in shop math and blueprint
classes in part to learn some additional
company-specific skills, and in part to gauge
the quality of their formal training.

Workers are selected for the basic skills
cla3ses if management believes they have
the potential to be promoted. Those
workers who are chosen are strongly
encouraged to participate. In addition,
without encouragement or publicity a few
uninvited workers will ask for approval to
enroll in the classes, and these workers are
also let in. Each class is designed to
accommodate no more than 10-12 workers.

1.-he classes are not open-entry, open-exit,
or self-paced, but the tempo of the class is set
flexibly by the teaching engineer in response
to the perceived abilities and progress of the
class. By inviting only those with the
highest estimated potential, management
creates classes which have less need for
individualized tutoring.

The design engineer believes strongly that
the basic skills programs v-:,uld benefit all
workers, but there are sev al reasons why
participation is restricted. First, those that
are selected can generally move through the
classes at a more rapid rate than the average
operator, who would slow down the pace of
the class considerably. Second, there is a
real cost to the engineers' time in instruction
and opening up courses to all shop-level
workers in a small, individualized
classroom setting would raise costs
considerably. Third, the company president
expresses a traditional view of small
business manufacturing: "There is not room
for all operators to be promoted, and not all
operators want to be promoted. Man, are
content doing their line jobs and do not want
added responsibility."



With the exception of the math and
blueprint courses run by the design
engineer, most of the courses are run by two
engineers, the "primary" and "secondary"
instructors. Both teachers are present at
each class, with the secondary instructor
acting as a teaching assistant. Engineers do
not volunteer to teach classes like the
workers they are selected by the training
committee (but they can refuse to be
instructors if they so choose). The instructor
prepares a course outline which is reviewed
by the committee. Students are required to
provide a three-ring notebook to hold class
materials, and instructors are encouraged to
provide daily class handouts. Homework
assignments and quizzes are given at the
individual discretion of the teacher, but he
or she is encouraged to develop some sort of
final homework assignment or exam.

Following the completion of the course,
instructors are rEquired to submit a
notebook to the trahiing committee which
contains the detailed curriculum, class
materials, and daily assignments. This
reduces the preparation tin required when
courses are repeated and smooths the
transition between instructors when
turnover among the engineering staff leads
to the appointment of a new course
instructor.

The courses are designed by the individual
instructors and generally include a blend of
company-developed and outside materials.
The combined math/blueprint course
taught in 1987 had as its purpose
familiarizing students with basic applied
math and special topics that are "useful in
everyday STC manufacturing." Below is an
outline of the first semester of the year-long
course:
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I. Basic Number Theory
II. Basic Number Equivalence
III. Basic Algebra
IV. Ratios, Proportions, Basic Equations
V. Basic Shrinkage Theory
VI. Boundary Condition Testing Theory
VII. Basic Instrument Reading
VIE Basic Instrument Application
IX. Basic Blueprint Definitions
X. "Advanced Blueprint"

The second half of the course covered basic
and applied trigonometry as well as selected
additional topics. In addition to achieving a
level of competence within each student in
the above areas, the goal of the course was
to develop additional skills which make use
of the basics developed Li the class. In cther
words, it was hoped that the class would
lead to the creative application of these
concepts on the shop floor.

As in any training program, motivation
and attendance varies J ly across the
participants. Instructors are required to take
attendance (ostensibly to keep payroll
correct), but even so up to 50 percent of the
enrollees either participate sporadically or
drop out of the courses altogether. Some
workers drop out due to a lack of
motivation, while others are sending a
signal that they are unlikely to be able to
master the material. Dropouts are rarely
promoted and often end up leaving the
company within the following year.

The course requirements vary across the
classes, but all teachers are encouraged to
develop some sort of final assignment or
exam. The math and blueprint courses
include weekly homework and a final exam.
The design engineer, who teaches these
basic courses, notes that the grades are
curved, with the highrst or second-highest
score set to 100 and the other grades set in
relationship to that score. In this way
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workers' scores are on average higher and
not too discouraging.

The plant manager notes that each
worker's quantitative score is not used as an
absolute, single indicator of promotability.
Rather, he places the score within the context
of the worker's performance in the shop,
overall motivation, attendance, and effort
level within the course. In some cases,
openings are filled with workers who may
have struggled with the courses, but who
were diligent students, are competent in
other ways, and who may be the best people
available to staff those higher-level
positions.

In looking over his attendance and grade
books for the last several years, the math and
blueprint program instructor realizes that
almost all of the enrollees who have
remained with the company have indeed
been promoted on the shop floor. But he
-so sees that those workers whose

attendance or performance was poor tended
to leave STC altogether. Clearly, these less
motivated or less able workers sensed that
opportunities within STC were going to be
circumscribed, and the ambitious among
them acted accordingly.

Program Development,
Refinement, and
Expansion

The initial math and blueprint classes at
STC were developed and first taught in 1984
and 1985, respectively. The courses were
developed on the basis of the instructor's
knowledge of what was required on the
shop floor and where the skill gaps were. In
the first year, the courses were broadcast
through flyers given to each employee, and
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there was open, voluntary enrollment.
Based on the experience with that class, the
instructor realized that little could be
accomplished in a setting with such a wide
variety of worker backgrounds, motivation,
and skill.

The decision to make the classes
mandatory and by invitation only was made
by what was to become the training
committee, along with the president of the
company. In essence, the change was an
effort to more efficiently target scarce
engineering resources to those employees
who would benefit most within the
company from company-specific training.
"It just wasn't efficient to give basic math
courses to a slow, line worker who wants to
help his grandson with his homework," said
the instructor. By targeting motivated
employees with a high likelihood of
promotion, the training was able to most
efficiently fill the training gaps at STC.

Targeted worker training also had the side
benefit of improving employee motivation.
Workers who questioned why they were
being referred to training were advised to
meet with the company president, who
maintains an open-door personnel policy.
The targeted worker would be advised by
the president that the training was no
guarantee of advancement, but that
energetic participation in the class was a
definite prerequisite for promotion. So
without making any specific promises, the
employees were given the impression that
this training was likely to lead to more pay
and responsibility on th? job. Such a direct
link between training and promotion is
likely to increase the motivation of the
ambitious.

By the fall of 1988 STC had run three full
sets of math and blueprint courses. At this
time most of those that had been targeted for
basic training had received it, and the



company decided to expand the training
into a broader range of job-specific courses.
Standard policies and procedures were
developed and other engineers were
involved in course development and
teaching.

There has been no effort to assess in any
quantitative way the costs and benefits of
STC's training initiatives. The only
significant costs are fifteen minutes of lost
production time for each 30-45 minutes cf
worker training and the value of the
engineers' time as teachers. The plant
manager estimates that he spent 30 hours
preparing his management course and then
an additional one hour of preparation time
for every 30-minute class. Over time, the
c^urses become shorter as the teachers gain
experience and decide what needs to be
maintained in the curriculum and what can
be eliminated.

The STC president sees the benefits of the
training as fundamental: "We can fill more
orders than we otherwise could. More
openings are being filled with reasonably
qualified people ,ted from the shop
floor." As skills hill ,ve on the floor the
need for engineering supervision decreases,
and more machines are being used
efficiently.

Assessment of Training
Programs at Superior
Technical Ceramics

There are several unusual aspects of STC's
training that are interrelated and reflect the
strengths and weaknesses of the program.
This is truly a home-grown set of courses,
developed, implemented, and taught by the
company's engineers. By developing its

Case Studies

own training, STC was able to avoid the use
of expensive outside consultants or
proiessional educational providers. The
engineers were uniquely qualified to
identify skill deficiencies on the shop floor
and to design a curriculum to remedy those
deficiencies.

Over time, the company realized that the
most resource-efficient training program
would target services on promotable
employees: this targeting was not only
efficient but increased worker motivation to
participate in the classes. For a small
company which is reluctant to invest in
work teams and pay-for-knowledge
systems, targeted training helps to limit the
number of workers who are building skills
a nd expecting commensurate
compensation. Even with targeting,
however, workers report some frustration
when their add cd training does not translate
immediately into higher compensation.
Clearly, there is a tension between training
workers, paying them more for their higher
productivity, or losing them to other, larger
employers who could benefit from their
budding skills.

The original courses in shop math and
blueprint reading were clearly a success in
that the training investment was small and
the most critical skill shortages were
alleviated. However, the subsequent
expansion into other courses is instructive
and highlights some of the limitations of
in-house programs. Math and blueprint
were the ingenious creation of an engineer
who happened to have the personality type
of a natural-born teacher. He had tutored a
number of technical courses in college,
taught skiing on the slopes of Vermont, and
enjoyed conducting the training programs
at STC. Not all professionals are excellent
teachers, however, and some of the other
engineers have even resisted taking on their
appointed roles as instructors. Now that all
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engineers are participating, there are
comparisons being made between the
various teachers, and this is an added
headache for the training committee.

Given the difficulties in expanding this
program into other areas, one wonders
whether training would have ever gotten off
of the ground at STC without the fortuitous
hiring of an engineer in 1982 with a gift for
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teaching. The new challenge for the
company is to move into more advanced
kinds of engineering training. According to
the company president, "the problem is, for
advanced engineering we have to figure out
a way to train the trainers first, and then get
them to train the shop-level workers, and it
all has to happen before turnover erodes
your investment."
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